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In this work, I describe Russian hip-hop as a uniquely fruitful site of investigation
of cultural cycles (innovation, commodification, dissemination, consumption, and further
innovation) of style as communicative practice. The sudden Transition to market
democracy—the expansion of the universal market into Russia and the Eastern bloc—
allows us to see exactly what is at stake in a discussion of style, rhetoric, and agency.
That is, the style subcultures before the Transition—though borrowed—operated locally,
communally, and with an emphasis on ideas. After the Transition, the style culture
defined around hip-hop was mostly a matter of imitating forms in a way designed to
garner fame and profit. In an inversion of the cultural cycle, hip-hop arrived more as the
sound of neoliberalism than as a rhetorical resource for resistance.
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I argue that style is a form of communicative practice, a union of form, ideology,
and activity whose elements cannot be separated. Style is the language of the universal
market. It is the cultural currency we use to express ourselves, experience leisure, even
engage in politics. Styles are also characterized by cultural cycles, which are frameworks
for capturing styles at particular historical moments with each moment’s particular social
and economic characteristics. Attending to specific historical context for cultural cycles is
important, because each style has a history that continues to leave traces upon it. It is
increasingly through style that people identify themselves and each other as denizens of a
single planet, interconnected. And it is through style that those living in advanced
capitalist nations connect with other regions of the globe. Globalization is also the basis
for the borrowing of styles worldwide, including into Soviet and post-Soviet Russia.
In Post-World War II Soviet style subcultures privileged youth were special
sources of Western commodities and information, while ordinary youth often cobbled
together copies of Western styles. Soviet youth consumed the West, they imitated it, and
they often innovated upon it. In innovating, they created their own versions of styles,
most notably Russian rock. Style subcultures in the Soviet Union were de facto political,
given that the very act of diverging from the official culture was treated by the state as a
kind of dissidence.
Following the fall off the Soviet Union, style cultures were mostly rendered
irrelevant or folded into the developing market in popular and youth culture. For
example, Russian hip-hop in is a product both of Soviet style culture and of the universal
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neoliberal market. The political and economic ambivalence of hip-hop as a whole and of
other styles in Russia provides a lens through which we can view the effects of the
development of the universal market in that country. Style is a means for people to
negotiate their relationships to each other and to the state and market. The universal
market is eager and quite able to take advantage of style, to package it, market it, and
enforce its boundaries. Russians must go to market for the necessities of life and for
leisure; it is also primarily through the market that they come to know and practice style.
Still, even within hip-hop, there remains a kernel of resistance in the culture-making of
ordinary people.
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RUSSIAN HIP-HOP: RHETORIC AT THE INTERSECTION OF
STYLE AND GLOBALIZATION	
  
Introduction	
  
The video begins with high-rise brick apartment buildings shot at an angle from
below, accompanied by the sound of a radio dial being spun through the stations (Dzham
& Khishchnaia Pastva 2006). Then come the rappers, front-man and backup, strolling
along the asphalt to the tune of a 1970s soul sample. Both men are wearing nonchalant
faces under black baseball caps, along with zip-front jackets, baggy pants, and white
sneakers. One more spin of the radio dial, and the beat begins in earnest. In a rap about
their neighborhood, the MCs take the viewer on a visual tour that includes, among other
images, the backsides of young women walking by, a man purchasing a handgun, a group
of old women sitting together, children playing on the playground, and two young men
sharing a joint. The rappers themselves move their bodies to the beat, swaggering with
arms raised from the shoulders and palms open, pointing to their chests or to their
crotches, or stretching their hands forth from their chests toward the viewer as they offer
up their rhymes. The camera pans to a sign that spells out the neighborhood's name:
ОТРАДНОЕ.1
Murray Forman (2002) warns us that “the 'hood is not just any place; the term
cannot simply be used to define any neighborhood” (5). And he is right: With additional
description it is clear that the video could only have come from its specific place. From
the neighborhood's particular layout and street signs to the skyline view of Moscow's
northeastern district, from the head-scarved starushki (“old ladies”) sitting together
outside their apartment building to the types of cars driving by, the video is filled with
place-specific images and characters.2 The video's locale is visually a far cry from the
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urban blight of the foundational American ghettoes on which the imagined space of the
'hood was constructed. All the characters are white, all the rhymes are in Russian, and,
save for the frontman's belt buckle and the backup MC's chain and pendant, there is little
or no bling in sight.
Yet in many ways (excluding the small European cars, clean streets, and
exclusively white faces) this video could have come from New York, Chicago, Berlin,
Paris, or any other city in what Alim calls the global hip-hop nation (GHHN) (Alim et al
2009). Its style is realistic, aspiring to direct representation, and its images evoke the
masculinity, suggested violence, locality, and even sexuality that are important themes in
hip-hop expression.3 But for its native language, the rap could have been about any MC's
relation to her or his 'hood. But for the backup MC's Russian military jacket, the rappers'
look is all hip-hop, from clothing to the movements of their bodies (Vanich 2006).4
Three decades and thousands of miles separate the South Bronx of hip-hop's
origins in the 1970s from today's Otradnoe neighborhood in northeastern Moscow, but
the two are linked by a common culture of beat, rhyme, style, and movement that
connects vastly different spaces and people across languages and through time.5 Hip-hop
is at once a global commodity and a local practice, text and performance, fantasy and
lived experience, derivative and inventive, subversive and conservative. Critics and
scholars from a number of different disciplines have wrangled with its contradictions.
Some have emphasized its history in the African diaspora, “all the way back to the griots
of Nigeria and the Gambia” and through “all contemporary Afro-American music,”(Toop
2000, 19) while others have focused on its “recombination into local linguistic, musical,
and political contexts around the world” (Mitchell 2001, 10). Some have praised it as a
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repertoire of political resistance (Potter 1995; Shomari 1995), while others have decried
its "nightmare of materialism and directionless hostility” (Toop 2000, 176).
By sampling from the disciplines of communication studies (particularly rhetoric),
Russian Studies, African and African-American studies, and the interdisciplinary study of
popular culture, I hope to record part of hip-hop’s decades-long journey from local New
York cultural practice to Russian consumer culture through the global circulation of style.
This study attempts to describe that journey, historicize hip-hop style, and connect the
style to a globalized culture market through engagement with both scholarly texts and
popular texts from within and about hip-hop communicative practice. The question that
loops through this work is: What gets borrowed, through what means, and towards what
ends? The short answer is that it depends on when, where, and who. The moment in time
and space, the actors, and their interaction in particular contexts all leave an imprint on
hip-hop and delineate the conditions of possibility for hip-hop to be used as
entertainment, livelihood, site of political struggle, and/or means for building community.
Russian society is peculiar in its uptake of hip-hop styles. During the late Soviet
period (from World War Two through perestroika and glasnost’), numerous style
subcultures based on styles borrowed from the West emerged as implicit and explicit
challenges to the Soviet State. In this context, pro-Western ideas about the free market
and cultural forms that enabled youth to form resistant communities were both
automatically political. Taken up in underground, vernacular spaces, youth communities
around jazz, hippie culture, and especially rock music organized popular consciousness
from below up to the time of the collapse of the Soviet Union and its satellites in the
period between 1989 and 1991.
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The Western-style free market—which I will describe in terms of Harry
Braverman’s concept of the universal market of neoliberalism—hit Russia like a megaton
detonation. The rapid “shock therapy” of the privatization of all things once handled by a
caretaking state left millions of people struggling for survival. In the sudden integration
of Russia into the neoliberal world, cultural forms from the West flowed more
consistently and smoothly into the former Soviet societies. Hip hop was and remains one
of those forms.
Thus, unlike rock in Russia and unlike the bottom-up generation of hip-hop from
urban neighborhoods in the US, hip-hop in Russia has an inverted history. In this
dissertation I argue that in capitalism, genres of communicative practice, or styles, go
through a cultural cycle of innovation, commodification, distribution, consumption, and
further innovation. Russian hip-hop begins the cultural cycle in the middle, at the point of
commercialized distribution. Its uptake in newly marketizing economies, then, was part
and parcel of neoliberal integration. In terms of practice, this means that hip-hop entered
Russia and spread from the top-down rather than from the bottom up. To date,
expressions of artists using this form have largely bypassed the stages of vernacular
innovation and independent creativity necessary to the construction of community
identities with an authentic or political character (Benjamin 1999). However, I do not
mean to say that hip-hop is completely absent from spaces of anger and resistance. In this
dissertation, I consider Russian hip-hop in both its mainstream and vernacular iterations.
The post-Soviet historical moment and the consolidation of neoliberal social
relations have generated what a number of scholars have identified as a postmodern
politics of style (Jameson 1991, Harvey 2005, Brummett 2008). But to what extent can
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style be coterminous with political agency? This is the key question for scholars in
rhetorical studies. The answer, I will suggest, is that while a politics of style dominates
the mainstream political imaginaries of neoliberal global capitalism, we must recognize
the limited potential of the flow of genres itself to generate something like agentive
political critique and action. When what is exchanged in the global market is a set of
more or less empty forms, we must investigate how local particular investment of
meaning into those forms becomes—and fails to become—a process of innovation and
political practice.
This argument unfolds across five chapters, resulting in the theoretical framework
necessary to understand the consumption and production of hip-hop in Russia. In Chapter
1, I explore the rhetoric of style and delimit the genre of hip-hop practices. The second
chapter, about cultural cycles, sets the theoretical stage for exploring how the
communicative practices of hip-hop are born, transported, consumed, and re-born in new
times and places.6 In Chapter 3, I build a theory about globalization that builds upon
Braverman’s (1998) notion of the universal market and the circulation of hip-hop style
around the world. Chapter 4 examines post-WWII Russian popular culture as a site for
interaction with and integration of globalized cultural commodities. Finally, all of the
previous together make possible a discussion in Chapter 5 of Russian hip-hop as a
borrowed, yet innovative globalized style. The case study raises a series of questions
specific to the study of Russian hip-hop and a method of finding answers by following
the beat of style as it is sampled and remixed to the tune of capital, an approach that
attends to the intersection of style, history, globalization, and local practice.
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Putting together all of these elements, I offer a communicative practice model that
extends work in rhetoric and cultural studies on style, asking communication scholars to
take care to examine styles as unfolding in economic context. It is right to say that style
has become the locus of politics in late capitalism (i.e., the globalized universal market),
but when we look at particular appropriations and uses of style, we may distinguish
among more and less political and more and less authentic iterations. In addition, my
method enables the analytical separation of form and ideation, noting that in late
capitalism, forms travel the flows of commercial culture. When taken up at the top of
society, these forms undergo little reworking and remain, in a sense, empty of ideation
except the implicit affirmation of the universal market itself. As I review literatures and
debates on these topics, a guiding question is about the possibility of critical selfconscious agency in the crafting of local cultures and identities.

GENRE, PRACTICE, AND STYLE
To begin, it is important to get at what hip-hop is as a genre, and what style is in
general. Most hip-hop scholars describe hip-hop as comprised of four practices:
breakdancing, graffiti, MCing, and DJing, the latter two of which belong to the domain of
rap music. Of course, if this description were sufficient, every rave would be hip-hop. So
would the spray paint on any of millions of urban walls. The Charlie Daniels Band’s
1979 southern rock classic The Devil Went Down to Georgia, for all that it included
rhyming prose recited over and with a beat, was not a hip-hop hit (Daniels 1979). There
must therefore be a unifying logic that brings these four practices together into an
identifiable whole; such a logic would be behind the unity found in any style.
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In order to understand that logic, I sample Bakhtin’s (1986) notion of a speech
genre, those “definite and relatively stable typical forms of construction of the
whole…Even in the most free, the most unconstrained conversation, we cast our speech
in definite generic forms, sometimes rigid and trite ones, sometimes more flexible,
plastic, and creative ones” (78). Speech genres “are so diverse because they differ
depending on the situation, social position, and personal interrelations of the participants
in the communication” (79). They can include everyday expressions like greetings and
farewells, or they can be different registers of discourse, like business transactions or
professional jargon. They can also include artistic genres and other styles of speech
communication.
Of course, hip-hop is more than speech; it involves “ways of looking, listening,
touching, physical postures, movements, and other activities of the body” (Hanks 1996,
229). In other words, it is a genre of communicative practice. Hanks warns us that “it is
tempting, depending on one’s own commitments, to try to treat activities as if they were
formal systems, or language structure as if it were no more than the temporary product of
activity, or ideology as merely the projection of verbal categories or the misconstrual of
action.” (ibid., 231).7 That is, while we might prioritize one area of practice (form,
ideology, or activity), we must bear in mind the analytical distinction between them as
well as their relationship of mutual determination. For example, activities like
performing, both in person and in the studio, must be undertaken within certain generic
constraints: rapping generally has to rhyme, or at least be rhythmic; DJing requires a
looping break beat, typically sampled from another work. Hip-hop graffiti and dance also
follow certain norms and are judged according to widely shared standards of virtuosity.
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At the same time, each performance leaves a trace of itself as an individual iteration,
allowing for the possibility of innovation. And it is the shared values of hip-hop
practitioners, fans, and critics that both enforce generic norms of interpretation and
appreciation and sanction changes to those norms.
Communicative practice genres correspond in part to what Brummett (2008) calls
style. He describes style as “a complex system of actions, subjects, and behaviors that is
used to form messages that announce who we are, who we want to be, and who we want
to be considered akin to. It is therefore also a system of communication with rhetorical
influences on others. And as such, style is a means by which power and advantage are
negotiated, distributed, and struggled over in society” (xi). This description of style gets
at the mutual influence of activity (actions, subjects, and behaviors), form (as a system),
and values and ideology (identity, influence, power). Also, both Brummett (2008) and
Bakhtin (2006) discuss the importance of styles as genres to the social, political, and
historical contexts in which they occur. In Bakhtin’s words, “[S]peech genres are the
drive belts from the history of society to the history of language” (1986, 65).8 For our
purposes, “speech genres” should be read as genres of communicative practice and
“language” as communication. The point is that communication is inseparable from
human action; it both structures and is structured by what we do, what we think, and who
we are.9
Seeing hip-hop style as a genre of communicative practice, we are able to
examine not only the formal aspects of style, but also its ideational and ideological
weight and the practices that comprise it. While it is the formal and ideational aspects of
hip-hop style that are taken up through the market and sent across the globe, a process I
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explore in more detail in the next section, these forms and ideas always enter local
contexts of experience. As Hanks (1996) puts it, “a study of communicative practice
deals as much with the actual doings of real agents as it does with the systemic potentials
of symbolic forms” (231). He goes on that “the formalist treats potential as an
anonymous, combinatorial capacity inherent in the categories and rules of a system,” here
a genre, and a given agent “does little more than actualize forms prefigured by the rules”
(ibid.). This formulation does not exclude or gloss over the fact that form often structures
activities in ways of which communicative actors are unaware. However, it is the domain
of practice that makes the more or less reflexive deployment of formal resources
rhetorical by providing a context for judgment. “A judgment of practical feasibility” of
any given formal expression “involves timing, knowing when to act, how long to
maintain engagement, the rhythm in which to proceed, and how to deal with successive
outcomes. To rush, hesitate, mistime, or stumble through an action is to fail or to invite
misinterpretation, even though it may appear correct to the letter, once summarized in
retrospect” (ibid.). Style can only be judged as more or less credible or authentic, more or
less persuasive, in the context of a particular performance, or within the domain of
practice.
As with other styles, however, it is the formal and ideological components of
communicative practice that can be separated from a particular context and imported into
another. Brummett (2008) writes: “Style seems to require the appropriation of signs from
contexts that originally gave them meaning. The ability to shift signs and their meanings
from one context to another is of the essence of style” (9). While all styles are only
interpretable within the domain of performance and rely upon performance for their
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continued existence, they are not finally wedded to particular contexts. Brummett (2008),
quoting Hebdige (1991), refers to the performers of styles as bricoleurs, as taking up
styles through the consumption and creative use of commodities in such a way as to
undermine any idea of an original context’s exclusive claim to legitimate participation in
the performance of style (ibid.). It is to this taking up and reenactment10 of styles that the
next section is dedicated, while the role of commodities and consumption returns in
Chapter Three.	
  

CULTURAL CYCLES AND THE UNIVERSAL MARKET
The second piece of my argument regards the cultural cycles of innovation,
commodification, distribution, consumption, and further innovation that characterize hiphop’s journey from a specific context of people, spaces, and circumstances to the millions
of new contexts that comprise the GHHN. Similar to Bakhtin’s (1986) “chain of human
communication,” these cycles do not occur in isolation, but link together the origins and
destinations of hip-hop communicative practice.11 For example, the claim that hip-hop
originated in the Bronx in the 1970s does not mean that that particular moment of
innovation arose spontaneously from nothing. Rather, we can see hip-hop as a new link
on a chain that stretches into the Afrodiasporic past, where other innovations of rhythm,
movement, and language were taken up, disseminated, consumed, and built upon. We can
see it as inherently African American cultural expression (see, for example, Rose 1994).
We can see it as connected to specific local ways of being in its own present, wherever in
time and space that present is located. We can see it as a commodity, disseminated
through exchange within the global popular music market. And we can see it as having a
future in which new links are forged with their own local specificities and possibilities.
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Each of these links is an utterance within the genre of hip-hop, a moment of iteration both
analytically distinct from and intrinsically connected to other moments (Bakhtin 1986).
Hip-hop extends into the past, drawing from generic performance styles such as
dissing, signifying, boasting, and toasting12 and from rhythms and dances originating in
the African diaspora.13 Gilroy (1993) calls these “stereophonic, bilingual, or bifocal
cultural forms originated by, but no longer the exclusive property of, blacks dispersed
within the structures of feeling, producing, communicating, and remembering” the “black
Atlantic” (3). Gilroy draws our attention to an important component of cultural cycles,
namely that while the contexts of genres’ origins remain as unifying traces, genres are
“no longer the exclusive property of” their origins. For example, the African diaspora
was the ground from which a number of styles or genres of communicative practice were
innovated, including the blues, jazz, rock, reggae, and hip-hop. Each of these practices is
identifiably related to the others and to the actual context of the Atlantic slave trade.14 Yet
each also stands on its own, having developed its own forms and ideas as part of the
shared practice and experience of actual people in particular places and moments.15
Hip-hop is also an important innovation in communicative practice “deeply rooted
in the specific, the local experience” (Rose 1994, 34). This rootedness is evident even in
global hip-hop scenes, where actors use style to identify and represent their localities and
experiences (Krims 2000; Mitchell 2001; Androutsopoulos 2003). Hip-hop performances
are negotiations of the given and the possible (generic and innovative forms, stable and
negotiable identity frameworks, given and possible contexts), and performers carry out
these negotiations on the ground of the present within specific local contexts. No matter
what else hip-hop might be—historically situated, globally disseminated—real hip-hop is
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always local and present. It is an inhabited style, explicable in terms of present, local
practices than in terms of historical or commercially mediated ones.
Important as history and locality are to understanding hip-hop style, it is the
genre’s outward movement that allows for its existence as a global culture. Hip-hop is, in
Bakhtin’s (1986) terms, “related not only to preceding, but also to subsequent links in the
chain of human communication” (94). It is geared toward the mass production and future
consumption of commodities, which index its style by companies, fans, performers, and
consumers in general. The role of mass mediation and the market in hip-hop’s appearance
in contexts for which (by its history) it was never intended in the past and which (by its
nature) cannot lay exclusive claim to it for all time cannot be overemphasized.
All of these moments—past, present, and potential future(s)—make hip-hop an
extraordinarily complex genre. And while different scholars emphasize particular links
on the chain of hip-hop communication, the notion of cultural cycles gets at the ways in
which each of hip-hop’s important moments does not stand in contradistinction to the
others, but is, with the others, part of a greater whole. In the South Bronx in the 1970s,
hip-hop began as a particular youth culture of music, dance, and art.16 It drew from black
Atlantic experience (either the historic forced immigration of slavery or more recent
immigration from the Caribbean). It incorporated popular Afrodiasporic and other
popular musics of the time. And it both reflected and helped shape people’s local
experiences of the economic recession of the mid-1970s, the demise of the Black and
Brown Power movements, the culture of street gangs, and the disappearance of
infrastructure and social services from the South Bronx. For all of its originating
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influences, I ground my discussion of the cultural cycles of hip-hop within the moment of
innovation that brought the style into being (Chang 2005, chapters 1-3).
Cindy Campbell’s house parties, where her brother Clive (a.k.a. DJ Kool Herc)
would play, Afrika Bambaataa’s reconfiguration of gang turf into music turf, the
“bombing” of New York’s subway cars by taggers like Seen seeking recognition of their
names and art, and dancers like Crazy Legs popping and locking to DJs’ break beats all
represent hip-hop innovation.17 Yet, if innovation were the whole story, hip-hop would
have remained a locally bound set of cultural practices, a passing form of self-expression
and entertainment. The style had to move out of the neighborhood.
Hip-hop began to move throughout New York City on bootleg mix tapes and
spray-painted subway cars. Then came club dates and studio recording sessions for DJs
and rappers, gallery shows for graffiti artists, and film roles for breakdancers (Chang
2005, Chapters 8-10). By the turn of the decade, hip-hop’s commodification had begun,
and the style—embodied in audio and visual recordings, art, and fashion—quickly
entered American popular culture. Dimitriadis (1999) writes that by the mid-1980s “hip
hop moved…from an event-driven activity to a product-driven one with the release and
overwhelming commercial success of Run-D.M.C.’s first recordings” (355). He describes
the move as one from “situated and place-bound activity, which demanded active and
engaged agents” to “the proliferation of self-contained musical texts…These recordings
became the focus of hip hop, moving it to privatized contexts and encouraging more
passive productive and consumptive practices” (ibid.). Beyond the effects of privatization
that Dimitriadis describes, the commodification of hip-hop removed the genre from its
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original contexts, sloughed off its local features, all while retaining traces of previous
local meanings.
Some of those local meanings were subversive, or at least perceived to be so by
many outside the culture of hip-hop.18 Graffiti was treated as vandalism and prosecuted,
and taggers risked injury and even death to continue their art.19 Rappers and breakers
were routinely harassed as they gathered in ciphas (circles of performance) on sidewalks
and in parks. The role of institutionalized racism directed towards Black youth (and
young Black men in particular) both in the 1970s and today makes for an inherent
association between hip-hop, oppression, and the political struggle for survival and
representation. This association underlies the popularity of hip-hop style for Black and
White consumers alike and continues to be an important component of the ideational and
ideological domain of hip-hop communicative practice.20
The emerging market in rap music recordings, music videos, and other hip-hopassociated commodities set hip-hop style on its global journey. While the appropriation
of hip-hop is neither new nor unusual, particularly when seen alongside other
Afrodiasporic and African American genres,21 the speed of its dissemination distinguishes
it from the blues, jazz, and rock at similar points in their respective histories (though the
spread of further innovations in these genres has increased as well). The first part of
Chapter Two takes up how the entire cultural cycle of hip-hop from innovation onwards
is intrinsically—historically, materially, and ideologically—tied to the market,
particularly to the notion of a “universal market.” It is tied especially to the economic
processes that characterize the period of neoliberal capitalist development over the past
three decades, especially globalization.
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Braverman (1998) calls the “universal market” the triumph of capital such that
most human needs can only be met through market transactions. Theorists of culture have
devoted a great deal of time, effort, and ink to coming to grips with how the enormous
changes in capitalism have altered the ways in which people all over the world
experience and build daily life through their interaction with the market. Production,
exchange, and consumption—and our relations to each—structure our social life. From
working to securing the necessities of living, from our opportunities for leisure to the
ways in which we experience it, and from the ideologies and policies against which we
struggle to the very conditions of possibility for struggle, there is no single aspect of our
social life that exists outside the direct influence of capital. This all-permeating influence
of the market on daily life is a new stage of capitalism, new from the point of view of one
of its most prominent theorists, Karl Marx.22 While many scholars refer to this new stage
as late capitalism, I follow Braverman in calling it monopoly capitalism.23 In so doing, I
hope to avoid the confusion over the periodization of capitalism that the former term
entails about, for example, whether capitalism is in decline or how we would refer to
further changes within capitalism.
“Monopoly capitalism,” Braverman writes, “had its beginnings…in the last two or
three decades of the nineteenth century. It was then that the concentration and
centralization of capital…began to assert itself; it was consequently then that the modern
structure of capitalist industry and finance began to take shape” (175). Note that the
period of monopoly capitalism does not correspond completely with what is typically
seen as late capitalism, or the changes in the economy following World War II referred to
by many scholars, including Marxists, as postmodernism.24 Rather, Braverman’s
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formulation contextualizes the current period and traces its development. He writes:
“Monopoly capitalism…embraces the increase of monopolistic organizations within each
capitalist country, the internationalization of capital, the international division of labor,
imperialism, the world market and the world movement of capital, and changes in the
structure of state power” that characterize the current period (1998, 175).
It is in the period of monopoly capitalism “that the capitalist mode of production
takes over the totality of individual, family, and social needs and, in subordinating them
to the market, also reshapes them to serve the needs of capital” (ibid., 188). This process
of subordination, similar to what Adorno and Horkheimer (1991) note as the logic of the
culture industry, is what Braverman describes as the development of the universal
market. Beyond communicative and cultural practice, the expansion of capitalism and the
production of commodities for profit have structured the ways in which we feed, clothe,
and house ourselves, the spaces we inhabit, and our means of interaction. Braverman
(1996) begins his description of the universal market with the industrialization of food
production and production of home necessities and traces it through urbanization to a
situation where we have become
totally dependent upon social artifice for every need. But social artifice has been
destroyed in all but its marketable forms. Thus the population no longer relies
upon social organization in the form of family, friends, neighbors, community,
elders, children, but with few exceptions must go to market and only to market,
not only for food, clothing, and shelter, but also for recreation, amusement,
security, for the care of the young, the old, the sick, the handicapped. In time not
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only the material and service needs but even the emotional patterns of life are
channeled through the market (1998, 191).
Where the universal market meets hip-hop is in capital’s drive to commodify as many of
the fruits of human activity as possible in order to generate as much profit as possible
through the exploitation of labor in the production of commodities for exchange.25 “So
enterprising is capital,” Braverman writes, “that even where the effort is made by one or
another section of the population to find a way to nature, sport, or art through personal
activity and amateur or ‘underground’ innovation, these activities are rapidly
incorporated into the market so far as is possible” (1998, 193).26 Thus the innovations of
hip-hop, once commodified, ceased to be a set of simple commodities (like mix tapes,
records, sound equipment, spray paint) to be used in communicative practice and became
instead commodities to be used in capitalist exchange for the realization of profit.

STYLE AND GLOBALIZATION
Hip-hop style as a global phenomenon can hardly be conceived of outside the
aegis of capitalist expansion under monopoly capitalism. As Braverman (1996) described
the development of the universal market, Marx and Engels (2005) describe the drive of
capitalists to search the globe for new materials for production and markets for
consumption, writing: “The need of a constantly expanding market for its producers
chases the bourgeoisie over the entire surface of the globe. It must nestle everywhere,
settle everywhere, establish connections everywhere” (44). Capital’s extensive reach
through globalized processes of communication, transportation, and commodity
distribution bring the universal market that began its development in the West
(particularly the United States and Great Britain) to the rest of the world.
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Globalization is not an economic process alone, but is attended by a series of
cultural changes that bring about myriad new possibilities for human activity and place
upon it new constraints. Hip-hop as a global phenomenon and “the ways in which
cultural forms move, change, and are reused” (Pennycook 2006). makes the genre “one of
the most important sites of the study of globalization in general” (Alim 2009, 4).
Appadurai describes the cultural changes attendant upon globalization and
conceptualizes them in terms of global cultural “flows” (Appadurai 1996). In exploring
these flows, he describes the tension between views of globalization that emphasize the
spread of Western culture outwards in a neocolonial pattern and those that focus upon the
nativization of transported cultural forms and practices (ibid., 32). Appadurai refers to the
former as “homogenizers,” whose central thesis “subspeciates into either an argument
about Americanization or an argument about commoditization, and very often the two
arguments are closely linked” (ibid.). He takes the latter view, stating that “the new
global cultural economy has to be seen as a complex, overlapping, disjunctive order that
cannot any longer be understood in terms of existing center-periphery models (even those
that might account for multiple centers or peripheries…Nor is it susceptible to simple
models of…consumers and producers” (ibid.). I prefer to see two complementary
dynamics at work: The first is a dynamic within which cultural forms originating in the
West are disembedded from their contexts of origin, commodified, and transported
through the universal market into new domains of production and consumption. The
second is the process whereby that which is consumed gets re-produced, yielding new
cultural forms, or at least new iterations of borrowed forms. The view of the West,
particularly the United States, as possessing economic and cultural hegemony (however
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unstable) does not preclude non-western styles from flowing into and influencing
Western culture. Examples of such flows include Bollywood films, anime, and manga,
among others. It also does not preclude new iterations of originally American styles from
flowing in, which we see in a limited sense in the influence of non-American musics
influencing American hip-hop, such as reggae, reggaeton, and crossover artists from
Europe and elsewhere.
Another debate in the study of globalization is whether the phenomena that
characterize it—developments in technology, transportation, and the borrowing and
mixing of cultural forms—is particularly new. Mahnkopf, for example, argues for two
distinct periods of globalization, both associated with the disembedding of local cultures
and their spread. The first period follows the Industrial Revolution and lasts into the
twentieth century, and the second begins in the late twentieth century and extends into the
current time. I agree with her that capitalist globalization as such is not a new
phenomenon, though I propose a slightly different periodization comprised of three
stages: from the Industrial Revolution through the world economic crises of the early
twentieth century; the Keynesian period from the 1930s into the world recession of the
1970s, and the neoliberal period from the late 1970s through the current time. Each
period, punctuated by economic change and crisis, brings with it a different moment in
the cultural cycle of hip-hop. The first period includes the development of black Atlantic
culture through the unprecedented (at that time) cultural contact brought about by the
slave trade. The second period includes the Second World War, which was instrumental
in spreading American culture overseas, and the post-War period that saw the rise of
youth cultures internationally, and apropos of the current work, in Soviet Russia. The
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neoliberal period is where we find the innovation in the South Bronx and the spread
through the American market into post-Soviet Russia, of hip-hop style. As mentioned
before, while the global reach of capitalism is not new, it must be acknowledged that the
nature of current technology and the development of new possibilities for and means of
cultural contact have not only changed the ways in which styles flow globally but,
equally importantly, the pace of change.
The concept of cultural cycles discussed in Chapter Two is intended to capture
some of the complexities of global capitalism and style. It posits an historical continuity
that ties together hip-hop’s antecedent genres and its global trajectories. The development
of global capitalism is the prerequisite for the development of global hip-hop. The
moments of globalization help us to understand the flow of American styles into Soviet
and post-Soviet Russia, to which I turn in the Chapter Four.

RUSSIAN YOUTH CULTURE AFTER WORLD WAR TWO
In order to discuss the effects of globalization on Soviet and post-Soviet Russia
and the uptake and development of hip-hop style there, it is helpful to understand the
nature of popular culture in Russia following World War Two. Just as in the West, this
era brings with it the first developments of youth cultures as distinct co- and
subcultures.27 It is a period during which increases in productivity and the continuing
development of the universal market yield greater amounts of leisure time for adults and
youth alike. In the West, these developments led to the creation of new opportunities for
consumer production and marketing and the identification of new consumer categories. In
the Soviet Union, however, consumer culture did not develop; rather, style commodities
were obtained and circulated unofficially or improvised from what was at hand. In both
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the U.S. and Russia, youth subcultures came into more or less direct conflict with
authorities throughout the 1960s, particularly through their association with dissident
political movements. By the 1980s, American youth cultures had for the most part been
assimilated into the market, while Russian youth cultures continued to incur the suspicion
of, if not direct suppression by, authorities. A discussion of the history of American youth
culture is outside the scope of this work; this chapter is devoted instead to tracing the
flow of American cultural commodities into Soviet Russia and the meanings associated
with them. What I hope to bring to light is an understanding of the development of style
cultures in post-war Russia in order to set the stage for exploring the uptake of and
engagement with hip-hop style in post-Soviet Russia.
In the late 1940s the first style-based youth subcultures appeared in the Soviet
Union (Troitskii 1988; Pilkington 1994). These were young people who sought to stand
out against what they saw as the greyness of Soviet mass culture and turned to Western
styles in dress, music, dance, values, and behavior. Their contact with the West was
heavily circumscribed; most often it was the children of Party elites who had access to
Westerners and their cultural commodities, and these commodities were both copied and
circulated in an unofficial market. The first style culture was the stiliagi. They listened to
and performed jazz music, strolled in flamboyant suits and skirts (some of which they
made and some which were acquired on the market), and spoke with a smattering of
English phrases. For some, the stiliagi were style dissidents, while for others they were
an apolitical fad to be followed by others.
Another style subculture, though not tied to Western borrowings or to passive
patterns of consumption, is that of the bards. Connected in no small way to the dissident
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movements of the 1960s, the bards became a voice of conscience in a system that,
unbeknownst to them, was slowly crumbling. I include the bards in this chapter because
they are both a subculture and identifiable by a particular look and sound, as well as for
what they have in common with other Soviet style movements in the ways in which they
disseminated their music and images.
Post-1960s and pre-Transition style cultures in the Soviet Union include hippies,
punks, metal-heads, nativists, role-playing gamers, and many others called Sistema (“The
System”) or neformaly (“informal groups”). Youth in the Sistema gathered outside of
official Party-affiliated youth organizations in tusovki, or social groups based on common
consumption and communication practices. These subcultures, like the stiliagi before
them, formed around borrowed styles from the West. And like both the stiliagi and the
bards, they faced both official State repression and social exclusion. Later subcultures
had greater opportunities, afforded by glasnost’ (“opening” or “voicing”) and perestroika
(“restructuring”), to participate in public culture without persecution, and they came to be
associated, rightly or not, with political dissidence and the fall of the Soviet Union. PostWWII style cultures change in levels of politicization, both in terms of repression and in
terms of participation, along with social and economic changes in the Soviet Union.
I assert in Chapter Four that these style cultures all either were actively
suppressed by or existed under the suspicion of the Soviet state. It is this repression and
mistrust that makes style cultures in this period de facto political movements, if limited in
size and effect. Another characteristic of the period is that the Soviet Union, like the
West, experienced economic and social changes that left youth with more free time from
work and often at odds with traditional family and political structures (Pilkington 1994).
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In Chapter Three’s discussion of globalization I characterize the USSR as “state
capitalist” (Cliff 1974), characterized by capitalist competition on the world market and
iron economic and political control at home as well as by class differentiations based as
in the West on relationship to the means of production. In Chapter Four we see the
USSR’s class dynamics at work, where privileged youth were often the sources of
borrowing and distribution of Western cultural commodities and safe from persecution
while ordinary youth cobbled together their own versions of Western style and suffered
both at the hands of the state and at the hands of their fellow citizens. I argue that style
subcultures would not have existed in the Soviet Union had class differentiations and
common (with the West) socioeconomic patterns not existed. These differentiations and
patterns led to contradictions between official culture and the actual experiences of social
life that became opportunities for critique in both style and substance, facilitating the
formation of youth style subcultures in both Soviet Russia and the West.
Following the collapse of the USSR in 1991 we see the development of a popular
music market, recording industry, and Western influence that both put an end to Soviet
style subcultures and characterizes the entrance of hip-hop style into Russia in the 1990s.
A few points are important to reiterate in tracing the history of post-war Soviet
youth culture. First, the development of youth cultures from the 1940s onwards was a
global phenomenon, not an exclusively Western one. Second, the association between
style and subversion was an overt political fact of the Soviet era, though unlike in the
West, the subversiveness of style was in its connection with Western culture and
capitalism, rather than opposed to it. Third, from its very beginnings postwar Russian
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popular culture was built upon trade in and emulation of Western cultural commodities,
including clothes, recordings, films, and other trappings of style.

RUSSIAN HIP-HOP
Hip-hop culture appeared in Russia through the formation of the first
breakdancing troupes in the late 1980s, though rap didn’t take off until the 1990s
(Pilkington 2002; Bdance.ru 2009; P-a-u-k.ru 2009; Niggatiff 2009). Currently, there are
numerous websites, internet fora, publications, clubs, and events devoted to hip-hop
culture (generally seen as MCing, DJing, breakdancing, and graffiti), and rap music has
achieved a mainstream presence in Russia’s popular music market.28 Like other genres of
communicative practice within Russian popular culture, hip-hop’s forms were borrowed
and assimilated into the activities of particular youth chiefly through their interaction
with the global market. Unlike previous eras, participation in the global market is now an
above-ground part of the official economy facilitated by three important processes:
Russia’s transition to private capitalism,29 increasing both importation and internal
production of consumer goods, particularly those associated with style; the increase in
transcultural flows of information, commodities, and people throughout the neoliberal
period of globalization; and, related to the other two, the explosive development of the
internet as a locus for the dissemination and reiteration of style.
Returning to the ideas presented in the previous chapters, the purpose of the final
chapter is to answer the question: What can hip-hop tell us about processes of
globalization and popular culture, particularly in postwar Soviet and post-Soviet Russia?
In that chapter I explore the tension in genre between consistency and change, the
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integrity of styles across contexts, and the interaction of style and the market at different
moments in history.
The culminating question of this work is, How might we consider the complex of
genre, cultural cycle, globalization, and local context that comprises hip-hop in general,
and Russian hip-hop in particular, as a rhetorical phenomenon? In seeking the rhetorical
aspects of Russian hip-hop I follow Brummett’s formulation that “a global system of
style is a global system of rhetoric” (2008, 126). Brummett highlights the crucial
importance of style in the creation of individual and community identities and the
production of values and ideologies in the global market.30 What makes hip-hop
rhetorical is its influence upon the creation and negotiation of subjectivities within the
“superordinate rhetorical context of the market” of production, dissemination,
consumption, and re-iteration of style (Brummett 2008, 126).
I rely upon four major sources to find answers to these questions. Among the
richest are websites and internet fora dedicated to all aspects of hip-hop style in Russia.
These sites contain audio and video clips of actual performances, discussions about hiphop style, discussions of individuals’ views on and relative belonging to the hip-hop style
community, the relationship of hip-hop style to daily life, and how producers, performers,
fans, and other consumers relate to and evaluate both Russian and Western (mostly
American) hip-hop. A second source is Russian popular media, including press outlets,
MTV Russia, Billboard (Russian edition), and metropolitan radio stations. The third
source is material from informants, few of whom I met during a discouraging research
visit to Moscow from 2006 to 2007, and some discovered among Russians living in the
US. The fourth source is Russian rap music lyrics, where identity and values are forged,
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expressed, and enforced, virtuosity is judged, and the generic forms within the genre of
hip-hop find their expression.
To trace the cultural cycle of hip-hop from the Bronx of the 1970s to the cities of
Russia today requires an examination of the global music market. On its way to new
global scenes, hip-hop had to move out of the Bronx and into American cities and
suburbs through music, art, movies, and television. Only after its crossover into the
American popular music market could hip-hop be exported around the globe.31 In Russia,
the end of the Cold War and the transition to private capitalism in the 1990s saw an
influx of foreign direct investment and the formation of joint enterprises that have
fundamentally changed the country’s media landscape. With some variation according to
audience, many popular Russian radio stations play a mix of Russian and Western artists,
with American music in heavy rotation. MTV Russia, which made its debut in September
1998, started off with a concert by Prodigy, followed not long after by a video of Puff
Daddy’s and Jimmy Page’s “Come With Me” (MTV.ru 2009). The channel continues on
as a subsidiary of Viacom International, Inc. (ibid.). Therefore an examination of the
cultural cycle that gave rise to Russian hip-hop begins with the first commodification of
hip-hop practices, including the Sugarhill Gang’s Rapper’s Delight in 1979, the art
world’s early and brief affair with graffiti, and the appearance of breakdancing in
Flashdance and later Beat Street in the early 1980s (Chang 2005, chapters 8-11). The
cycle then proceeds to the appearance of hip-hop in major European cities like Paris and
Berlin, then in Japan and Korea, through the global music market throughout the 1980s
and 1990s. The particulars of hip-hop’s arrival in Russia are described in websites and
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other press, as well as in performers’ and fans’ own narratives of the history of Russian
hip-hop.
As mentioned before, hip-hop is one of the most interesting sites from which to
discuss globalization. Hip-hop gives material to the notion of global cultural flows,
namely those people, texts, and commodities that cross borders and are re-localized
through travel, technology, and capitalist exchange. As a style, its generic features are
recognizable the world over, while its local instantiations provide information as to the
purposes to which commodities are put and what they mean to those who consume and
use them. Hip-hop has much to show us about the role of American popular culture in the
global market in style, where the raps may be in local languages, but the jeans may well
be Hilfiger. Russian rap lyrics can reflect and reinforce attitudes towards the market, the
West, and life in Russia. Media coverage of hip-hop culture in Russia can also show
popular attitudes from outside the community of producers, performers, and fans about
Western culture, race, youth, and style in general.
Hip-hop in general, and Russian hip-hop in particular, is a new example of an
older phenomenon of cultural borrowing through the market after World War II. The
particular features of the development of Russian youth culture and style communities
before the end of the Cold War have influenced the development of Russian hip-hop.
Performers and fans negotiate similar tensions between borrowing and authenticity that
characterized previous Russian style movements. As a form of youth rebelliousness, style
communities have had a particular relationship to both the state and the market that
distinguish them from their progenitors in the West, with interesting political and social
ramifications. Part of the cultural cycle of Russian hip-hop, then, must include a brief
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treatment of the genealogy of Russian style taken from both internal and external
accounts of the stiagii, Russian rock, and the Sistema taken from the youth themselves,
the media, and from Russian sociologists’ work on youth culture.
In this Introduction I have introduced five steps that comprise my investigation of
Russian hip-hop. The first step, laid out in Chapter One, identifies hip-hop as a genre of
communicative practice, similar to what scholars describe as style, but with explicit
attention to the effects of locality and performance upon genre. The second, laid out in
Chapter Two, details the cultural cycle of hip-hop from innovation through
commodification, dissemination, and consumption, to further innovation in a way that
allows for a holistic understanding of a genre that reaches back into the past and forward
into the future. The third piece, featured in Chapter Three, treats capitalist globalization
as the vehicle for cultural borrowing and the worldwide spread of style. It also treats hiphop as a particularly useful site for exploring globalization. Chapter Four begins an
historical examination of postwar Russian youth culture and the development and
meanings of style in order to set the stage for an exploration of Russian hip-hop. And
Chapter Five is where the previous historical and theoretical pieces come together in the
development of Russian hip-hop from the late 1980s to the present. Altogether, they
enable us to explore the intersection of style, capitalism, and Russian popular culture with
an eye to the ways in which people use communicative resources to fashion themselves
and their worlds and the ways in which they are influenced by the global market in style.
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1
Otradnoe is a district in northeastern Moscow, Russia.
2

Dzham (2006) writes of the video that. “the whole clip was shot on my street…this was
the scenario…I didn’t want to show anything else in the clip.”
3

For more detailed discussions of prevailing values in hip hop culture, see Toop (2000),
and Neal and Forman (2004).
4

On the Hip-Hop.ru forum, a user named Vanich describes the MCs’ clothes: “[T]he
guys weren’t dressed too well – not too upscale, more like russkiĭ rèp (‘Russian rap’).”
He implies not only that the MCs’ style fails the test of hip-hop authenticity, but that the
“Russian rap” style does, too.
5

This common culture, hip-hop, is comprised of the practices of MCing, DJing,
breakdancing, and graffiti, along with common elements of style and behavior (see Rose
1994). Many discussions of hip hop are devoted to rap music (MCing and DJing) alone,
such that the terms rap and hip-hop have become interchangeable. For a fuller discussion
of how rap came to stand for hip-hop see Dimitriadis (1999). While I also focus primarily
on rap lyrics and popular and internet media coverage, I maintain the distinction between
the two terms in order to leave room for discussing those hip-hop practices that fall
outside the domain of rap music.
6

The term communicative practice describes a specific combination of symbolic form,
ideology, and embodied practice that characterizes a particular instantiation of
communication. The original formulation can be found in Hanks (1996).
7

Here Hanks uses the word ideology in a broad sense to mean any set of beliefs about
communication and the world, the values of an interpretive community of communication
participants. I will use the word interchangeably with the term “values,” only making a
distinction between them where necessary to avoid confusion with what Hanks calls
ideology and a Marxist sense of the world that implies the competing cultural and
political ideas held and promoted by different classes in society.
8

Cementing the link between style and genre, he warns: “It is especially harmful to
separate style from genre when elaborating historical problems.”
9

See Brummett (2008): “Style is not so much something that one does as it is the grounds
in terms of which something is done; or to put it bluntly, style performs us as much as we
perform any given style” (3).
10

Here the prefix re- can be read in two senses, making “reenactment” at once a
repetition and a revision.
11

Lipsitz (1990) also describes the “dialogic” nature of popular music as “the product of
an ongoing historical conversation in which no one has the first or the last word” (10).
(Time Passages: Collective Memory and American Popular Culture. Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 1990, p. 10).
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12
See Morgan (2002); Gates (1988) for discussions of Afrodiasporic genres of
communicative Practice. Rose (1994) explicitly connects these genres to their
intantiations in hip-hop practice. , Marcyliena H. Language, Discourse, and Power in
African American Culture. Cambridge, UK ; New York: Cambridge University Press,
2002; Gates, Henry Louis. The Signifying Monkey : A Theory of Afro-American Literary
Criticism. New York: Oxford University Press, 1988, for discussions of Afrodiasporic
genres of communicative practice. In Black Noise, Rose explicitly connects these genres
to their instantiations in hip-hop practice.
13

See Rose (1994); Toop (2000); Chang (2005).

14

Small (1998) writes of “a unity of attitude, of approach to the making of music, which
can be called African, and which has proved much more persistent in the Americas than
any technical features in themselves” (24).
15

Small would disagree: “Blues, jazz, rock, and so on, are not separate musical
categories, however much the analytical temper of Europeans would have it so, but are
constantly shifting and interacting facets of the great tradition, meeting and flowing into
one another, grouping and regrouping with dizzying rapidity, and without regard for the
labours of specialists or archivists” (1998, 5).
16

Chang (2005) provides a particularly rich history of hip-hop, particularly of the context
out of which the genre emerged.
17

See Silver and Chalfant (1983); Toop (1984); Chang (2005); Watkins (2005).

18

See especially the reception of graffiti in Silver and Chalfant (1983). See also rappers’
descriptions of police harassment in Freestyle: The Art of Rhyme, directed by Kevin
Fitzgerald. New York: Palm Pictures, 2000.
19

For example, in 1983, tagger Michael Stewart was beaten to death by eleven New York
City Transit Police (Chang 2005).
20

Hebdige (1991)’s founding study of subculture highights “the subversive meaning of
style” (2). See also Leland (2004).
21

Leland (2004) describes the appropriation of other African American genres, as well as
their use by white consumers and audiences.
22

See especially Marx’s (1967) seminal critique of political economy, one edition of
which can be found in: Marx, Karl, and Friedrich Engels. Capital; a Critique of Political
Economy. New York: International Publishers, 1967.
23

Braverman (1998) writes:
The atomized and competitive model of capitalism, in which the individual owner
of capital (or family group, or small group of partners) and the capitalist firm
were identical, and production in each industry was distributed among a
reasonably large number of firms, is no longer the model of capitalism today.
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Economists and social observers of a variety of persuasions are in general
agreement that it has been displaced by a substantially different
structure…Marxists have used various names for this new stage of capitalism
since it made its appearance: finance capitalism, imperialism, neocapitalism, late
capitalism. (175)

24

See Drolet (2004) for a discussion of theories of postmodernism. See Jameson (1991)
for a critique of the postmodern turn and a conceptualization of the term “late
capitalism.”
25

See Marx (1947) for a description of the labor theory of value. For critiques of same,
see Negri and Fleming (1991); Hardt and Negri (2004)
26

Braverman, Labor and Monopoly Capital, p. 193.

27

Following Hebdige’s (1991) formulation I reserve the term ‘subculture’ for those youth
cultures that contain an element of subversiveness. I distinguish it from ‘co-culture,’
which is a more (state- or market-) neutral grouping.
28

For example, Billboard magazine’s Russian edition carries an “urban” section in its
news and reviews, and lists hip-hop and R&B in its charts, and MTV Russia regularly
shows rap music videos. Both of these venues include both Russian and Western artists.
29

I use the phrase “private capitalism” to distinguish the current system from the state
capitalism of the Soviet Union. See Cliff (1974); Arnove (2003); and especially Haynes
(2002).
30

Here I mean values in a dual sense as both the surplus values gleaned as profit from the
production and exchange of commodities and the values of individuals and communities
as ideas they hold about themselves and the world.
31

See Krims (2000); Mitchell (2001); Androutsopoulos (2003); Chang (2005). These and
other scholars date the appearances of rap music in global spaces to the mid-1980s, when
the genre had already begun to achieve crossover appeal in the United States. Chang goes
back a little further, discussing global tours of breakdancers like Crazy Legs and the
Rock Steady Crew. For Russia, however, much of the importation occurred in the 1990s.
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Chapter One: Global Stylin’
What we wear and how we wear it says a great deal about us. How we speak and
write, how we move, what we buy and use, all are expressions of our individual selves.
Yet, what is particularly individual about the choices we make in fashioning ourselves?
For all that we may see style as our own, our singular tastes are only readable within or
against the boundaries of an identifiable collective style. Take the following conversation
from a Russian hip-hop website:
Zhuk: “So, Me and Ronin decided to create this thread on sneakers. Who’s
wearing what, who’s buying what, comfort, etc. Me, I just bought a pair of
Nikes for a shitload of money.”1
DmC: “[Nike] Air or Phat Farm – the rest is shit. Oh yeah, one more:
FUBU ain’t bad.”
Lil’ B.I.G.: “White [Nike] Air Force…a true classic.  I’m gonna order a
pair, prob hightops from the USA.”
Kek$$: “Right now I’m sportin’ D2s, Ice Cream (not that shit that was
posted earlier, of course), Nike (original), Reebok (basketball), Fubu
(hightops), and my favorite, Bape.”
Khaddafi: Aaaa, I loved the thread “How Much Can We Dress Like
Rappers?” (Zhuk 2008).
In the 2,565 responses to Zhuk’s original post, RAP.RU forum posters uploaded
pictures of their own footwear and commented upon others’. The thread shows the
important interaction of individual expression (Who’s wearing what) with the market
(Who’s buying what) and the value judgments of a collective about regimes of
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authenticity and cool.2 This discussion does not appear at random. Zhuk and those who
take up the thread identify footwear as a salient aspect of self-expression in their virtual
hip-hop community. They are not alone—hip-hop fashion has long been rooted in
sportswear (recall Run DMC’s hit “My Adidas”), rappers and producers have crossmarketed music and fashion (e.g., Sean Jean to the Billionaire Boys Club), and
mainstream fashion houses (Hilfiger, DKNY) have been targeting hip-hop audiences
since the 1990s. The brands on the Russian site are exclusively Western—Nike, Adidas,
Converse, Ice Cream—in spite of similar designs being available domestically.3 They are
expensive. They are objects of pride, pleasure, and status. And they are part of a global
hip-hop style.
To speak of globalized style, we must first speak of style: what it is, how it works,
why it is important. Depending upon one’s theoretical perspective, style is an individual
phenomenon, a collective practice, and/or even an organizing principle for sociality in
contemporary life (Bakhtin 1986, Hebdige 1979, Maffesoli 1996a and b). Brummett
(2008) describes style as “a complex system of actions, objects, and behaviors,” a
“system of communication with rhetorical influence on others,” and “a means by which
power and advantage are negotiated, distributed, and struggled over in society” (ix). At
every level, style is rhetorical, both in the meaning of deliberate, rational persuasion and
in the creation and perpetuation of individual and collective subjectivity (Hariman 1995,
Vivian 2002, Brummett 2008).
In this chapter I argue that style is a particular type of communicative practice
(Hanks 1996) where form, ideology, and activity are mutually constituted in the more or
less conscious actions of communicators. This insight is important for not only
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communication studies generally, but also rhetorical studies in particular insofar as
rhetoric is about how individuals and communities take up and mobilize shared common
sense in the process of social influence. Style as communicative practice is an instance of
that process.
In support of this argument, this chapter proceeds in three parts: In the first part I
give an account of style, reading it through the disciplines of language and literature,
cultural studies, and communication and describing its individual, collective, and epochal
features. Each of these perspectives brings to bear important insights into style and its
significance to individuals, collectives, publics, and whole social systems. By bringing
these approaches together into an analytic whole, I hope to show how each level of style,
from the individual to the systemic, interacts with the others. While one cannot
emphasize every element of style or even hope to capture and explain it as a whole, a lack
of attention to the interaction of individual, interpersonal, and broadly social aspects of
style may impair analysis at any one of the levels proper to a single-disciplinary analysis.
The common thread that runs through all these perspectives on style is a focus on
forms—grammatical, visual, kinetic—that organize discourse as/or action. In style we
can see patterns of speech, writing, and other performance, of movement, of production,
and of visual imagery in media and clothing that identify a text or person as belonging to
a particular style. However, there is a danger similar to that of disciplinary exclusion in
attending to form alone.
In the interests of a multidimensional interdisciplinary account of style, I argue in
the second part of the chapter against a retreat into a new formalism and for a semioticsbased perspective on style. I posit style as a sort of speech genre beyond speech (Bakhtin
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1986) in which actors communicate in patterned and value-laden ways and in multiple
modalities (speech, dress, other behaviors). Style is a kind of communicative practice,
“an active structure of structured activity” where communicative forms, ideas, and
activities occur in mutual interaction and influence (Fox 2002, 34).
Finally, in the third part, I return to hip-hop as a means of exploring the global
communicability of style. Hip-hop is a genre of communicative practice in which
individuals, communities, and—through production, trade, and consumption—larger
collectives participate. Inasmuch as particular forms, ideas, and activities are readable the
world over as hip-hop, this genre of communicative practice illustrates the mobility of
style within the contemporary global market system and its importance at various levels
of sociality.
Before proceeding it is worth noting that “the distinction among styles” as genres
of communicative practice “is not clear-cut; one may assign them precise limits, but these
are pure convention” (Maffesoli 1996a, 5). Style is syncretic, communicating with
different contexts of enactment. For example, rappers in Frankfurt, Germany, use
German and Turkish words and take on matters of immigration and racism, while US
gangsta rap bears traces of urban experiences, particularly in cities on the West Coast.
Style takes on features of individual performance, and innovations become codified
practices. For example, breakdancing and graffiti in the early hip-hop scenes of the South
Bronx were intersections of individual creativity, imitation, and dispersion that gave rise
to patterns of movement and design that we continue to see around the world. Styles are
also in communication with each other, confusing attempts at clear boundary
demarcation. However “pure convention” it might be to distinguish among styles, though,
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we know that communicators place a great deal of importance upon style distinctions and
enforce the boundaries, however arbitrary, they find between their styles and others.

AN ACCOUNT OF STYLE
The Irony of Individualism: “I Know that You Like My Style”4
Style is an industry, from the haute couture of New York Fashion Week and pop
divas Madonna and Lady Gaga, to hip-hop’s everyday swagger and “pants on the
ground.”5 Self-improvement shows like What Not to Wear and Queer Eye for the Straight
Guy illustrate the pressure from without to conform to standards of behavior, especially
of appearance. Yet, regardless of our awareness of the social, even political, power of
style as something that transcends the individual, style is still often seen as a matter of
personal choice, taste, and action. We may not be responsible for the presence or
importance of style in general, but we are responsible for the choices we make about how
we express ourselves in fashion and comportment. We find individual agency, even
freedom, in the choices we make. According to Psychology Today, style “is a lifeaffirming expression of your character and spirit…Style is nothing if not a celebration of
individuality, of individual variability. It glorifies the fact that we are all different”
(Marano 2003).
However ironic in the presence of conformist pressure, the insistence is still
strong that style chiefly a property of individuals. Take, for example, a recent discussion
of celebrity hairstyles following Willie Nelson’s “risky” decision to lop off his trademark
braids:
Over the years, some celebrity haircuts have had people running to the salon. In
the mid-‘90s, Carter says, Jennifer Aniston’s hair had that effect. “At the time she
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was on Friends, which was NBC’s big-ticket show, and when her character
Rachel had that cute long-layered bob, everyone in the country had to get the
Rachel haircut,” Carter says (NPR.org 2010).
Style here both emanates from one person and implicates “everyone in the country” in the
language of desire and even need (“running to the salon,” “had to get the Rachel
haircut”). The more noticeable the pressures from without, the more insistent the cries of
agency. The Psychology Today article captures this irony well: “Style is democratic. It
assumes that every woman [sic] has the potential to create an identity that’s unique…Yet
style is aristocratic,” separating the styled from the merely “functional, utilitarian”
(Marano 2003). Style is individual difference, agency, confidence, self-possession, “a
way of selecting, making choices influenced not so much by pressures such as advertising
but by internal considerations” (ibid.).
Style is not simply a matter of physical appearance, however. An author’s voice
or a performer’s sound can be an important expression of individual style, one that has
preoccupied both fashion and philology. While largely avoided in contemporary literary
theory, there remains a tradition in literary study and criticism of attending to a canon of
individual writers and their works, works that not only “crystallize an epoch” (Maffesoli
1996a), as I will discuss later, but also influence, if not define, their epoch.
Russian literary studies’ canonization of nineteenth-century authors—Pushkin,
Turgenev, Gogol, Dostoevsky, Tolstoy—is but one example of the celebration of
individual authorial style. Mikhail Bakhtin writes of Dostoevsky: “He created a
fundamentally new novelistic genre. Therefore his work does not fit any of the
preconceived frameworks of historico-literary schemes that we usually apply to various
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species of the European novel” (Bakhtin 1994, 89). While he goes on to credit
Dostoevsky with moving away from the singular authorial voice and placing it in
dialogue with other voices (those of characters, times, places, social realities), he ascribes
even this to “his artistic perception of the world,” his “artistic vision,” his unique style
(ibid. 91).
In music, style is also often seen as initiating with the individual. For example,
jazz musician and composer Miles Davis is credited with being a cultural trend-setter,
generating new styles of music through his individual virtuosity. Richard Williams
(2009) writes: “It is half a century since Miles Davis…directed his sextet through five
pieces of music that have come to stand not just for a certain kind of jazz – almost,
indeed, for jazz itself – but for an entire scope of feeling” (4). “Like…a pebble dropped
into an every-expanding lagoon,” Davis’ album Kind of Blue “permeated layers of taste
and consciousness that no jazz record had previously reached” and indeed “penetrated the
universal consciousness” (8). Similar credit is given to Elvis and The Beatles in rock-nroll, Michael Jackson and Madonna in pop music, Edward R. Murrow and Walter
Cronkite in broadcast news: Each lent a particular individual style to her or his endeavors
that set a standard to be emulated or rejected, built upon or deconstructed.
It is in the domains of fashion and music, particularly following World War II,
that we most clearly see a transition from ideas of individual innovation to those of
collective identity. While subcultures are hardly new to the twentieth century, it is in the
post-War period that we see the emergence of youth cultures built around styles,
particularly genres of music. The practitioners or consumers of style became
communities of practice (see Eckert 2000, Wenger 1998) outside, and sometimes against,
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the accepted practices of the mainstream of a given society. In many cases these style
communities came to exert their own influence upon mainstream culture, especially
through the mechanisms of the market (which I discuss in greater detail in Chapters 2 and
3).
Collective Style and the Market: “We Make You Wanna Bite Our Style”6
Dick Hebdige (1991) identifies in punk culture an expression “of working
classness metaphorically in chains and hollow cheeks, ‘dirty’ clothing (stained jackets,
tarty see-through blouses) and rough and ready diction” (63). Punk youth express not an
individuality distinct from that of other singular people, but a communality distinct from
means of expression and sociality acceptable as mainstream culture. Maffesoli (1996b)
identifies such social formations as “postmodern tribes,” ways of coming together in
contemporary times in search of a common sociality, through direct local or mediated
virtual contact. Youth style communities are prototype and exemplar of this
contemporary tribalism.
Traber (2001) writes that “part of popular music’s allure is that it offers fans tools
for identity construction” (30). Further,
Musical choices open sites for people to negotiate their historical, social, and
emotional relations to the world; the way fans define and understand
themselves—what they believe and value—is intertwined with the varying codes
and desires claimed by a taste culture associated with a specific genre. (ibid.)
This perspective on style, common to a cultural studies perspective,7 emphasizes the
tension between mainstream and (mostly) youth cultures, where young people, through
the consumption of musical and fashion commodities, create new identities and new
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social formations set apart either from other styles or from a perceived lack of style in
general. There is an additional tension, noted by Ewen (1988), similar to the individual’s
style dilemma: On the one hand, style communities (like individuals) desire to distinguish
themselves from a conformist, here consumerist, mass culture. On the other hand, they
can only do so from within a consumer framework. That is, they must buy different
clothes, listen to different music, wear their hair differently, from the masses of people
around them, but those clothes, that music, even the media that disperse the looks and
sounds of anti-mainstream style, are all accessible chiefly, if not exclusively, through the
mass market.
The ambivalent relationship of style communities to the market has not prevented
scholars and others from focusing on style as a kind of resistance. Brummett (2008)
writes, “Think...about the destabilizing effect” on a business with a repressive, “staid and
unfashionable” dress code “were its employees to begin showing up wearing…the
garbage sacks of punk or the black eye-makeup of Goth style” (83). Malcolm Barnard
(2002) calls this anti-fashion, whereby style contains both mainstreaming and rebellious
tendencies, or fashions, with the latter kind emerging as a reaction against the former.
Hebdige (1990) returns to punk, noting that it, “like every other youth culture, was
constituted in a series of spectacular transformations of a whole range of commodities,
values, commonsense attitudes, etc.” through which young people could “restate their
opposition to dominant values and institutions” (47). The recognition that even (or
especially!) anti-mainstream subcultures can be commodified, however, has led to a
move away from subculture as resistance to popular culture and vernacular culture as
pleasure.8 At the heart of the contradiction in collective style is a discussion of agency—
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are styles means of expressing or undertaking rebellion under the more-or-less conscious
control of communicators,9 or are the pressures of conformity that come from the market
too strong for the agentive manipulation of the symbols of style?10
Whether resistant or collaborationist, collective styles like punk or hip-hop are
seen as symbolic resources at least somewhat consciously created and deployed for
purposes of “meaning construction,” (Hebdige 1990), identity formation (Grossberg
1997), and the construction and experience of sociality and collective pleasure (Maffesoli
1996a). Style is the nexus of “experience, expression, and signification” around which
people form communities distinct from other communities, most often distinct from the
idea of mass culture.11 It is, ultimately, a signifying practice purposefully undertaken by
individuals as members of a social group (Hebdige 1990). “Signifying practice,”
according to Hebdige, “reflects…the…central concerns with the ideological implications
of form, with the idea of a positive construction and deconstruction of meaning” (1990,
49). I treat the interaction of form and ideology later in the chapter, but it is worth noting
here that treatments of style in distinct social groups—especially oppositional social
groups—portray style as a ground upon which individuals gather to negotiate their
relations to broader social formations, such as “mainstream” or adult society, the state,
and the market. It mediates individuals’ desire for agency and the homogenizing forces of
society. Thus, even where implicated in those homogenizing forces through consumption,
varying political stances and occupations, style communities offer an alternative sociality,
an opportunity for self-expression that will be recognizable by and against the
(pre)dominant style of a society.
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Another example of a collective style comes from linguistics in the concept of
register, or “the linguistic features which are typically associated with a configuration of
situational features” (Halliday and Hasan 1976). Style as register refers to the ways in
which particular groups configure their communication in distinct situations and in
distinction from other collectives and situations. For example, the discourse styles of
doctors, lawyers, or academics all contain jargon specific to these professions. Linguistics
and pragmatics contribute to a study of style, then, a concern with the forms and
functions of communication within contexts of collective use (see Halliday 1994, van
Dijk 1981, among others, for further description). Sociolinguistics also moves away from
the individual to show the influence of extralinguistic factors such as class, identity, or
geography) upon collective styles of communicating (see Moessner 2001 and note 13
below). To be sure, linguistics and sociolinguistics have their own registers and their own
terms for what I am putting forth here as collective communicative styles. Yet, linguistic
approaches meet cultural studies in their attention to social categories where they proceed
to identify recurring features (linguistic, behavioral) in communication within and from
within these categories. Labov (1966 and 1972) analyzes race, class, and language use in
New York City and generally (1973). Coates (1998), among others, attends to gender,
and Livia and Hall (1997) analyze language and sexuality. Each of these collective
subjects is identifiable to no small extent by the features of their spoken communication,
just as style communities like punks or hipsters are identifiable by their signifying
practices.
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Epochal Style: “You Gotta Rock It, Pop It, ‘Cause It’s the Century”12
We have seen how style resides in the individual and between her and broader
social forces, but societies are expressed in style as well. It is useful to note that as we
broaden our perspective from the individual to the collective to the social we move from
a more concrete to a more abstract view of what style is. We also move from disciplinary
perspectives on the individual and group, such as literature and early cultural studies, to a
broader culturological and, lately, rhetorical point of view. The latter perspectives are
upon style “writ large,” as it were. The choices individuals make about how to fashion
themselves occur within particular styles that partake only abstractly in style writ large.
Style writ large is the aesthetic arc of a period in history. It is “the essential characteristic
of a collective sentiment. It is its specific mark” (Maffesoli 1996a, 5). By “collective,”
Maffesoli means both the smaller social groupings that make up style communities like
punk or hip-hop and society as a whole, variably bound by time or space and exhibiting a
form all its own. “It becomes an all-encompassing form, a ‘forming form’ that gives birth
to whole manners of being, to customs, representations, and the various fashions by
which life in society is expressed” (ibid.).
Style, in this sense, is that which governs whole social manners of being.
Maffesoli (see also Vivian 2002) posits, for example, a “postmodern” style as
characteristic of our epoch:
The languishing civilization of an economic and utilitarian modernity is being
succeeded by a new culture in which the sense of the superfluous, the concern for
the useless, and the search for the qualitative all take on paramount importance.
The stylistic impulse as a matter of thinking, acting, and feeling is the clearest
idea of this (1996a, 12).
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Leaving aside for the moment the particular characteristics of the postmodern style, we
find in Maffesoli’s words a more or less explicit equation of style in general with
“civilization,” “culture,” and “thinking, acting, and feeling.” Style itself, whether of the
modern or postmodern bent, is “a truly general conception of life, conditioning the set of
religious, political, and economic institutions of a given period” (13). At this level of
abstraction, style reaches from the epoch through institutions into societies, groups, and
individuals. While Maffesoli discusses style as both “cause and effect” of a given epoch,
he writes chiefly of style as the prime mover of historical being.
In terms of historical being, Maffesoli opposes our current postmodern style with
that of modernity, the latter characterized as “economic and utilitarian” and by
implication quantitative in nature. The style of modernity is fractious, alienating, and can
no longer command people’s confidence or obeisance. Modernity’s successor draws our
attention to what is seen from the perspective of modernity as useless, superfluous,
irrational. This epochal opposition is similar to the more circumscribed domains of
individual and collective style, where the object is to transcend the mundane through
adornment, consumption, and display. Brummett (2008) also draws our attention towards
the “increasing fragmentation and decenteredness” of our era and posits that style, in the
epochal sense “is a major, perhaps the major, way in which cultures are now formed, and
it is very likely the most important engine of commodification and consumption today,”
as well as the engine of political life and social interaction in general (xii-xiii).
While I am skeptical of theories of epochal shift,13 it is quite true that style, once
deemed superfluous and dismissed as superficial, has become a significant means through
which most people, or at least most people with access to the goods and services
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associated with style, experience the world in their daily lives. From the domain of
individual choice to collective styles to epochal styles, there seems to exist a continuum
that implicates us all. That continuum is more or less agentive, where individual agents
purposefully communicate about themselves, where individuals seek agency together
through the distinction of their style from others, or where individual agency is
backgrounded, if not replaced, by interpellation. At whatever level we choose to examine
style, we are all implicated in performing it, consuming it, and living it.

STYLE AS COMMUNICATIVE PRACTICE
Describing different levels of style brings us closer to understanding the
phenomenon of its travel across the globe. It also brings further questions, for example,
What comprises style such that it can operate individually, collectively, and socially?
What are the elements that move from one place and time to others? Here I put forth an
idea of style as communicative practice, where form, ideation, and activity exist in
mutual influence in the more or less conscious actions of communicators. Each element
has a role to play in the creation and promulgation of style in general and different styles
in particular. The influence of each element is not equal at all times across all contexts,
but must be understood instead as “complementary parts of a single logic” (Hanks 1996,
241) where communicative resources, our ideas about them, and the concrete actions we
take move together to create and re-create the communicative practices of style. That
said, most approaches to style at all levels typically limit their purview to one of the
elements. In what follows I take each element separately, then bring them together into an
integrated, dynamic account of style as communicative practice.
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Style as Form
Form, in the sense of image, appearance, and/or the grammar of their
arrangement, is frequently seen as style’s chief—if not sole—component. Scholars of
style, particularly those who treat style at the level of the epoch or as the fabric of an
epoch, seem often to elevate form above other aspects of communicative practice or even
collapse all of style into form. While there is great richness in the analysis of style
through form, I would argue against its overemphasis, against a new kind of formalism
that risks eliding or misapprehending the ways in which form contributes to
communication in style.
At all levels of analysis—individual, collective, and epochal—style can be taken
as a matter of forms, ways of arranging things on the superficial level of appearance. It is
surface, skin, that which coats and may even obfuscate a substance that lies behind or
within. In terms of fashion, style is an adornment of self and takes part in the opposition
of outer beauty and inner, appearance and character, or that which seems and that which
is. Collective styles as signifying practices index “deeper” phenomena like solidarity,
identity, alienation, or opposition, interior facts expressed in outward appearance.
Epochal style differs somewhat from the other two. It is the broad pattern, a kind
of grammar, according to which we arrange our bodies and environs, create and interpret
our identities, and experience the social. Inasmuch as style penetrates our consciousness
of self and the world, form does not stand in opposition to content, surface to interior,
appearance to reality. Rather, style is our reality, arranging and arranged, and there is
nothing to discover inside, outside, behind, or beneath it. Brummett describes such a
“collapse of substance into style”:
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If our culture buys and sells signs, images, and meanings more than it does
hardware—if we are a culture engrossed in The West Wing more than in actual
politics—if more people vote for the American Idol than for nearly every political
candidate who has ever run—then we live in a world where signs are becoming a
reality for people (2008, 11).
The “signs, images, and meanings” of style have, from this point of view, become the
primary—if not exclusive—means for people to participate in social life. It is also
apparent that the things previously thought to be “substance,” like “hardware” or “actual
politics,” are now either eclipsed by or collapsed into the forms of style, or have
themselves become superfluous. Maffesoli goes further:
[S]tyle, as a force of aggregation, would be the property of culture in its founding
inception. It…assures the synthesis of values and…imposes a recognizable order
and form....It might mean the body that is constructed, the individual appearance
that is groomed, the effort spent at presenting the production of ideas as well, the
industrial product about the be aestheticized, the business whose public image is
nursed, or even the political program to be presented with all the exterior
attractiveness possible (1996b, 11).
Any thing of experience is so conditioned by style that “its ‘internal content’ cannot exist
without its ‘external shape’” (ibid.). Leaving aside the fact that we cannot speak of the
collapse of the opposition internal/external without distinguishing the two terms, there is
certainly nothing obviously objectionable within Maffesoli’s formulation. We cannot
apprehend the nature of an entity internally without or instead of coming to terms with its
outside, its appearance.
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Let us examine this formulation further. Brummett and Maffesoli, along with
many others, are referring to much more than the necessity of dealing with appearance or
surface before or around dealing with an entity in/as itself. They are suggesting that there
is no such distinction between reality and appearance, or that the form of an entity is its
reality. Again, inasmuch as we perceive appearances and make judgments on the basis of
the forms of things and people, for all practical purposes this much is true. But what are
the consequences of treating image as substance, behavior as action according to and
based upon form alone?
If we focus solely on form, style becomes an autonomous, general discursive
system that comprises our experiences at every level, from the individual to broadly
social. Style is the domain of discourse, floating and anchored signifiers. Style may not
constitute all reality here, but—as we see from our trade in images over “things,”14 our
American Idol votes over presidential ones—our pertinent reality, outside of which is
only dumb (or at least quotidian15) existence. We experience the images of things as or
instead of things themselves, and even when we are involved with the stuff of the world,
that involvement is always discursively mediated. Style, “far from being a
‘superstructure’ determined by a much more solid infrastructure, in fact refers back to a
truly general conception of life, conditioning the set of religious, political, and economic
institutions of a given period” (Maffesoli 1996a, 13). We experience “a definitive
immanence of the image, without any possible transcendent meaning, without any,
possible dialectic of history,” an “endless unwrapping of images…which leaves images
no other destiny than images” and where “images become more real than the real”
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(Baudrillard 1993, 195, see also Eco 1986). Style is thus the “universal grammar” of
living.16
The notion of style as an autonomous, governing system hearkens back to a
formalism that places langue, or the norms of grammar, at the center of communication
and sidelines parôle, or the “stuff” of utterances.17 It is a kind of formalism that, by
collapsing activity into norm, or reality into image, risks overlooking the dynamic
relationship between forms and the world. While form is an important component of
communicative practice, a sole focus on form leaves us to wonder, among other things,
where style comes from in the first place. While it is certainly true that we experience the
world through style, and many of our experiences are increasingly “virtual,” what of
human experience as a whole?
Voloshinov (1986) warns against formalism in the study of language, saying that,
while there is indeed a utility in the analysis of form, “no such system” as the
autonomous system of style “exists at any real instant of historical time” (66). Rather,
“any system of social norms…exists only with respect to the subjective consciousness of
individuals belonging to some particular community governed by norms” (ibid.). A
distinction should be made here between the scientist formalism against which
Voloshinov is arguing and the formalism of style scholars. The latter does is not
objectivist and does admit of community variation; Maffesoli even exalts variation. Yet,
the local communitarian ideal of style that Maffesoli puts forth as a model is still only an
iteration of style writ large, the “crystallization of an epoch” within which we experience
the social. That is, individuals still experience style as a set of coherent norms, even if the
particular norms change.
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What Voloshinov is disputing is the erasure of concrete individual consciousness
and activity in the idea of style as an abstract, general system that shapes our
communicative practice. He is arguing for a diachronic view of what style scholars treat
synchronically, asking where the norms and forms that seem to regulate our experience
come from. For rhetoric, this is a question of agency. Specifically for style, it is the
conscious manipulation by individuals and communities of particular images for
particular purposes. Vivian (2002) critiques Hariman’s (1996) account of style in rhetoric
for precisely the reason that Hariman still views style as within the domain of
communicators’ more or less conscious control. Instead, he follows Maffesoli in
“avoid[ing] reducing the dynamic aesthetic patterns of communal life to an available
battery of persuasive choices, or to the intrinsic rationality of humanist ideals” inherent in
“an Aristotelian conception of rhetoric” (114).
A detailed debate over agency in a rhetorical theory of style is outside the scope
of this chapter. Instead, I return to the question raised by Voloshinov: whence the forms
that are seen to govern communication? He asserts: “The verbal consciousness of
speakers has, by and large, nothing whatever to do with linguistic form as such or with
language as such” (1986, 70). Rather, “the linguistic form…exists for the speaker only in
the context of specific utterances, exists, consequently, only in a specific ideological
context…Words are always filled with content and meaning drawn from behavior or
ideology” (ibid., italics in the original). Applying this idea to style, form exists for us only
in concrete actions within a context of ideas. Forms emerge and draw their meaning (both
sense and significance) from individuals’ and communities’ actions and ideas.
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To follow Voloshinov’s argument is not to say that style is solely derived from
experience, since it is no small part of the way in which we experience the world. How
we dress, outfit our homes, build communities, even understand ourselves, how products
are manufactured, how politics is conducted—none of these domains is free from the
influence of style. Importantly for rhetoric, the acts of reasoning and persuasion in which
individual and collective agents engage are also informed by and influenced by style.
Voloshinov’s caution, rather, is against seeing all of these things as deriving from style,
or seeing style as the determining factor in human communication and/as action. Without
the influence of human activity in a context of time, place, and ideas, there would be
nothing to style, nothing dynamic that maintains its influence in our lives, no new styles
to speak of. Instead, we must see the forms of style as determining and determined by
concrete activity and human consciousness. Hanks reminds us that “the aim” of
examining form is to generalize across…practices, to bring together those features that
are repeatable, as distinct from those that are not” (1996, 233). It is precisely the
repeatability of forms that makes it possible for communicators to share them across
contexts. Regardless of location in time and space we are able to recognize, for example,
country music and style and distinguish it from other identifiable genres. It is on the basis
of transmissible forms—like cowboy hats and boots, plaid shirts, a twang in the voice—
that we become aware of and judge a communicative practice as belonging to a particular
style.

Style as Ideology
Recall Voloshinov’s argument that form has no existence outside the
consciousness of individual actors in actual times and places. We may not be cognizant at
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every moment of the workings of style, why we make the choices we do, or the ways
style works upon us at every level, but that does not mean that style is beyond our
conscious thought. We make judgments of what is appropriate to a particular style,
recognize and enforce style boundaries, in short, we communicate not just through style,
but about it. Our reflexivity in relation to style and the judgments we make reside in what
Hanks (1996) calls the ideological dimension of communicative practice.
Ideology in this sense refers to the evaluations we make of forms and activities
within particular contexts of communicative practice. “What delimits the this and permits
its assimilation to the that, what defines the here and sustains the I, are values. We know
what the words mean and what they should refer to and how they should be spoken
because we belong to the world of which they are a part” (Hanks, 197). These are the
basic facts of evaluation. Ideology in this sense can be expanded to include what we
traditionally consider values, the good/bad, right/wrong of practice. As a Marxist, I
usually reserve the term “ideology” to describe the workings of class power within and
upon consciousness. Thus, where Hanks uses the term to describe the valuing dimension
of communicative practice, I will henceforth use the terms “values” or “ideation” where
appropriate, meaning the “categories, classifications, and frameworks in and through”
which we experience our circumstances (Hall 1980, 66).
The judgments of individuals within style communities are a central part of what
creates and sustains these communities. What’s in, what’s out, who’s cool—all of these
exert influence over the forms and activities of communicative practice. Communicators
admit or exclude certain forms, say, the wearing of mohawks versus mullets in punk
communities. There are permissible ways of behaving, speaking, moving that operate
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within our outside a style’s “regime of verisimilitude” (Neale 1990). Brummett writes:
“We must know what it will mean to wear a certain pair of jeans or shoes in public. We
must be able to predict how people will react to our driving a pickup truck as opposed to
a two-seat convertible,” because “what they mean is substantially, if not completely,
shared by most people we will encounter” (2008, 30).18
Who does and does not share an understanding of what a communication of style
means is where we find the boundaries of a style community.19 Style functions, as already
discussed, as a means of differentiation at an individual or collective level. Youth
cultures are fertile ground for studying the ideational realm of style as communicative
practice; it is filled with strivings for and judgments about authenticity, standards of
performance, criteria for innovation, and the purposeful use of forms in the enactment of
style. We will see this more concretely in the description of hip-hop in the third section of
this chapter. Suffice it for now to say that style would not be sustainable as a system of
communication without the conscious, if constrained, intervention of individual
consciousness. It is for this reason that we can even speak of the innovation,
individuality, or novelty of style. It is for this reason also that not all activities achieve the
cachet of fashion, the cool of subculture. There must be actual people making judgments
about style and choosing to accept and give life to particular forms. Inasmuch as values
can be shared in communication, they are available for transport into new contexts in
much the same way as forms are. Without the transmission of values, each style would
remain rooted in a local context with nothing to look back towards and nothing to look
forward to. We would be unable to speak of globalized style, or any style beyond a copresent community.
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The ideational dimension of style as communicative practice is a domain of
permission and constraint. We see this in the paradox of resistant subcultures. We can
rebel against commodification but often must do so through alternative commodities or
the alternative use of commodities. We make choices about how to adorn ourselves, how
to live, how to appear to others based upon the prescriptions of style, but those
prescriptions are not handed down mysteriously from above, nor are the boundaries fixed.
Rather, it is in the everyday practice of style that communicators develop the more or less
stable patterns of form and activity and create or allow new ones to become part of their
style. Adjusting a quotation from Marx, we can say that “Men make their own style, but
they do not make it as they please; they do not make it under circumstances of their own
choosing, but under circumstances existing already, given and transmitted from the past”
(Marx 1999). Put another way, we may not choose the conditions, but we do, over and
over, create style.

Style as Activity
The third element of communicative practice is activity, the concrete context of
the performance of style. Only here are we able to access the forms of style, and only
here can we make judgments about the credibility, feasibility, authenticity, or coolness of
communicative practice. Where form is the domain of the stable and repeatable aspects of
communication, activity draws our attention to its emergent aspects, “those parts of
practice that emerge over the course of action, as part of action. Emergent aspects are not
already given to agents prior to their engagement and so are neither prefabricated nor
stable. They are in process” (Hanks 1996, 233). Returning to Voloshinov, a focus on
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activity trades the synchronic focus on form alone for a diachronic analysis that describes
style in motion.
Unlike abstract form, activity always involves a communicating body, an agent.
Picture the following: “A twenty-year-old stands before a microphone and, after
declaring himself an all-consuming demon, proceeds to level everything around him—to
reduce it to rubble” (Marcus 1990, 7). He asks, “Did the voice and the gestures come out
of nowhere, or were they sparked? If they were sparked, what sparked them” (7)?
Marcus’ performer here is Johnny Rotten of the Sex Pistols, the action a rendition of
Anarchy in the UK. According to Marcus, the arrival of the Sex Pistols on the UK rock
scene and their earlier performances changed the form and values previously associated
with British youth culture. More concretely, former Sex Pistol Paul Cook recalls the
band’s first gig in 1975:
It was in St. Martin’s College, in a little room upstairs. Glen used to go there,
right, and there was this group playing…They was just a sort of rock ‘n’ roll
band, revival and that, sort of sub-Teddy boys like, and all their mates and stuff
were in the audience. We went on and it was really loud, it was deafening like.
And we was going really mad cos this was our first gig and we was all really
nervous. And suddenly you had this great big hand pop out, and someone pulled
the plug out like. Someone switched the power off. (Vermorel 1989, 17)
It is in this moment of performance that we see the conjuncture of form, values, and
activity, notably in the violation of one style and the emergence of another within the
paradigm of rock music. British punk’s sound was new, but did not come from out of
nowhere; its aesthetic of anti-fashion reworked the commodities of current fashion, its
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anti-music stripped bare rock’s guitar chords. But it had to start somewhere. Bernard
Sumner of Joy Division recalls, “They [The Sex Pistols] were terrible. I thought they
were great. I wanted to get up and be terrible too” (Albiez 2006, 104). After seeing the
Pistols, Sumner’s bandmate Ian Curtis recalls, “everyone seemed to move quickly to the
door. It seemed as if we had all been issued with instructions and now we were set to
embark on a mission” (ibid.). These two Sex Pistols performances are concrete moments
of agentive (if not intentional) intervention that helped shape a new genre of
communicative practice in Britain.
At a less general level, activity is always in the present, in both time and space. It
is the domain of bodily performance where individual, more or less purposive action
unfolds within and acts upon a context of forms and ideas. While forms may come readymade, providing communicators with a repertoire of images, movements, and sounds, we
have seen how new forms can emerge in performance. While both performers and
auditors come to a communicative situation with already-formed ideas about virtuosity,
credibility, or authenticity, those ideas can be changed in and by performance. Because of
its local specificity and the fleeting nature of the present, activity as part of
communicative practice cannot be borrowed. It can be replicated, in which case what
occurs within one context becomes part of the formal repertoire for another. It can be reembodied in new modalities like audiovisual media, increasing the here-and-now to an
audience beyond the performer’s immediate context.

HIP-HOP STYLE AS COMMUNICATIVE PRACTICE
Seeing style as communicative practice helps us explain its ubiquity, and hip-hop
is an excellent example of a genre of communicative practice that has been able to spread
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from one context into many others. Hip-hop, like any style, reflects the mutual influence
of activity as the I, you, here, and now of communication, form as a symbolic system, and
values as purpose, identification, and evaluation that we see in communicative practice.
Looking at style holistically, we can see that form and context are inseparable both from
each other and from the ideas speakers hold about themselves and their communication.
Bakhtin (2002) links style to the notion of speech genre, or those “definite and
relatively stable forms” of discourse that “differ depending on the situation, social
position, and personal interrelations of the participants in the communication” (78, 79).
Connecting the two further, he writes: “It is especially harmful to separate style from
genre when elaborating historical problems,” for this work the movement of style across
the globe through the market in popular culture (79). The separation can seem easy and
obvious if we see style in terms of floating signifiers alone, but both Brummett and
Bakhtin assert that there remains some trace of context in each iteration of style.
The connection of activity, ideation, and form is clear in hip-hop, where generic
forms emerged from the concrete communicative activities of 1970s (primarily) Black
and Latino youth, not from a vacuum, but in communication with other forms and ideas
from other contexts. Specifically, Clive Owens’ (later dubbed Grandmaster Flash) sister’s
house parties provided occasion for him to develop a sound system upon which he would
play popular records, then innovate upon that play with mixing and scratching, working
the break beats.20 Working the crowd with an MC hearkened back to the call and
response of Black church life.21 Gang violence was symbolically transformed into
breakdance battles where breakers represented their crews in face-offs with rivals.
Graffiti took on a new life as taggers sent their names across the city on the sides of
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subway cars. Patricia Rose (1996) identifies the forms that emerged from this context of
youth culture: rupture, flow, and layering. Each hip-hop practice—MCing, DJing,
breakdancing, and graffiti—whatever its particular forms, displays these overarching
characteristics. I argue that these emergent characteristics of collective communicative
practice remain as governing forms throughout global hip-hop. The lyrical flow and
abrupt, rapid-fire style of rap, the scratch of a record over sampled break beats, the popand-lock moving into a graceful spin, and the angles and layers of color of increasingly
elaborate tags are just a few examples.
In this work I focus chiefly on rap music, MCing and DJing, as exemplars of hiphop communicative practice. Its forms are loosely those mentioned above: rhyme on
rhythm, break beats, mixing, scratching, sampling, boasting, signifyin’,22 and danceable
musicality. These forms became commodities as rap music gained popularity grew and
moved via the market into contexts variably alien to the original and likely for which they
were never intended. The original values of hip-hop, self-expression, masculinity, and
other indices of identity and standards of virtuosity, moved right along with the forms,
lending the forms an air of authenticity to the original that served in no small part to
make them appealing to new consumers. Hip-hop signs detached from their origins were
and continue to be re-iterated in each new performance, wherever in the world and in
time it might be, and hip-hop’s original values act as a scaffold for the production of new
forms, ideas, and activities. I describe this cultural cycle of innovation, commodification,
dissemination, consumption, and further innovation in Chapter 2. For now, we can see
that what moves from context to context is form and ideation. Activity, the present of
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communicative practice, remains rooted in time and place, even where the present of
performance is extended in the interaction between a consumer and a recording.23
Let us look at an instance of hip-hop communicative practice, a rap battle between
two young men in Auburn, Maine.24 The battle consisted of two rounds, each round
consisting of one turn per rapper, attack and counterattack. The competition had a
multiracial and cross-gender audience, and judges evaluated the performance. In what
follows I examine the forms, ideas, and activity of the battle between rappers Ghost
(then-champion) and Versatyle.
Remember that forms are the what and how of communicative practice, the
resources, communicators draw from in order to construct their own performances.
Figure 1 shows the two rappers as they prepare to battle.
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Figure 1: Ghost (left) and Versatyle (right) at the beginning of the battle

In the picture we see both Ghost and Versatyle wearing T-shirts and ball caps and an
audience member in the front wearing a hooded sweatshirt, all looks currently associated
with hip-hop culture. Ghost is pointing at Versatyle, who is turning his cap around. The
action begins as the music starts. The two rappers bob their heads, orienting themselves
to the beat, and then Versatyle launches his attack:
Check.
I’d like to speak to you.
Yo. Yo. Yo.
I’m a kill ‘im right now, ain’t no need for round two.
I’m a step up here and dance circles around you.
I been around your type all my life –
You wanna rap about the ‘hood but don’t know what it’s like.
You wanna rap about the gangs, ‘bout the guns, ‘bout the knife.
When the shit jumps off you’ll be the first to jet.
Put him in the hot seat, he’ll be the first to sweat.
Even those with little familiarity with hip-hop culture have likely, through media
consumption, come into contact with hip-hop imagery, have developed some
stereotypical image of what belongs to the style. For most of us it is not difficult to
identify a few elements of hip-hop style in this first salvo. First is elements of AfricanAmerican Vernacular English (AAVE) speech, and African-American urban slang like
Yo, I’m a, ‘hood, jumps off. More specific to hip-hop performance, especially freestyle
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rap, is the lead-in discourse in the first three lines, where Versatyle enters the beat of the
music. We also notice the interaction of rhyme and rhythm necessary for a rap to flow.
Broadening out, we find images conveyed in Versatyle’s rap associated with hip-hop
culture: violence, the ‘hood, and authenticity. Rupture can be found in the combative
break between the two rappers, flow and layering in the progression of Versatyle’s words
and the movements of his body (e.g., making a circle with his hand with dance circles
around).
The domain of activity, the I, you, here, and now of the battle are the actors:
Versatyle (I), Ghost and the audience (you), and the present of performance. The battle
creates a shared space between combatants, sometimes including, sometimes excluding
the audience. The rappers’ bodies are oriented towards each other, except where
Versatyle addresses the audience (later in the turn), and their movements, discourse, and
the arrangement of space and elements (dress, motion) all enact the forms described
above.
There are two levels of ideation in the performance, depending upon the
participants’ perspectives. First are the ideas apparent in Versatyle’s rap. Versatyle’s
association of rap to the ‘hood and violence, his assessment of his own and Ghost’s
comparative skill, his deliberate choice of look and words all convey an image of what he
thinks is an appropriate performance, a performance that will persuade his interlocutors
that he should win the battle. The audience is focused on Versatyle, some moving a little
with the beat, and at the end of the turn they applaud his performance, conveying
approval of his performance and its credibility. We learn at the end of round two that
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Versatyle did indeed win, his performance ratified not only as belonging to hip-hop style
but also as providing a virtuous example of its enactment.
We can examine hip-hop communicative practice from a variety of points of
view. From the perspective of performance, form and activity predominate. The two are
then filtered through audiences’ (including our own) judgment of how well they fit
together as we determine whether the rapper is a master of the form. But it is not just
performance that we can analyze as scholars of communication. An important part of hiphop culture is commentary upon the style itself as well as performances within it. As we
see in the internet discussion thread at the beginning of this chapter, even where the
activity of a hip-hop performance, of a commodity purchase, or of an act of listening are
distant from interlocutors, hip-hop commentary plays an important role in developing and
enforcing norms and ideas that will be brought to bear upon future activities of
performance, purchase, and listening.

CONCLUSION: FOR A HOLISTIC APPROACH
Given the number of elements to which we can attend in our analysis, a holistic
communicative practice approach may seem inordinately complex. What I hope to
convey, though, is not that we must attend to every element for every analysis. Rather, I
want to show that, whichever element we take as our object of study, that element does
not exist on its own, but is influenced by the others. For example, a rhetoric of global hiphop style will emphasize the forms and ideas that govern action and that communicators
use to influence, persuade, or entertain others. It is these elements that are transportable
across contexts of activity locally and sociohistorical contexts more generally. Hanks
reminds us, “we must remember as we enter into this synthesis [of form, activity, and
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ideation] that its three dimensions, though overlapping, are analytically distinct, and they
require different modes of analysis” (1996, 230-231). And he warns us:
It is tempting, depending upon one’s own commitments, to try to treat activities as
if they were formal systems, or…structure as if it were no more than the
temporary product of activity, or ideology as merely the projection of verbal
categories or the misconstrual of action. But all such attempts distort their object
by denying its basic distinctness. The challenge of practice analysis is not
reduction of this to a by-product of that but integration of distinct phenomena into
a more holistic framework (231).
This holistic framework allows us to see in style not only the transportable elements so
important to rhetoric, but also the ways in which these elements are enacted over and
over in practice. Communicative practice helps explain how style is both a continual
reenactment that relies upon formal and ideational continuity and a ground for the
development of new forms and ideas, some of which accrue to the repertoire of the
original and some of which become new styles.
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respectively.
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See Leland (2004) on hipness, particularly in relation to sociality and the market.
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See Infomat (2006) on domestic and imported shoe production.
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Black Eyed Peas, “My Style” (Timberlake 2005).
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Elliott, “Bite Our Style” (Elliot et al. 1997).
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Maffesoli (1996a) provides an elegant description of the communal attraction and
pleasures of style. See Featherstone (1991) and Muggleton (2003) on the move away
from subculture towards a less overtly politicized popular or vernacular culture.
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See Potter (1995) on hip-hop as a postmodern pastiche with liberatory possibilities.
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See Ewen (1988) on the role of the market in the formation, distribution, and enactment
of style.
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For critiques of mass culture, see Adorno and Horkheimer (1997), Marcuse (1991)
Ortega y Gasset (1993), among many others.
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Afrika Bambaataa, “Planet Rock” (Bambaataa 1982).

13

See Feyh, Kathleen “Post-Marxism in Pre-Post-Capitalism” in Squires, et al (2010) for
a brief Marxist criticism of postmodern perspectives on recent developments in
capitalism.
14

Finnegan (2002) would remind us that images are themselves things, realized in a
communicative modality, e.g., text, sound, visual image, movement.
15

I use quotidian here to mean “unadorned,” “ordinary,” or otherwise non-spectacular.
Maffesoli (1996a), by contrast, uses quotidian to refer to the domain of everyday life that
was once seen as (aesthetically, politically) superfluous but now is central to the style of
our epoch. In the collapse of substance into style, everyday life (my use of quotidian)
becomes a style of life characterized by a democratic kind of everydayness.
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See Chomsky (1966). A formal perspective on style shares many characteristics with
formal linguistics, though quite without its scientism. See Hanks (1996) for a description
and criticism of the latter from the point of view of communicative practice.
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For a discussion of authenticity as pertains to style, see Benjamin 1968 on
reproduction, Leland 2004 on the exclusivity of hip, and Hebdige 1979 on the importance
of authenticity to youth style communities).
19

It is worth noting here that the notion of a style community corresponds closely to that
of a “community of practice,” where individuals engaged in a common endeavor will
share communicative resources and assumptions (see Eckert 2000, Wenger 1998).
20

See Chang (2005) for a thorough discussion of the historical development of hip-hop.

21

See Rose (1994) on hip-hop as “a form of Black cultural expression” tied to the African
diaspora.
22

See Rose (1996) and Gates (1988) on signifyin’ as Black communicative practice
essential to hip-hop culture.
23

Hanks and I differ on the question of whether the present of communicative practice
can be extended beyond face-to-face communication (see Hanks, Chapter 9).
24

I obtained a video recording of the battle from a now-defunct link,
<http://www.microcinemamagazine.com/wednesdaynightrapbattlesarticle.htm>.
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Chapter Two: Cultural Cycles and the Universal Market
Chapter One sketched the components of style that can move across contexts,
affecting and being affected by new places and times. Forms and ideas belonging to a
genre of communicative practice can be borrowed from one context of activity into others
while remaining identifiably within the same genre. For example, there is something
common to hip-hop in Russia, Japan, Antarctica, and the United States, indeed all over
the world, that allows us to call particular ways of being and behaving hip-hop. That the
forms and evaluations of style can travel, even why they move, is one part of our story of
global style. The other is understanding how styles as genres of communicative practice
can be disseminated, taken up, and enacted in place after place and time after time.
In this chapter I argue that we must describe style’s mobility in terms of cultural
cycles of innovation, commodification, dissemination, consumption, and further
innovation that produce and reproduce genres such that they are recognizable in different
places, times, and languages. In the first main section, I introduce the concept of cultural
cycles following the insights of Mikhail Bakhtin. In the second, I describe the utility of a
cultural cycles model for looking at hip-hop as communicative practice. Third, I describe
hip-hop as comprised of the moments of its cultural cycle. I conclude the chapter with a
discussion of how these elements come together in a universal market in style. Bracketed
by innovation, or the workings and reworkings of communicative practice within
particular

contexts,

are

three

moments—commodification,

dissemination,

and

consumption—defined and facilitated by the market. These marketized moments often
(but not necessarily) exist in tension with those of innovation, where originality,
authenticity, and the local prevail as generic values. The market’s constant pursuit of
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profit sends it into every corner of our social lives, mining for innovative practices that
can be reproduced, sold, and consumed. This constantly moving, “universal” market did
not develop overnight, but grew from early industrial capitalism into what some refer to
as “late” capitalism and what I prefer to call, following Braverman (1996) “monopoly”
capitalism. In order to track global style, we must first trace the journey of style
domestically and identify the conditions under which it moves. As in Chapter One, I will
use hip-hop to illustrate the ways in which the universal market functions to move style
through the cultural cycles that can then serve as maps of style’s trajectories.

THE UTILITY OF A CULTURAL CYCLES MODEL FOR THE STUDY OF HIP-HOP
Bakhtin and Cultural Cycles
A cultural cycle is a model for analyzing the processes of innovation,
commodification, distribution, consumption, and further innovation that characterize
cultural borrowing in a global market. I take the notion of cultural cycle from Bakhtin’s
(1986) “historical chain of human communication” to get at both the local situatedness of
style and its transportability into new contexts. For Bakhtin, each utterance is responsive,
retaining traces of and responding to past contexts of communication, and addressive, or
oriented towards the active response of an actual or potential interlocutor. Utterances are
composed of moments of response to previous discourse, the possibility of being
responded to themselves, and the generic forms in which they are cast (which are
discussed in the previous chapter). Together, the constitutive features of utterances show
their continuity with past and future discourse. Hip-hop style is no different from other
communication in this regard: each iteration retains traces of the past while being both
rooted in the present and oriented towards the future. The notion of a cultural cycle as a
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trajectory that includes all of these communicative and temporal orientations, helps us get
at the complexity of hip-hop as a product of Afrodiasporic and African American culture,
local expression, and global popular culture. Another important feature of cultural cycles
is that they are not autonomous. The polyvocality of styles like hip-hop is not just an
internal feature of past, present, and future contextual elements, but also a feature of its
interaction with other styles. For example, hip-hop shares a past with the blues and rock,
but is distinguishable from them. It exists in conversation with these and other styles, and
those conversations have led to innovations upon and departures from hip-hop.
A cultural cycles model serves as a corrective to the tendency in current scholarly
work on hip-hop to restrict analysis to particular moments. There are four prevailing
analyses of hip-hop in such moments, seeing it as a cultural expression rooted in the
African diaspora (Gilroy 1993), particularly its African American context (Rose 1994,
Morgan 2002); as a means of collective self-representation and identity formation (Rose
1994, Keyes 1996); as a genre of American vernacular expression and resistance (Potter
1995); and as a globally exported product of the American music industry (Krims 2000,
Mitchell 2001). Each approach can be characterized broadly by its emphasis on the
orientation of hip-hop’s communicative practices, whether the style is a set of forms and
practices rooted in the past, locally situated in the present of communication, or reaching
out to the future and into new contexts. In addition, each approach comments upon the
relationship between participants’ communicative activities, hip-hop’s formal or generic
features, and the values and interpretations associated with the genre, including
identification of ratified participants. I have little doubt that many of the authors I discuss
here would take issue with my characterizations of their work, but I am seeking here to
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draw out their core differences, their strengths, and their deficits from the synthetic point
of view of communicative practice as described in the previous chapter and the cultural
cycle approach described here. In developing the idea of cultural cycles I seek to show
hip-hop as communicative practice is oriented toward multiple dimensions in time, whose
legitimate participants range from individuals to publics. Each of these axes (practice,
orientation, and participants) is at once related to and distinct from the others such that
the challenge of avoiding glossing over their distinctiveness is balanced with the promise
of a more holistic view of hip-hop.

Other Approaches to Hip-Hop
Hip-Hop as Responsive: The Afrodiasporic Legacy
Some scholars emphasize hip-hop’s roots in the African diaspora that resulted
from European colonialism and the American slave trade. Gilroy (1993), for example,
sees a unity in Afrodiasporic culture that he calls the “black Atlantic.” The black Atlantic
helps account for the many affinities between hip-hop, particularly rap music, and other
Afrodiasporic genres like blues, jazz, rock, and reggae, in spite of these genres’ wide
geographic distribution, including recurrent verbal forms (Gates 1988, Morgan 2002) and
dance (Hazzard-Donald 2004). Rose (1994) adds to the formulation of Afrodiasporic
cultural continuity the notion of hip-hop being a specifically African American invention.
That is, as black Atlantic culture emerged from the slave trade, hip-hop emerged from the
particular economic and cultural circumstances of youth of color in 1970s New York. She
writes that “substantial…shifts in economic conditions were crucial to the formation” of
hip-hop culture, for all that its “styles and themes…share striking similarities with many
past and contiguous Afrodiasporic musical and cultural expressions” (26-27).
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In both of these formulations, hip-hop is a response to the given conditions of its
past, be that the more distant past of forced cultural contact among Africans and with
whites under conditions of slavery, or the more recent past of the recession of the 1970s
as experienced by urban (mostly) black youth in New York. The focus of analysis is upon
the formal structural aspects of hip-hop, with activity being primarily an enactment of
these forms. The value of the forms themselves and their enactments is located in their
authentic connection to their origins. Hip-hop thus is a retrospective genre, referring back
in time to the original circumstances of the emergence of its forms. Its participants are
members of black Atlantic or African American speech communities, unified by
particular cultural forms of expression.
The particular utility of the historical approach to analyzing hip-hop is that it aids
in identifying established patterns of communication, the typical arrangement of which
comprises a style, however strict or loose the boundaries of that style from particular
points of view. That there are communicative practices we can identify as hip-hop speaks
to there being at last a provisionally stable system of signification enduring across
particular contexts of origin and performance. Bakhtin (1986) writes: “Even in the most
free, the most unconstrained conversation, we cast our speech in definite generic forms”
(78). These generic forms can be variably stable or flexible, but they are necessary, since
“if we had to originate them [genres] during the speech process and construct each
utterance at will for the first time, speech communication would be almost impossible”
(79).
What is left out in a strictly historical approach to hip-hop are the ways in which
the formal features of the style have been appropriated, disseminated, and re-localized in
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new contexts for particular purposes that are outside the original scope of Afrodiasporic
or African American material and cultural experience, e.g., non-African American
contexts or global hip-hop scenes. If hip-hop’s authenticity is located solely or primarily
in its historical contexts, then the appearance of the genre in any new contexts is a result
at best of imitation and at worst, theft. Thus the only legitimate hip-hop identity is
Afrodiasporic or African American identity. Also overlooked is people’s capacity, and
often desire, to negotiate formal structures, values, and ways of being (and speaking) as
relevant to their current actual and future possible circumstances.

Hip-Hop as Simultaneous: Local Practice
A second approach to the analysis of hip-hop takes its past into account but also
emphasizes its use as a “process of self-definition” (Krims 2000, 9).1 Rose (1994) writes
that “identity in hip-hop is deeply rooted in the specific, the local experience, and one’s
attachment to and status in a local group or alternative family,” otherwise known as a
“crew” or “posse” (34). This rootedness is evident even in global hip-hop scenes, where
actors use rap music to identify and represent their localities and experiences.2 Hip-hop
performances are thus negotiations of the given and the possible (generic and innovative
forms, stable and negotiable identity frameworks, given and possible contexts).
Performers carry out these negotiations on the ground of the present within specific local
contexts. The focus of analysis of this approach is thus on the fidelity of activity
(performance) to its local context, at once a reflection of and a commentary upon
(affirmation, refutation, or adjustment) participants’ collective identity (and individual
identities in relation to the collective). Hip-hop in this case does not look backwards, but
is focused in the here and now, oriented to the circumstances of its present. Participants
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are members of particular crews, posses, or hip-hop scenes, be they bound to a particular
street, neighborhood, city, or region. No matter what else hip-hop might be—historically
situated, globally disseminated—real hip-hop is always local and present.
This emphasis on the local is useful for focusing our attention on the fact that
“speech can exist in reality only in the form of concrete utterances” (Bakhtin 1986, 71).
That is, the generic features of hip-hop, however stable or variable, are only potential that
is either realized or not in actual performances. Shifting hip-hop’s orientation from past
to present helps give analysts an idea of what people actually do when they engage in the
communicative practice of hip-hop. It shows hip-hop as an inhabited style, an “active
structure of structured activity” that, however, shot through with past influences and
future possibilities, is explicable “in terms of forms of personal and communal local
musical practices” rather than in terms of historical or commercially mediated
“processes” (Fox 2004, 34 and 31).
What this approach risks excluding is an understanding of the influence of the
past in terms of the development of the local contexts of hip-hop and the development of
the genre itself. It also risks overlooking the role of mass mediation and the market in
hip-hop’s appearance in contexts for which (by its history) it was never intended in the
past and which (by its nature) cannot lay exclusive claim to it for all time.

Hip-Hop as Addressive: Creative Consumption and Resistance
Another approach to hip-hop emphasizes its use in actors’ purposeful selfexpression in resistance to political and market domination. Potter (1995), for example,
argues that hip-hop by its nature is political, future-oriented, not firmly rooted in the past
or in local scenes. It concentrates “an intense energy on an as-yet utopian future,” is
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“intensely directed towards a visionary and personal future” (7). In postmodern pastiche,
hip-hop “rebuilds art from parts, mobile and recombinant” (8). He sees its continuity with
the past in terms of hip-hop’s continuing to signify upon whites’ fears and desires, but his
emphasis is not upon continuity but upon the breaks in time, space, and spectacle that
hip-hop presents in a playful subversion of dominant culture. In such a view, performers
destabilize and reinterpret the forms and circumstances of the past through the repeated
“citation” of fragments of previous works, successfully uprooting them from their
respective histories. MCs and DJs potentially destabilize the political status quo by
“transforming hegemonic utterance” by citation and transmutation of dominant forms of
discourse, effectively turning consumption (of music, culture, and politics) into
production (78). Hip-hop’s formal structure is thus a pastiche, a whole comprised of
collected fragments, entailing a redefinition of the style from a set of recurrent and
relatively stable Afrodiasporic and African American vernacular forms to a series of
symbolic destabilizations. Hip-hop is geared towards the mass production and future
consumption of these destabilizations, hacking into the mainframe, as it were, and
slipping a virus code into its programs. Leland (2004) likens the values behind the
purposeful production of hip-hop as resistance to “the finky satisfaction that somebody
slipped an uncut dose” of counterculture “into the national punchbowl, using big media to
bankroll a message it didn’t want” (283-284). The participants, then, are members of
publics and counterpublics, mass consumers and producers of texts in a practice oriented
consistently towards the future.
This approach allows for a focus on the persuasive effects of hip-hop culture, both
at the level of market influence on public communicative (and other) practice and at the
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level of individuals’ or communities’ resistance to that influence and attempts to counter
it. Bakhtin writes in a similar vein that every “utterance is related not only to preceding,
but also to subsequent links in the chain of human communication” (1986, 94). Each act
of communicating is addressive, intended to be understood and acted upon in further
communication. Outside the context of the market, addressivity can be found in an MC’s
persuasion of others that s/he is a credible speaking subject who possesses the ability to
innovate, or in hip-hop scenes’ persuasion of other communities that they possess a
cultural repertoire in their own right that is distinct from and equally valid to and as
symbolically productive as theirs. Within the context of the market, performers persuade
audiences to interpret the texts (and identities) they produce in a way that both entails the
reinterpretation of the texts out of which they are constructed and ensures the performers
some manner of benefit (payment or renown).
However, this approach sidelines the often-powerful constraints that generic
continuity, rootedness in the past, and circumstances of the present exercise upon
purposeful communication. It is not necessarily the case that the creation of new forms
through interpretation and re-production erases the old forms completely. On the
contrary, each interpretation is conducted and each re-production constructed out of the
forms available to communicators in particular concrete contexts. Also, the commercial
success of rap is not necessarily a challenge to the dominance of the market, however
much it transforms passive consumption into active production of new forms and
meanings. Mass mediation strips away specific features of communicative practices so
that rappers’ and DJs’ original (even subversive) purposes—like the particular purposes
of the authors they sample—will also have no necessary enduring force or influence on
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future communicative and other practices. The potential influence of future-oriented
communication does not entail the realization of its purpose.

Universal Hip-Hop: Mass Culture and the Market
A fourth approach to hip-hop describes its situation within mass culture and the
global (but mostly American-driven) market. Krims (2000) discusses “rap music as it has
been transformed, commodified, and globalized by the music industry,” or rap “as media
content” (2). The commodification of hip-hop is seen to erase many of the particular
features of its origins and of its subsequent concrete contexts so that it can be sold as a
(near-) universally valuable commodity. As discussed in more detail below,
commodification makes hip-hop available to new contexts, including those likely never
envisioned or intended by the originators of the style. The new contexts, however, are not
required to participate in the same local circumstances as the original practice. Leland
(2004) describes the process of transforming specific performances into broad cultural
styles in his discussion of American hipness:
A soloist at Minton’s or a poet at the Six Gallery could inspire and influence a
roomful of people; a Blue Note recording or City Lights book could reach
thousands. Either was a form of popular culture…It lent itself to hours of
discussion, by which it reached larger circles of coconspirators. Mass culture, by
contrast, could distribute the same values or gestures to millions instantaneously,
with no demand for participation or further inquiry (296).
Some would disagree with Leland’s distinction between mass and popular
culture,3 though most would agree that the commodification of communicative
and other practices has entailed a quantitative and qualitative change in the nature
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of audiences. For example, commodification has increased the number of people
to which communication can be addressed and transformed audiences from copresent or community-identified individuals into an indeterminate mass of people
whose primary defining characteristic is the consumption of cultural commodities.
The formal structure of commodified hip-hop is comprised of signs
(words, music, styles), unified into texts produced by members of local hip-hop
scenes or individual performers, disseminated as texts through the market, and
consumed as texts by audiences. In many ways, hip-hop’s texts are atemporal (not
responsive, simultaneous, or addressive) in that their meanings are not determined
by their histories or local contexts; rather, their meanings are determined only
partially and only at points of consumption. Hip-hop’s participants thus include
the entirety of the imagined4 Hip-Hop Nation: MCs, DJs, dancers, and graffiti
artists as producers of texts; the mass media and recording industry who render,
disseminate, and comment upon texts; and the multiple consumers of texts at
indeterminate locations and times who are the audiences of hip-hop.
Commodification helps explain hip-hop’s global journey, including which
features have survived travel to which new destinations, and the contradictions
and tensions that persist throughout hip-hop’s history.
It would be a mistake, though, to stop analysis at the point of
consumption, to note that people use texts in various ways but overlook how that
actually happens. Mass communicative tropes and styles originate in the concrete
communicative practices of particular people and groups. And, as mentioned
earlier, consumers’ further practices can indeed generate raw material for the
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production of new communicative practices and textual commodities. If this were
not the case, there would be no content for the market in commodities. Even
commodified rap is responsive to concrete contexts, derivative and quotative of
them.
And while commodification and mass dissemination of hip-hop culture
have stripped away the features of particular local contexts, we should not take
this to mean that the original contexts are insignificant. First, all hip-hop texts
have actual determinate authors, are performed by actual determinate artists (who
may or may not be the authors), are disseminated through actual material means,
and are consumed by actual, if not predetermined, people. Second, the idea of
“the local,” along with the need to “keep it real” and “represent,” continues to be
a crucial component of hip-hop culture, regardless of where “the local” happens
to be.5
Seeing hip-hop in terms of a cultural cycle allows us to see how the genre
extends out from the Afrodiasporic past and is inherently an African American
cultural expression with roots in African song, black Atlantic slave culture, blues,
jazz, and rock. We can see how hip-hop is rooted in specific local ways of being
in its own present, wherever that present is located in time and space. And we can
see how it is uprooted and disseminated through the popular music market, first
domestically, then internationally, to become a global style.

HIP-HOP’S CULTURAL CYCLE
In this section I depart from the communicative insights of Bakhtin to provide a
brief sketch of the cultural cycle of hip-hop as it has developed in concrete moments. I
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discuss

the

different

moments—innovation,

commodification,

dissemination,

consumption, and further innovation—in order to show their importance for an
understanding of hip-hop as a globalized style. Each moment is like a concrete utterance
in the communicative practice genre of hip-hop, lending its particular features to the
development of the style on its journey around the world. Each is a response to a
particular set of historical and material circumstances, and each provides the basis for the
further development of hip-hop such that the genre can be so many things at once—a link
to the Afrodiasporic past, a means of identification and sociality, a commodity, or a tool
for control by or resistance to the market. The idea of a cultural cycle brings all of these
moments together in an attempt to make sense of the complexity of style.

Innovation
The development of Afrodiasporic culture in the United States did not make hiphop inevitable. The style represents something novel in American and worldwide popular
culture. For all its debts to history, it emerged as a new genre of communicative practice
among youth in the South Bronx nearly four decades ago. To deny its originality is to
leave unexplained its historical importance and current ubiquity. It also leaves
unexamined the ways in which and reasons why style has come to be one of the most
important aspects of human communication and experience. With scholars of the African
diaspora having asked at what came before, we can now ask: Where does hip-hop come
from?
Chang (2005) writes of the “creation myth” of hip-hop, a party in the summer of
1973 (67). Cindy Campbell, the daughter of Jamaican immigrants, rented out the rec
room of the apartments at 1520 Sedgwick Avenue in the West Bronx. Her brother Clive,
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known then as DJ Kool Herc, had refashioned his father’s sound system to spin a new
kind of music. He noticed that people would wait for the break beats of popular records
to show off their best dance moves and thus “began to work two copies of the same
record, back-cueing a record to the beginning of the break as the other reached the end,
extending a five-second breakdown into a five-minute loop of fury” (79). Another of hiphop’s “founding fathers,” a DJ called Grandmaster Flash, recalls Herc’s performances: “I
seen this big six-foot-plus guy with this incredible sound system, heavily guarded…I’m
like, wow! He looked sort of like this superhero on this podium playing this music that
wasn’t being played on the radio. I liked what he was doing and what he was playing, and
I wanted to do that, too” (80).
Beyond simple novelty, the music that arose from Cindy Campbell’s house parties
made a statement. The kids who created hip-hop culture belonged to “a generation of
inner-city youths who found themselves unwanted as students by schools facing drastic
budget cuts, unwanted as citizens or users of city services by municipalities imposing
austerity regimens mandated by private financial institutions, and even unwanted as
consumers by merchants increasingly reliant on surveillance and police power to keep
urban ‘have-nots’ away from affluent buyers of luxury items” (26). They “used their
knowledge as consumers of popular music to become skilled producers of it. They used
the conduits of popular culture to bring the expressive forms of their isolated and largely
abandoned neighborhoods to an international audience” (ibid.). Chang links the
emergence of hip-hop music in the Bronx to the dub music parties in the slums of
Jamaica in the 1960s, and his description of the latter holds for the new Bronx music:
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Outfitted with powerful amplifiers and blasting stacks of homemade speakers, one
only needed a selector and records to transform any yard. The sound systems
democratized pleasure and leisure by making dance entertainment available to the
downtown sufferers and strivers. The sound systems championed the people’s
choice long before commercial radio” (ibid., 29).
In addition to music, a new graffiti culture had been arising in Philadelphia and the Bronx
since the late 1960s and began to flourish in the early 1970s with taggers like TAKI 183
and Seen leaving their mark on trains, bridges, and anywhere else a blank canvas could
be found to display the names of youth the city had abandoned to poverty,
unemployment, and crime (ibid., 75). The house parties attracted dancers as well who
would show off their moves against one another during the prolonged break beats (ibid.
76). DJs, taggers, and breakdancers sprang up throughout the Bronx in an emergent
culture of self-expression and competition in the face of economic ruin and exclusion.
“Give them an apocalypse,” Chang writes, “and they would dance” (19).
To be sure, it is not as if record unemployment, the flight of city services, and
constant police repression was met with play alone. Hip-hop culture emerged out of and
alongside the Bronx gangs that had filled the vacuum left both by defeated social
movements like the Black Panther Party and the Young Lords and by the public support
cut off as New York City closed fire stations, clinics, and hospitals in an effort to
reconfigure the city along neoliberal lines. But dance and graffiti crews divided up the
Bronx in much the same way as the gangs had, and the symbolic violence of their
competition was an alternative to, but did not replace, gang warfare. Still, by the mid1970s, hip-hop had taken over the South Bronx. Chang writes:
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Perhaps only within the seven-mile circle (of the South Bronx) did all these youth
movements [DJing, MCing, breakdancing, graffiti] come together…Regardless,
they shared a revolutionary aesthetic. They were about unleashing youth style as
an expression of the soul, unmediated by corporate money, unauthorized by the
powerful, protected and enclosed by almost monastic rites, codes, and orders.
They sprung from kids who had been born into the shadows of the baby boom
generation, who never grew up expecting the whole world to be watching (111).
Just as with punk, the innovation of hip-hop culture was a specific local reaction to a
combination of neoliberal economic pressure, restricted access to mainstream means of
economic and cultural production, and the presence of youth with little opportunity to
create or control the circumstances of their lives and leisure. Black and brown youth of
the South Bronx took what was at hand—sound systems, records, spray paint, their
bodies—and fashioned new ways of being and doing that were meaningful to them. They
could not have known what an impact their creation would have upon youth all over the
world and upon style in general. They were making something for themselves, to satisfy
their own desires.

Commodification
Marx writes, “A commodity is, in the first place…a thing that by its properties
satisfies human wants of some sort or another. The nature of such wants, whether, for
instance, they spring from the stomach or from fancy, makes no difference” (Marx 1977,
125). As such, the hip-hop culture that developed up to the mid-1970s had been created
for its use value. Yet, commodities are more than use values alone, but are “the material
bearers of exchange-value,” or what they can get in exchange in a market system (ibid.,
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126, italics mine). Commodification, then, refers to “the process of transforming use
values into exchange values,” or taking that which satisfies a need and using it for
exchanging with other commodities, an important one being money (Mosco 2009, 129).6
Commodification is of importance to the study of style for three reasons: First, an
ever-increasing share of human communication occurs within and under the influence of
the market. This includes not only the buying and selling of commodities, but also
advertising and marketing, public policy, the individual and community acts of
consuming and use, and the identities we create through our relationship to the
commodities that surround us. Styles emerge from creative uses of commodities at hand,
and styles are identified through our arrangements with and of consumer goods, and
styles act as systems of rules for acquiring, using, displaying goods and services on the
market. Second, style itself is a commodity (or set of commodities), from the concerts we
attend to Superbowl ads, from TV shows to corporate logos, and from .mp3 files to
clothes, style is not just shown in the things we buy and use, but is contained within them.
Third, style is central to the process of producing, distributing, selling, and using
commodities of all kinds, from product design in the factory to product placement in the
media and product display in stores.
In innovation, we see the production of objects—sound, music, spectacle—for
their use value either alone or primarily. People came to Cynthia Campbell’s house
parties for the pleasure of hearing the music, dancing to the break beats, seeing and being
seen. In commodification, we see the entry of exchange value, the trading of performance
for other commodities, particularly money, and its use in the circulation and exchange of
other commodities of diverse kinds. In this section I follow two tracks of
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commodification in hip-hop style. One is the simple commodification that allowed for
hip-hop to spread beyond one-off parties into a broader scene, and the other is the
commercialization of hip-hop culture that has made it a transnational phenomenon. We
could hardly speak of style without commodification, for it is through the objects we
consume that we construct style and it is through consumption that style constructs us.
By the mid-1970s, hip-hop culture, particularly rap music, was still a local
phenomenon. However, it had begun to move from house parties alone to clubs and other
venues, and money began to change hands. The chain of commodification extended
beyond money for music, though. Promoters made flyers and other publicity materials
and were paid from ticket sales; acts had to rent out venues; food and drink were bought
and sold; fans purchased and exchanged tapes of their favorite performances. Even within
the small radius of the South Bronx, the use-value of hip-hop music—the pleasure of
listening and dancing—had married an exchange-value of promotion and sales, at once
becoming a commodity and giving rise to others. Without this level of commodification,
hip-hop would have remained a temporary artefact of individual creativity.
Even the most loyal supporters of “independent” music, or groups and
performances not under the control of a major entertainment industry label, rely upon
commodification for renown, livelihood, dissemination of favorite works, and venues for
encountering the use values of their preferred music. Without commodification, there
would be no “indie” scene. However, the anti-corporate sentiment heard from these
quarters, heard loudly as well in discussions of hip-hop culture, is a reaction against the
large-scale commodification of culture where use values of human creativity are
harnessed for the chief purpose of creating and realizing exchange value. That is, fans
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and performers still encounter music primarily as a use value. We listen to it, dance to it,
play and share it with others. When we adopt a new sound or style, it is more often than
not an appropriation built on appreciation of its forms and ideas. When the popular
culture market takes up a style, it is in the service of exchange value. Not only are the
artefacts of style commodities in themselves, they are used to create, distribute, and sell
other commodities. Music becomes part of advertisement, a neighborhood look becomes
a fashion trend, a performer becomes a hawker, and the underground is mined for new
sights and sounds to further the trade in music, fashion, food, and ideas.
Chang (2005) draws out the parallel tracks of commodification in hip-hop from
local expansion to commercialization. He describes the crossover of hip-hop culture
spurred by artists like Afrika Bambaataa, who “was taking the music and culture of the
Black and brown Bronx into the white art-crowd and punk-rock clubs of lower
Manhattan” (92), and the 1979 release of the Sugarhill Gang’s “Rapper’s Delight,” which
brought rap music to mainstream music charts. While the first track of commodification
sent hip-hop around the city, “by the beginning of the new decade, brought out by
commercial interests, pressed down by the state, and saved by traditionalists, the Bronxborn culture jumped its borders forever” (127). Chang describes the blossoming of hiphop culture into the 1980s:
“Rapper’s Delight” crossed over from New York’s insular hip-hop scene to Black
radio, then charged up the American Top 40, and swept around the globe.
Imitations popped up from Brazil to Jamaica. It became the best-selling twelveinch single ever pressed…Record execs realized there were potentially many
more millions of fans out there for the music. The number of rap crews exploded,
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living-room fantasies fueled by platinum dreams. For the next decade and a half,
hip-hop music moved away from the parks and the city centers and the clubs and
into the lab. Indie labels invested in researching and developing how to make hiphop music, specifically rap, fit the standards of the music industry, how to
rationalize and exploit the new product—how to find, capture, package, and sell
its essence like a bottle of lightning (131-134).
By the beginning of the 1980s, the use values of hip-hop culture—expressive art, dance,
music—had become commodities in their own right. Performances were recorded,
records played and sold, shows became trading floors, and white consumers began to take
note.
Perhaps the clearest illustration of commodification in 1980s hip-hop culture can
be found in the 1986 release of Run DMC’s album, Raising Hell. The three-man crew’s
third album crossed further into the mainstream than ever before with a rap version of
Aerosmith’s “Walk this Way,” and the single quickly sold 3.3 million copies (Blair 2004,
499). It was accompanied by a music video on MTV that showed a group of young Black
men breaking through the wall between them and aging rockers Aerosmith, with the two
crews ganging up to show that rap was more than a passing fad and that rockers could be
rehabilitated in the creation of a new audience: white youth consumers of rap music.
Another track on the album, “My Adidas,” was a paean to favorite footwear, bought “off
the Ave with the black Lee denim” (Run DMC, 1986). “‘This was a huge marketing
machine…At the concerts, thousands of kids, at Rev Run’s request, would hold their
shell-toe Adidas shoes in the air to show their allegiance to the brand and to Run DMC.
That was really the first time you saw that kind of relationship’” (Sammon 2009, 38). In
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this album alone we see the many processes of hip-hop commodification come together.
Performances are recorded for sale and broadcast, reaching new consumers not only of
their work but of the media (radio, cassettes, MTV) that transmit it; a look created out of
commodities at hand, namely Adidas sneakers, becomes a vehicle for the expression of
affiliation through style, invigorating sales as consumers adopt and display the look;
concerts become venues for the consumption not only of performance but apparel, food,
drink, posters, recordings, and the like; and value is created throughout the entire domain
by the labor not only of Run DMC but of those who make the shoes, promote the
concerts, maintain the venues and media, advertise the group and recordings, and so on.
At each step human activity creates commodities for exchange, and what would seem to
be the singular phenomenon of Run DMC’s third album is actually a web of commercial
activity that connects the top management of media giant Viacom (owner of MTV) to the
factory workers in Europe and Asia who make Adidas sneakers and the kids on the street
who listen to the music and buy the clothes.

Dissemination
Without commodification, the dissemination of style is limited, restricted to the
domain of a co-present7 few and the word-of-mouth networks of friends who share a
particular set of values and desires. In hip-hop, as we have seen, the culture grew first
through precisely the contemporaneous and contiguous networks of individuals who
came together to play, express themselves, and create. Local commodification, that is, the
entry of exchange value still outside the aegis of major corporate control, allowed for hiphop to jump the boundaries of neighborhood. Tags on subway trains that captured the
attention—not much of which positive—of city dwellers and attracted the ire of law
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enforcement, as well as breakers on street corners and in parks dancing to cassettes
played on large “boom boxes” also brought hip-hop from the Bronx to Manhattan and
beyond. The New York art world took interest in hip-hop music, graffiti and dance early
on, which propelled the style beyond its original class lines, but as inner city tensions
with police and city administration increased, the fickle attention of the highbrow set
waned (Chang 2005). It is only with the large-scale commodification of hip-hop, mostly
music and dance, that we see a local cultural practice leave behind not only its boundaries
of place, but also its particular time. Dissemination of styles is inseparable from
processes of commodification, and the story of hip-hop is little different from those of
punk, rock, and other popular musics before.
In 1982, Rick Rubin started the record label Def Jam and ran it from his dorm
room at New York University (Seliger and Light, 1990). Russell Simmons was
promoting rap parties in the City and managing young artists. The two teamed up in 1984
and became a powerhouse of rap music production and promotion. They were so
successful early on that in 1985 CBS signed a distribution deal with them that launched
their careers, made the careers of artists like L.L. Cool J, Run DMC, the Beastie Boys,
and Public Enemy, and vaulted hip-hop out of the ghettoes and into the living rooms of
millions of Americans. According to a 1990 article in Billboard magazine, “The 1980s
were ultimately about the expansion and diversification of rap, not its commercial cooptation,” but by 1990 the commercial success of hip-hop cultural products, especially
rap music, had grown far beyond its use value as entertainment (ibid.). Simmons explains
the attraction of hip-hop style for its audiences: “I try to develop images that people can
relate to and appreciate because they can be like them. That’s a basic difference between
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myself and a lot of other managers and marketing people. People can be these people that
I make” (ibid.). On the commercial success of hip-hop artists, Simmons, says, “All that’s
fine. Big, bigger, commercial, successful, but can he sell any tickets? Any T-shirts?
That’s what matters—tickets and T-shirts” (ibid.). Rubin, on the other hand, notes a
different trend arising from the business of hip-hop they helped create. He observes that
in the late 1980s the hip-hop “community had turned in on itself. There wasn’t
progressive stuff going on, there were just people trying to get paid…The thing that
pisses me off the most are records that are made with the idea of product, as opposed to
somebody who cares about making a musical statement of some kind” (ibid.).
What we see in both Simmons’ and Rubin’s words is a commitment to increasing
the exposure of hip-hop music in general and certain artists in particular through a variety
of means—concerts, record sales, major-label distribution—alongside an understanding
of the tensions that come with commercial success, like co-optation, rationalization,
standardization, and alienation (of performers from performances, style from its origins),
all of which I will return to in this chapter’s section on the universal market.8 Afrika
Bambaataa recalls:
We was young entrepreneurs, when we didn’t know we was entrepreneurs…[T]he
thing was getting out there and doing promotions, hitting all the high schools or
the junior high schools, hitting all the different communities, walking up and
down the street doing hand-to-hand contact, leaving flyers in record stores…It
was a lot of work (quoted in Leland 2004, 301).
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From the initially small scale of word-of-mouth networking to the large scale of mass
popular culture, what is important to understand about hip-hop in particular and style in
general is that commodification is necessary for the dissemination of style, and the two
are parallel and mutually-producing processes. The market in commodities is central to
creating styles, moving them across spaces and times, and making them available to new
audiences who then can use them to make their own innovations and to new actors who
can use them to create, promote, and sell other commodities.
Hip-hop culture moved from the streets to the clubs to the studios and into the
living rooms of white American consumers who, as with other popular genres before,
were attracted to its beat, its edge, its Blackness.9 Statistics on white consumption of hiphop vary, with some estimating between seventy and seventy-five percent of rap music
consumers being white from the mid-nineties to 2001, to others showing a more
measured sixty percent white audience for hip-hop in 2004 (The Numbers Guy 2005).
Either statistic points to the broad acceptance of hip-hop culture among mainstream—
read: white—audiences and an irreversible transformation of a local genre of cultural
expression into a mass cultural style. The same forces of commodification and
dissemination that propelled hip-hop out of the Bronx also sent it across the globe, where
youth of all races have become hip-hop consumers and even performers, which reminds
us of a further important fact about style: there would be no global market in
commodified style without a ready and able body of buyers. Consumption is the next step
in style’s (in general, hip-hop’s in particular) cultural cycle.
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Consumption
Batari Kitwana (2005) describes the attraction of hip-hop culture for white
American youth, noting that “young whites are emulating Black cool—nothing new
there…However, white youth are not simply consuming pop culture messages
wholesale…Most hip-hop kids…are taking from popular culture what they find useful,
fashioning it to local needs, claiming it as their own and in the process placing their own
stamp on it,” both regionally and internationally (2-3). Appropriation by the market is
part of the process of a style becoming popular, but appropriation by consumers is what
keeps it alive. Consumption is an important part of the cultural cycle of style not just for
its role in the realization of profit for those who produce style commodities, but also for
its role in further commodification, dissemination, and innovation within style. Far from
a passive process, consumption is at once style’s barometer and weather vane, providing
at any given time a snapshot of the state and the trajectory of style.
Most fans of hip-hop culture, particularly rap music, still encounter the
commodities of hip-hop style as use values, meaning that they purchase records, concert
tickets, t-shirts, apparel, sound systems, and the like for their use in experiencing
pleasure, indicating identity and status, annoying their parents, or any other of the myriad
uses of the goods and services produced and circulated through the style market. Just like
the disco records DJ Kool Herc spun at the first South Bronx house parties, today’s rap
music recordings are first and foremost, from the perspective of fans, for listening,
socializing, dancing. And while FOX can make millions off of our passive consumption
of competitive dance on shows like So You Think You Can Dance and people make a
living teaching hip-hop and breakdance styles to aspiring b-boys and –girls, the styles
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themselves are still for the moving of bodies to beats both within and outside processes of
commodification. Apparel does more than cover our bodies, but its ability to demonstrate
belonging, status, wealth, and other features of identity is still a use value to us, no matter
how much exchange value it simultaneously generates for others or how alienated we as
consumers are from the labor that produces it as well as the profits it earns. In short,
whatever else the marketized cultural cycle of styles leaves us with, it gives us things that
we use in ways both predictable and unforeseen.
Consumption is also a means for commodity producers to disseminate: when
consumers see others—ordinary fans as well as celebrities—wearing a particular brand of
clothing or driving a particular car, acts of consumption become advertising, affecting the
chances that others will consume similar goods. Recall Russell Simmons’ comment
above about creating images that ordinary fans feel they can themselves become and
Bambaataa’s recollection of early hip-hop entrepreneurship. They show how hip-hop,
like punk, “eliminated the time lag between innovation and passive consumption” and
“produced culture that acted like marketing” (Leland 2004, 304 and 301). Fans didn’t
need style guides to learn how to become hip-hop; promoters, performers, and other fans
were already showing the way. To be sure, companies that came later to the game made
great use of fans’ consuming habits and do-it-yourself marketing, and part of the
continued vitality of hip-hop culture resides in its ability to retain, however much under
corporate pressure, some measure of street credibility. And part of the vitality of hip-hop
marketing is its ability to advertise through consumption or, in the case of product
placement in rap music songs and videos, through the praise of consumption.
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Further Innovation
Most importantly for a discussion of globalized style, however, consumption of
circulated style commodities forms the basis for further style innovation. Returning to DJ
Kool Herc’s record collection, the vinyl was not just a straightforward source of sound,
but a canvas upon which he drew long compositions of break beats, sampling from songs
popular among his audiences that he knew would make them dance. Similarly, the
commodities of early hip-hop in the United States formed the basis for the creation of
hip-hop scenes around the world. Mitchell (2001) writes: “Models and idioms derived
from the peak period of hip-hop in the USA in the mid-to late 1980s have been
combined” around the globe “with local musical idioms and vernaculars to produce
excitingly distinctive syncretic manifestations of African American influences and local
indigenous elements” (3). Much like Kitwana’s white consumers of rap music in the US,
hip-hop fans around the world encountered recordings, videos, and concert tours, took
those commodities of American hip-hop, and placed their own stamp on the genre.
For example, Palestinian artists DAM (Da Arabian MCs) “began working
together in the late 1990s. Struck by the uncanny resemblance of the reality of the streets
in a Tupac video to the streets in their own neighborhood of Lyd,” DAM “were inspired
to tell their stories through hip hop” (DAM 2010). The film shows a rapper holding up a
CD from his collection, Public Enemy’s 1990 Fear of a Black Planet, comparing its
concept to Israel’s “fear of an Arabic nation” (Slingshot Hip Hop). MCs in the film admit
that they began rapping not strictly to make a political statement, but in imitation of what
they had found meaningful or entertaining among the music they enjoyed. However, their
local circumstances politicized their performances, turning what started as passive
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consumption of rap music into active production (see Kahf 2007 for an account of the
development of Arabic hip-hop with a focus on Palestine). Mitchell (2001) observes
similarly that “appropriations of rap and hip-hop outside the USA often mimicked U.S.
models, but in most countries where rap has taken root, hip-hop scenes have rapidly
developed from an adoption to an adaptation of U.S. musical forms and idioms” (12).
Later in this work I examine the workings of cultural cycles in Russian popular culture,
where American genres of communicative practice travel through the market as
commodities that become resources for imitation and innovation in the development of
Russian youth styles. For now, suffice it to note that consumption is both a passive
process—of buying, listening or otherwise enjoying—and a potentially active one. It is
intimately tied to the other moments of a cultural cycle, depending as it does upon
commodification and dissemination and feeding as it does further innovation. And
without the creative ways in which people use style commodities, there would be no
market in these rich communicative goods, no style to speak of either locally or
transnationally.	
  
In this section I have briefly described the cultural cycle of hip-hop style. Far
from a complete picture that captures each moment in all its detail, it is more a model of
how communicative practices emerge, move, and are taken up in various local contexts.
Scholars may focus upon one or another area of a cultural cycle in order to produce a
picture of style that shows its importance as a commodity, its spread, the uses to which it
is put. Like the model of communicative practice in the previous chapter, this model is a
conceptual scaffold upon which can be built different areas of focus, but each area
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belongs to a larger whole. In the next section I discuss the motor that pushes style
through its different moments: the market.	
  
THE UNIVERSAL MARKET	
  
If the concept of cultural cycles gets at the moments of style from emergence to
its many actual and potential destinations, the idea of the universal market gets at why
these moments exist and how they relate to one another, and it gives us a way of
identifying at each moment the material realities of style in motion. To say that
innovation, commodification, dissemination, consumption, and further innovation all
occur within the market is at once obvious and not very informative. To understand style,
we need to understand that it cannot exist without the market, outside the market. Even to
say that style cannot be considered separately from capitalism leaves us with questions
about why this is so, about the relationship of style at any of its moments to the economy.
To help elucidate the relationship, I draw on Harry Braverman’s (1996) concept of the
universal market.
According to Braverman, under monopoly capitalism “the capitalist mode of
production takes over the totality of individual, family, and social needs and, in
subordinating them to the market, also reshapes them to serve the needs of capital” (188).
He gives a brief description of the process by which this total marketizing of social life
has come to be in the United States. In the previous stage, industrial capitalism, there was
a “limited range of commodities,” like foodstuffs, clothing fabric, building supplies, and
the like “in common circulation” for the satisfaction of daily needs (188). Most of the
finished products we take for granted as commodities now—clothing, meals, furniture,
even our homes—were commodified only in their rawest forms and finished in the
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household. Most food production was carried out locally on farms, with distribution
limited regionally. Around the turn of the twentieth century, firms emerged that
processed foodstuffs for sale to households, over time both drawing more people as labor
into the industrial workforce and removing from the household that aspect of their own
labor. Soon, farms no longer primarily supplied households directly, but produced for
food companies. As more labor was drawn into the manufacture of food and its attendant
industries (production of aluminum cans, transport from farm to firm and firm to store, et
cetera), more people moved to cities where production was concentrated. This
urbanization had two results: First, the division of town from country grew as the role of
the family and family farm receded. Second, the new urban dwellers, no longer working
the land, became dependent upon the new food market for their survival.
Braverman calls this industrialization of food and other basic household goods
“only the first step in a process which eventually leads to the dependence of all social
life, and indeed of all the interrelatedness of human kind, upon the marketplace” (191).
He shows how, from this beginning, the market is able to take over production processes
that once occurred outside the market and transform them into commodity production,
how it has been able to identify and satisfy the new needs that arise from the changes it
brings about, and how it seeks out both new goods-producing processes and new goodsconsuming markets as it develops. Briefly: as general commodification progresses, so
does urbanization. As urbanization progresses, not only are new markets created, but also
old social forms are eroded, and the market is ready to fill the void. Braverman writes:
The population of cities…becomes totally dependent upon social artifice for every
need. But social artifice has been destroyed in all but its marketable forms. Thus
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the population no longer relies upon social organization in the form of family,
friends, neighbors, community, elders, children, but with few exceptions must go
to market and only to market, not only for food, clothing, and shelter, but also for
recreation, amusement, security, for the care of the young, the old, the sick, the
handicapped. In time not only the material and service needs but even the
emotional patterns of life are channeled through the market (191).
Attendant to these changes is “the massive growth of institutions stretching all the way
from schools and hospitals…to prisons and madhouses” that “represents…the clearing of
the marketplace of all but the ‘economically active’ and ‘functioning’ members of
society, generally at public expense and at a handsome profit” to those firms that either
own or supply these institutions. A growing service economy and various entertainment
industries insert themselves into the spaces opened up by industrialization and
urbanization by identifying new needs and desires and commodifying the various
processes by which people go about satisfying them outside the market. “So enterprising
is capital,” according to Braverman, “that even where the effort is made by one or
another section of the population to find a way to nature, sport, or art through personal
activity and amateur or ‘underground’ innovation, these activities are rapidly
incorporated into the market so far as is possible” (193).
The evolution of the universal market has left us awash in commodities that
satisfy nearly every need imaginable and institutions that shape us as much as possible
into the producers and consumers that capital needs in order to thrive. This is not to say
that there is no resisting the market, but one must understand its pressures in order to seek
ways around, outside, or against it. Rather than a totalizing and pessimistic view of life
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under capitalism, Braverman’s concept of the universal market is a way of identifying
and examining historical economic and institutional trends in order to find ways around,
outside, or against the market, an attempt at appropriately diagnosing the condition and
describing the symptoms in order to enable treatment.
Braverman describes three steps in the development of the universal market. First
is the “conquest of goods production by the commodity form,” second is the “conquest of
an increasing range of services and their conversion into commodities,” and third is “a
‘product cycle’ which invents new products and services, some of which become
indispensable as the conditions of modern life change to destroy alternatives” (194). The
development of style and that of the universal market go hand in hand. First comes the
emergence of style as commodities, then the use of style to sell other commodities, then
the development of a market in style itself that brings about new areas of
commodification that had not existed previously.

Style as Commodities
A key phase in the development of the universal market in the United States
(though similar tendencies can be seen in other capitalist countries) is the period leading
up to and including the turn of the twentieth century, when ever-larger numbers of
workers were drawn into cities to work in industry. As cities grew, denizens cut off from
the domains of home production of food and clothing became dependent upon the market
for both. At the same time, even those outside of the cities were subject to the influence
of the new markets in manufactured clothing. In time, Braverman notes, store-bought
clothing became more prestigious than that made in the home (193). High fashion took
note as well. For example, Vogue, a women’s fashion magazine that had previously relied
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upon its ties to Europe for its influence, tailed the new developments in the U.S. by
embracing and promoting American-made clothing (David 2006). Thus we see at the
same time the development of markets in food and clothing, the rise of an American
clothing industry, and the increasing dependence of consumers upon clothing produced
outside the home. To be sure, home-made clothing hardly died out, but it became
increasingly associated with cheapness and low quality of clothing or lower social status
of the consumer. Style, once the province of the rich—who, incidentally, had long
interacted with clothing as a commodity—became the purview of ordinary people, who
were expected to go to market for their apparel.
Now the market in style commodities has expanded to every area concerning the
human body, from clothing to cleaning products, makeup to the kinds of foods we buy.
Even where home-made is no longer pejorative, numerous products have arisen to allow
us to cook the perfect meal, make clothing that looks store-bought, even build up and
decorate our living spaces according to a set of values tied intimately to the market. The
universal market has inserted style into every facet of our lives in a range of commodities
so dizzying that it is difficult to determine where our own needs end and the needs of the
market begin, if the two can be differentiated at all.

Style Sells Commodities
Over the course of the twentieth century and into the twenty-first, the style that
has come to us embodied in commodities has expanded into entire ways of being, or
lifestyles. For example, it is not just the ways in which we fashion our appearances and
surrounds, but the things we choose to buy, the recreation we choose, and so on. For
example, one who styles herself as a socially responsible consumer will seek to purchase
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goods from an environmentally conscious company made from recycled materials by
humanely treated workers and sold at a retailer who pays a living wage and is a
responsible community actor. The market has identified a need in some consumers
brought about by its own activity, the need to counteract or minimize the market’s
damaging effects, and has produced an array of commodities that fulfill this need. Out of
its own activity and the need it has produced, the market has also given birth to a new
kind of consumer, one whose life choices are intimately tied to the development of the
universal market, even where that development has been identified as problematic. There
are ranges of commodities, packaged as whole ways of being, to satisfy nearly every
market niche, from thrifty bargain shoppers to haute couture, even the do-it-yourselfers
who still often have to go to market for those goods that will help them refrain from
participating in the market. Unless we are to live completely off of what has been
discarded, grow our own food, make our own clothes from materials we create ourselves,
it is nearly impossible to abstain from participating in the universal market, and even the
desire to abstain from consuming, or to reuse what has already been consumed, has given
rise to new ranges of goods and services. This is in addition to the other ways in which
style sells commodities already discussed, as in hip-hop style selling everything from
concert tickets to liquor, rock music selling sneakers, et cetera.

The Style Industries
From its beginnings in the promotion of manufactured food and clothing, the
universal market in style has given birth not only to ranges of commodities and ways of
consuming, but also to whole new industries of style. Style has grown beyond fashion
and lifestyle magazines to include the films, videos, and television shows we consume
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even when we aren’t on the lookout for the next thing in our preferred styles. It has
become an important consideration in the process of manufacturing goods to attract our
attention and dollars. It has become part of how we learn to interact with one another,
choose our mates, choose our political candidates, where we live, and so on. It is the
ground upon which our needs are identified and fulfilled and our wishes expressed. This
section has explored some of the ways in which style developed alongside or as part of
the universal market. The important point, however, is that style has become the language
of the universal market.

HIP-HOP STYLE AND THE UNIVERSAL MARKET
Hip-hop provides us another useful illustration. At the moment of hip-hop
innovation we see in place already many of the features Braverman describes in his
discussion of how the universal market came to be. Goods production has been almost
completely eliminated in all but the commodity form such that city-dwellers go to the
market for food, shelter, clothing, recreation, and care. In the 1970s South Bronx we see
the parallel narrowing of economic possibilities and the expansion of institutional means
for dealing with the populace. As hospitals and fire stations closed down, massive
housing projects sprung up, new prisons were built, and police surveillance increased.
Young Black people had little access to the means of producing culture and few
opportunities for economic success outside street hustling or gang activity. It is not
surprising that hip-hop arose to fill the void with sound, scene, movement, and
opportunity, or that what began as pure use value became a commodity, a source of
entertainment became a source of income.
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Outside the first house parties, a “new range of services” arose as part of hip-hop
culture: performances, promotion, venues, food and drink. The use value of hip-hop
began to generate exchange value not only as its own commodity but in the circulation of
others. The universal market helps explain the enormous commercial success of hip-hop
style. Hip-hop had arisen as a means both of entertainment and of self-expression. Its
value in representing, with however much license, the life circumstances of performers
and fans alike allows the style to retain at least a nominal connection to the streets and
ghettoes from which it was born, and its birth outside the market (however incompletely
outside) allows it to retain a suggestion of resistance, independence, authenticity, that
continues to attract fans and inspire new performers. Let us not pretend that the
commercial success of hip-hop is not itself inspirational. New artists see in hip-hop a way
not only to get by, but to make it big.
Capitalism is well suited to identifying needs and desires and inventing new
commodities to fulfill them. Among South Bronx youth in the 1970s such needs included
making a living, self-expression, pleasure, diversion. Among white youth consumers such
needs could have been entertainment and novelty where such have often been found in
the consumable facets of African-American culture (jazz, blues, rock). In the market
itself is the perpetual need to produce, distribute, and sell, to generate surplus value. And
a way to satisfy all of these needs could be found in the range of products we now know
as hip-hop style: concerts, recordings, clothing, cars, liquor, radio, television, film, and so
on.
Importantly, the idea of the universal market shows the tension between
independent human creativity and the market and shows the impossibility of resolving
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that tension definitively in either direction. As long as the market creates conditions of
exploitation and oppression, like the urban decay of the South Bronx in the midst of the
global recession of the 1970s, people will continue to try and find ways to relieve the
pressure. Where people do create new pleasures outside of the market, commodification
is not far behind. And commodification itself provides the conditions both for further
commodification—as new areas of activity, new needs and desires, new products and
services spring up—and for the survival of a new style through consumption and further
innovation in a cycle that continues until it is no longer profitable.

CONCLUSION
Together, the concepts of cultural cycle and the universal market provide a
theoretical framework for the examination of globalized style and an articulation of
moments in style with actual moments in history. We can trace a style like hip-hop
through its inception in a particular context and into new contexts both from the point of
view of style itself and from the perspective of the market that both enables and
constrains it. We can see how style is caught up at every turn with commodification,
which both troubles and elucidates possibilities for style to act against the pressures of
standardization, rationalization, and exploitation inherent in capitalism. And we can
follow the course of style from its origins into new places and times. In the next chapter
we follow the course of capitalism and style further in a discussion of globalization that
builds upon the understanding of style and the universal market outlined so far.
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1
See also Stokes (1994).
See also Martin Stokes, Ethnicity, Identity, and Music : The Musical Construction of
Place (1994), for a similar discussion within ethnomusicology. The relationship of music
and identity is featured within the ethnography of speaking, e.g., Aaron Fox, Real
Country (2002), where the author sees country music as "voicing" working class culture.
2

See Krims (2000), Mitchell (2001), and Androutsopoulos (2003), among others.

3

For example, Joshua Gunn, and Barry Brummett, "Popular Communication After
Globalization," Journal of Communication (2001): 705-21.The authors concede the
conceptual distinction, but argue that "culture is increasingly homogeneous precisely
because of the effects of mass mediation and its connection to late capitalism and
technology" such that "local or vernacular cultures are increasingly merging into popular,
mediated culture, which is thus becoming global culture" (708).
4

See Anderson (1991) on “imagined communities.”

5

Toop (1994, 174), Chang (2005, 321). Toop charts the parallel processes of market
fragmentation and the development of new local scenes in the US in the late 1980s, while
Chang reports a resurgence of “the local” as a prevailing trope in hip-hop culture that
accompanied capital flight, deregulation, and deindustrialization under presidents Reagan
and Bush (elder). See also Forman (2002).
6

This does not, as I discuss later in the section, make commodities only the bearers of
exchange value; their use value continues as an important part of what people consume
and why.
7

Co-presence is not just a matter of bodies in a singular spatiotemporal location, but can
occur virtually, as through the internet.
8

See also Johnson (2008) for a description of commodification and dissemination in hiphop.
9

See Leland 2004 and Kitwana 2005 on white consumption of Blackness in America, the
latter on hip-hop specifically.
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Chapter Three: Globalization and Style
The previous chapter provided a brief sketch through the concept of cultural
cycles of the articulation of style to the development of the universal market under
capitalism. Along with a view of how hip-hop transformed from a local, co-present
communicative practice into a national, then global, commercial phenomenon, we have
seen how style in general has emerged from and taken part in the growth and ubiquity of
market relations and has become in no small way the primary language of the universal
market. This chapter is devoted to a discussion of how the language of style has come to
be spoken worldwide as part of the globalization of capital. I will argue that while style is
spoken globally, current ways of conceiving “globalization” and the circulation of style
inadequately treat contemporary period of capitalism and the worldwide movement of
people and commodities. Specifically, they either negate or overstate the possibility of
the possibility of human agency in relation to capital.
In support of this argument I discuss how the term “globalization” is a
problematic one, part academic shorthand for complicated processes of transnational
capitalist development, part buzzword for the triumph of neoliberal economic policy.
Some scholars debate its utility in describing our current state of affairs, while others
draw attention to what can be considered its salutary and deleterious effects. For the most
part, however, scholars are seeking ways to conceptualize our era of history and the
complex interaction of human social life with an economic system that, however variable
its effects, has left no part of the world untouched. I depart from a working definition of
globalization to trace two debates about globalization and culture and arrive at a
description of globalization and style that helps to explain how particular communicative
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practices like hip-hop that originate in one part of the world at a specific point in history
can become styles that cross times and places to be enacted by people on every continent.
In this chapter I explore in the first section whether globalization itself is a useful
working concept describing transnational phenomena. In the second section, I explore
both how communicative practice and agency unfold within global capitalism. In the
third section, I ask whether globalization is a novel process that represents a break with
previous eras of capitalism. Here I examine important moments in the interaction of
globalization and style in Russia and the United States.
The chapter as a whole is intended as an examination of the ways in which styles
like hip-hop have emerged in countries all over the world as both an effect of the global
development of capitalism and a means for people to negotiate relationships with
themselves each other, their local circumstances and the world market system. This
examination is significant for communication studies because how we understand the
circulation of style in capitalism must account for how the movement of communicative
forms is always enabled and constrained by capitalist economic and social relations, with
communicative practices appearing differently according to location, historical moment,
and material circumstances. I argue throughout the chapter for a specifically Marxist
perspective on globalization and style. Such a perspective is useful in providing an
alternative to progressives’ pessimism about globalization and culture, liberals’
celebration of the triumph of the market, and postmodernists’ embrace of the politics of
pleasure in consumption. Now, I turn to the basic definitional question at hand.
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WHAT IS GLOBALIZATION?
Chen (2004) writes, “Increasingly, globalization appears as a fetishized object or
explanatory catchphrase within academic and public discourse” (7). Dasgupta and
Chattopadhyay (2004) call it “a fad word, fast turning into a shibboleth, a magic
incantation, a passkey meant to unlock the gates to all present and future mysteries”
(189). The term is used, some think inappropriately, where previously words like
“transnational” or “international” were, to describe phenomena that appear in
geographically disparate locations as a connection between them (Turino 2003, 51-52).
What most scholars of such phenomena agree upon, however, is that globalization
represents a new era of history. Dasgupta and Chattopadhyay (2004) say that
“globalization implies a shift—of polity, economy, culture, and technology” (189), while
Inda and Rosaldo (2002) describe a “world full of movement and mixture, contact and
linkages, and persistent cultural interaction and exchange” (2), and Kim and Shen (2002)
see “an economic system of interdependence unprecedented in terms of scope and
intensity” (445). Before engaging debates about the novelty implied in most academic
and popular uses of the term, I take as a departure point the following definition of
globalization, from Held and McGrew (2007):
Simply put, globalization describes the expanding scale, growing magnitude,
speeding up and deepening impact of interregional flows and patterns of social
interaction. It refers to a shift or transformation in the scale of human social
organization that links distant communities and expands the reach of power
relations across the world’s major regions and continents (4).
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Whatever else it might do, globalization speaks of increasing economic and cultural
contacts between geographic regions as a result of the development of capitalism: “It is
the unfolding resolution of the contradiction between ever expanding capital and its
national political and social formations” (Dasgupta and Chattopadhyay 2004, 189).
I take seriously objections like those raised by Turino (2003) about whether it is
appropriate to use terms like “global” and “globalization” to describe transnational
phenomena. He writes that the term is used in place of “transnational,” “international,”
“foreign,” “not local,” to refer to “the dual aspects of the intensifying connectivity and
the spreading and deepening consciousness of the world-as-a-whole,” or “to designate the
spread of something to a number of non-contiguous sites in different parts of the world,
without indicating who and how many people are involved in these different places” (52).
Instead, he proposes that the term be reserved “to describe phenomena that literally
encompass the geography and populations of the globe,” like global warming or “the
potential for nuclear war” (52-53). For Turino, “conceptualizing the global also becomes
a problem of whether one is thinking merely in terms of reach – e.g., involving a
smattering of people in a good number of non-contiguous countries – or in terms of
depth, that is, phenomena that affect whole populations of all countries,” and he cautions
us that there are regions of the world where what we consider to be globalized processes
(travel, media, the internet) exclude whole regions and peoples who do not have access to
or contact with these phenomena (53). Most importantly, he warns us:
Whereas global and globalization could be used simply to describe scale and
universalist projects, respectively, without denoting a particular phenomenon or
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the project’s success, they are increasingly being appropriated as terms to
naturalize the spread of a particular economic-political-cultural complex (54).
That is, Turino is warning against the underspecified use of terms like “global” and
“globalization,” asking for clarity on the peoples and areas affected by the phenomena we
describe, and cautioning against naturalizing free-market capitalism as the predominant
set of social relations in the world.
For Turino, there would be no “globalized” style just as for him there is no global
music. Particular styles like hip-hop would perhaps be better labeled as “cosmopolitan
formations” given that they, like immigrant communities and diasporas, affect discrete
populations in various countries but do not affect the population of the world as a whole.
The reach of styles is determined in no small part by the access that people have to
media, from radio and television to recordings, film, and the Internet, and through them
to communicative practices originating in other countries. However, his assertion that
what can be properly called global is only that which affects the entire world may well be
too restrictive. While terms like “globalization” do often obscure more than they reveal
about economic, political, social, and cultural realities, we must have language that
accounts for the presence of phenomena in every country of the globe even under
conditions of uneven access. For example, styles like hip-hop do not affect all peoples of
the world in the way that global warming does. (For that matter, very few phenomena can
be said to be global in this sense.) However, hip-hop is practiced on every continent of
the world. More than “a smattering of people in a good number of non-contiguous
countries,” hip-hop practitioners can be found from “first” world to “third,” in Rwanda,
Indonesia, and Palestine as well as the United States, Britain, and France. While the
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spread of hip-hop style relies upon people’s access to media, its aesthetic has often been
used to highlight uneven access to wealth, travel, and other phenomena associated with
globalization. While its spread is part of the development and spread of global capitalism,
it is in many places a reaction to, not a simple reproduction of, capitalist social and
economic relations. Turino is correct about the need to be clear about the reach of the
phenomena that we study, and not all communicative practices that spread transnationally
through media will have the same reach as hip-hop. However, I defend the use of the
term “global” and “globalizing” when discussing hip-hop precisely because of its reach
into countries and situations that can highlight, rather than obscure, the workings of the
market system responsible for its many trajectories.
Turino’s warning against naturalizing the free market through casual overuse of
the terminology of globalization is especially important to the discussion of globalized
style. While particular styles may or may not be global in reach or scale, I argue that style
itself is a global phenomenon even under Turino’s restrictive definition. In the previous
chapter I described how style has become the language of the universal market, and here I
argue that the market has left no part of the globe untouched, however “uneven and
combined” its development might be throughout the world (Trotsky 1996).1 The market,
leaving no place untouched, has caught the whole world’s population up in style. Be they
producers of raw materials, consumers of finished products, even cultural products
packaged as exotic Others to be studied and consumed, people in every country, every
region, every continent have been affected by the development of global capitalism and
its medium, style. We are producers, consumers, and products translated into languages
of style that express in some way our relationship to the market. Instead of naturalizing
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free market relations, positing style as a global phenomenon allows us to see as parts of a
whole the production, dissemination, and consumption of communicative practices and
subjectivities under conditions of inequality in wealth, access, and power. What Turino is
warning us against, rightfully, is seeing in globalization a uniformity of effects across the
globe or positing an increasingly level playing field of signification, production, and
consumption. Style as the language of global capital reflects the unevenness of capitalist
development around the world. Not all have equal access to it or command of it, but it
describes our various positions in relation to capital and to each other as producers,
consumers, or products.
In what follows, I engage in two further sets of globalization debates. The first is
over how we are to conceptualize the globalization of style. What is at stake is an
understanding of how communication and culture are articulated to the development of
global capitalism and the consequences of that development for the formation,
dissemination, consumption, and continued life of particular communicative practices
and for human agency. Does the global market in culture reproduce at the level of
communicative practice the unequal economic and political power relations among
particular countries, or does the increased cultural contact among peoples have a
democratizing effect by increasing the repertoire of available resources for the creation of
new subjectivities in new places? By engaging in this debate, I seek to characterize the
globalization of style as a dialectical process in order to avoid the simplistic notions of
straightforward domination or pluralism.
The second debate is over whether globalization is something new. What is at
stake here is an understanding of how the market has developed such that cultures and
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people have grown more connected and at what points in history we can find important
moments in the development of style. That is, if globalization is an old process, how can
we explain what seems to be a novel set of interconnections where styles have become
the means for dialogue between people and with the market? Or, if it is a novel process,
how do we explain the long histories of interconnection that characterize style the world
over? In engaging the question of novelty I will discuss important moments in the
cultural cycle of hip-hop and in the development of popular culture in the United States
and Russia. This discussion, which historicizes style in these two countries, will bridge
the earlier chapters on style and cultural cycles with globalization and with the later
chapters on Russian popular culture and Russian hip-hop as examples of globalized style.

GLOBALIZATION, CULTURE, AND AGENCY
Scholars disagree about how we are to conceive of the effects of the global spread
of capital upon the creation, dissemination, consumption, and expression of culture. In
this section I discuss three perspectives on globalization: world-systems analysis, centerperiphery models, and postmodern views, each of which makes claims about the nature
of globalization and culture. Some see in the global expansion of capital a homogenizing
influence that foists “Western” cultural and commodity forms upon new locales, creating
uniformities in popular culture that are well suited to increasing capital in developed
countries. An opposing view emphasizes the mixing of cultures and peoples through
migration, media production and consumption, and cultural contact that increases the
communicative repertoire of agents all over the world and gives rise to hybrid or
cosmopolitan

identities

with

democratic

potential.

Still

others

ask

for

a

reconceptualization of what is global and what is local and characterizes the globalization
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of culture in terms of flows of information and people across national boundaries with
consequences for both source and destination. I place these approaches into dialogue in
order to combine their insights and critique their omissions and offer a fourth model of
globalization and culture inspired by the perspectives of historical materialism and
political economy. In this fourth perspective the emphasis is not upon either victimization
or liberation at the hands of global capital, but upon the sober analysis of both positive
and negative effects in examination of the global flows of information and people in
concrete moments in time and space. In the words of Chen (2004), scholars
have to…look at how values, norms, identities, and practices become embedded
in particular communities at specific historical moments. We have to examine the
assertions of identity produced via cultural signifiers, consumption practices, and
multinational corporations that are deeply inculcated in popular consciousness,
ready to emerge in the most unlikely of settings (4).
This fourth approach engages the dialectic between the cultural and the economic where
the popular cultural realm is a multilayered site of commodification, production,
consumption, domestic and international politics, global economics, and socially
situated identities that infuse and mediate lived experience (2).
This dialectical approach avoids the pessimism of world-systems and center-periphery
models, the neoliberal optimism of postmodern approaches, and the abstraction of
discussions of global flows. The globalization of capital and style cannot be read
straightforwardly as spelling cultural doom nor salvation, and flows of information and
people around the world can be analyzed in concrete moments in time and space, each
moment presenting its own opportunities for and limits upon human action.
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World-Systems Analysis
The first model of globalization comes from world-systems analysis (Wallerstein
2000 and 2004). World-systems analysis emerged in the 1970s as an attempt to
apprehend political, economic, and social relationships among nation-states beyond the
level of the states themselves, looking instead at their interactions on a global level as
part of a world-system. The approach is characterized by its unit of analysis (worldsystems instead of particular states), its temporal perspective (long-term historical
analysis instead of synchronic views), and its complexity (looking at politics, economics,
culture, and history together instead of through individual disciplinary lenses). It posits a
capitalist world system originating in the sixteenth century and continuing today as “a
collection of many institutions,” including markets, states, classes, and identities, “the
combination of which accounts for its processes, and all of which are intertwined with
each other” (Wallerstein 2004, 24). “All boundaries” within the world-system “are social
structured and socially reproduced, as are the identities of individuals, ethnic groups, and
nations” (Chase-Dunn and Grimes 1995, 389) such that the study of phenomena like
globalized style requires that we look at phenomena in one place and time as taking part
in a world-system interaction of economics, politics, and culture.
Core-periphery perspectives on globalization draw from the vocabulary of worldsystems analysis. “Core-periphery” refers to economic processes, where “core-like”
processes are controlled by quasi-monopolies whose products are in a stronger market
position than those of non-monopolized peripheral processes such that “there is a
constant flow of surplus-value from the producers of peripheral products to the producers
of core-like products. This has been called unequal exchange” (28). Moving beyond the
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level of production, core-periphery shorthand is attached to countries where either kind of
process chiefly characterizes national production. “The role of each state” in the world
system “is very different vis-à-vis productive processes depending on the mix of coreperipheral processes within it” (29). “Core” countries exert more control over the
international division of labor, protecting their quasi-monopolies, while countries of the
“periphery” have comparatively little influence upon the configuration of the world
system. Chase-Dunn and Grimes write:
One of the most important structures of the current world-system is a power
hierarchy between core and periphery in which powerful and wealthy “core”
societies dominate and exploit weak and poor “peripheral” societies. Within the
current system, the so-called “advanced” or “developed” countries constitute the
core, while the “less developed” countries are in the periphery. The peripheral
countries, rather than developing along the same paths taken by core countries in
earlier periods (the assumption of “modernization” theories), are instead
structurally constrained to experience developmental processes that reproduce
their subordinate status…Between the core and periphery is an intermediate layer
of countries referred to as the “semiperiphery.” These combine features of both
the core and the periphery, and they are located in intermediate or mediating
positions in larger interaction networks. (389)
For scholars of globalization, the notion of “core” and “periphery” are often used to trace
the trajectories of cultural commodities and economic processes and their influence upon
cultures and economies around the world. World-systems analysis and core-periphery
discourse underlie models of globalization where more developed countries export to and
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exploit the resources and populations of the periphery. Three such perspectives on
globalization are McDonaldization, Americanization, and cultural imperialism. These
theories see cultural commodities and economic relations being imported from the West,
particularly the United States, into new spaces where Western economic and cultural
hegemony are reproduced.

McDonaldization, Americanization, and Cultural Imperialism
McDonaldization refers to processes of rationalization in culture, both in
production and consumption, characteristic of the American fast food industry (Ritzer
1993 and 1998). Ritzer and Stillman (2003) write:
The term describes the rationalization of society – the places and spaces where
people live, work and consume – using the fast-food restaurant as a paradigm.
The process is a direct consequence of the ascendance of four related processes: a
push for greater efficiency, predictability, calculability, and replacement of human
with non-human technology (33-34).
The idea also “asserts that rationalized systems are penetrating throughout social life,
thereby fundamentally changing the way people work, consume and interact in a wide
variety of settings” (34). For globalization scholars, McDonaldization refers not just to
these rationalizing processes, but to their export from the United States to countries
around the world. It refers to the importation and indigenous development of similar
enterprises and cultural processes in other countries, and can be seen in a wide variety of
phenomena, from the presence of McDonald’s itself worldwide to the advent of large
supermarkets in Europe and standardized testing in Russian education. The
McDonaldization thesis does not assert that there are no other processes at work, but that
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American rationalization (itself an heir to German bureaucratization via Weber) is the
characteristic process of our time. It is homogenizing: “It tends to reduce diversity in the
means of consumption” where those are incompatible with rationalization, and “cultural
expectations, imitation, managerial norms and competitive advantages play out across
national borders” (37-38). The thesis has been criticized for underplaying the influence of
context upon imported cultural commodities (like the adaptation of McDonald’s menus to
local tastes) and the agency of individual actors in taking up and interpreting imported
ideas and products. It also fails to account for the persistence of other frameworks for
understanding and organizing social life and production that fall outside the rationalized
and rationalizing model of McDonaldization, a tension captured in debates about the
2010 Commonwealth Games in India. The failure of India as a host country to construct
facilities to Western standards of timeliness, structure, and cleanliness was cast against
Westerners’ failure to understand the work processes behind preparations for the games,
leading to debates about Indian work culture in general and about whether the Games
should have been held in India in the first place (BBC World Service 2010).

Americanization and Cultural Imperialism
Americanization refers both to processes like McDonaldization and to the broad
export of American commodities and corporate and cultural hegemony into other
countries (Ritzer and Stillman 2003). From the export of Hollywood films and television
to the exploitation of labor abroad to create products for sale in the United States, and
from the ubiquity of brands like Coca-Cola, Nike, and Disney, American influence can be
felt at the level of everyday life in a variety of countries. LaFeber (2002) writes that
“American popular culture…has long been part of U.S. influence and profit overseas.
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The power of that popular culture, however, multiplied with the technological marvels
that appeared in the 1960s and 1970s (17-18). The appearance and proliferation of film
and television and the development of air travel, computers, and satellite broadcasting
capabilities increased the global presence and influence of American capital abroad. This
was matched by the development of transnational corporations headquartered in the
West, particularly the United States, and involved in countries all over the globe. These
companies, LaFeber argues, “not only played a dominant role in creating and defining
American popular culture,” but also “used that culture’s own seductiveness to influence
the language, eating habits, clothes, and television watching of peoples around the earth”
(19). These tendencies were exacerbated by the opening up of markets around the world
to foreign investment as well as the proliferation of joint-stock media and commodityproducing companies. Crothers (2007) emphasizes the role of American popular culture
in the eventual American victory in the Cold War:
It would be too much to argue that the Soviet Union fell apart because of the
corrupting appeal of American popular culture…It is, however, fair to say that in
denying their citizens access to the Western movies, music, and television
programs they desired, the governments of the Soviet bloc undermined their own
legitimacy (3).
Blum (2007) calls “the spread of popular culture from developed to less developed parts
of the world” the “chief hallmark of globalization” as well as “an important mechanism
through which globalization operates on the whole” (17). Hannerz (1992) and Latouche
(1996) describe a world-wide process of Western cultural domination where, in Hannerz’
words, “When the center speaks, the periphery listens, and mostly does not talk back”
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(219). For some, this flow of culture from center to periphery represents a real threat. In
1992, Jack Lang, then French Minister of Culture, stated his belief that “vast financial
groups and entertainment industries will impose cultural uniformity on a global scale”
and that “the disappearance of languages and cultural forms is the great risk today.
Diversity threatens to be replaced by an international mass culture without roots, soul,
color, or taste” (110). Americanization in particular and Westernization in general are
seen as forms of cultural imperialism (Tomlinson 1991), whereby local ways of being
and living are threatened by the one-way flow of culture, commodities, and social
processes from core countries to those of the periphery.
Schuerkens (2004) criticizes the Americanization and cultural imperialism models
of globalization, writing that they “assume that western cultural elements are uncritically
absorbed” in other countries and suppress local meanings and forms (19). She writes:
Most often, this sort of scenario is based on superficial and anecdotal examples
which can rarely be proven with scientific methods…Often, these authors ignore
the existence of local cultural alternatives and the active role of local populations
in face of inflowing elements. They do not take account of the fact that inflowing
cultural forms and meanings do not meet a cultural tabula rasa, but existing local
meanings and cultural forms (ibid.)
That is, authors may overstate the threatening influence of imported American (or broadly
Western) culture as a result of their overlooking the ways in which cultural commodities are
taken up and used within already existing meaning frameworks and for purposes not dictated by
the center. For example, the presence of hip-hop style in Palestine can be seen as a one-way
inflow from the United States and a re-production of American values through the consumption
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of hip-hop cultural commodities. For some rappers in Palestine, however, hip-hop style is a
means for expressing resistance to the imperialism that they experience on economic and
political as well as cultural levels (Slingshot Hip Hop 2008).
Schuerkens provides an important corrective to oversimplifying tendencies within
Americanization and cultural imperialism frameworks. That said, it would be naïve in
discussions of globalization to overlook the effects of imperialism upon the cultures of
the world. For example, Klein (2007) describes the ways in which the United States
government and U.S. corporations make use of crises in other countries to smooth the
way for free market ideology and American corporate interests abroad:
I traveled to Sri Lanka, several months after the devastating 2004 tsunami, and
witnessed another version of the same manoeuvre: foreign investors and
international lenders had teamed up to use the atmosphere of panic to hand the
entire beautiful coastline over to entrepreneurs who quickly built large resorts,
blocking hundreds of thousands of fishing people from rebuilding their villages
near the water. “In a cruel twist of fate, nature has presented Sri Lanka with a
unique opportunity, and out of this great tragedy will come a world class tourism
destination,” the Sri Lankan government announced (9).
Mosco (2009) also notes that “the capitalist core has assumed enormous power over the
global political economy and culture,” but warns against the “tendency to treat
contemporary capitalism as a distinct set of relations among the advanced societies alone,
rather than as a set of hierarchical political economic and cultural relations articulated
and disarticulated within and across nations” (181). He discourages a simple cultural
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imperialism and domination hypothesis whereby Western companies act and intervene
transparently in the economies of other countries:
Many of these companies originate in the West but the growth of other
economies, especially the Chinese and Indian economies, render simplistic many
of the standard models of Western domination. India, for example, which has
typically been portrayed, quite accurately, as the victim of British and then
general Western imperialism, now contains its own transnational firms that have
integrated into Western economies, including those of North America (107-108).
In other words, while world-systems and core-periphery models of globalization draw
necessary attention to the imbalance of power on the world stage, one-way models of
cultural flow risk oversimplifying the picture of globalization and culture. Some posit the
uncritical adoption of core culture in the periphery without sufficient empirical
justification. Others overlook resistance to rationalization and cultural imperialism (see
Mosco 2009, 113-119 for examples of resistance). And still others fail to trace the active
involvement of governmental and corporate actors in the periphery in the processes of
globalization most often seen as threats to local ways of life.

Postmodernism and Other Cosmopolitan Models
Other views of globalization depart from the core-periphery model as a whole or
from the pessimism of McDonaldization and cultural imperialism in particular. These
approaches emphasize “cosmopolitanism,” “mélange,” and “hybridity,” each of which
gets at the mixing of cultures and peoples through migration, media production and
consumption, and cultural contact (Beck et al 2003). I have labeled these theories
“postmodern” based on a series of assumptions they hold in common. According to Huq
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(2005), “Postmodern writers…place an emphasis on culturally plural fragmentation in the
face of the disintegration of structure. Cultural pluralism, the collapse of old structuring
structures and the erosion of cultural boundaries are all tenets of postmodernism,” as is “a
disintegration of ‘universal models of thought” (27). The common assumptions in
postmodern approaches to globalization include the following: First, globalization
represents a new era where nation-states have lost their place of primacy as actors on the
world stage to transnational formations forged by capital. Second, the notion of stable
cultural (national, ethnic, racial) identities has given way to cultural pluralism and new
forms of cultural identification brought about by increasing and increasingly rapid flows
of information and people across national boundaries through travel, commerce, and
communication. Third, the unprecedented levels of cultural contact and consumption
brought about in this new age do not diminish, but increase the cultural repertoires and/or
economic opportunities of people around the world. Fragmentation, hybridity, and
mixing have robbed of solidity the fixed conceptions of nation, identity, and democracy
characteristic of the modern era.
Citing the decline of the sovereignty of the modern nation-state, Michael Hardt
and Antonio Negri (2000) see a new global order coming about since the collapse of the
Soviet Union, a “new form of sovereignty” taking over from the nation-states of old, a
new global governing order based on capital. National boundaries have begun to fail to
contain flows of capital across borders, and the resulting configuration of sovereignty is a
postmodern world Empire.
Empire establishes no territorial center of power and does not rely on fixed
boundaries or barriers. It is a decentered and deterritorializing apparatus of rule
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that progressively incorporates the entire global realm within its open, expanding
frontiers. Empire manages hybrid identities, flexible hierarchies, and plural
exchanges through modulating networks of command. The distinct national colors
of the imperialist map of the world have merged and blended in the imperial
global rainbow (xii-xiii).
Unlike world-systems analysis, which retains a notion of the power of nation-states
within a global capitalist order, Empire posits no such centers. Rather, “Capital seems to
be faced with a smooth world—or really, a world defined by new and complex regimes
of differentiation and homogenization, deterritorialization and reterritorialization” that
goes hand in hand with “the postmodernization of the global economy” (xiii).
In this view, globalization is not a process that brings nation-states into closer and
more instantaneous contact, but one in which the idea of the nation-state itself has lost its
power, both ontologically and as an explanatory concept. Pockets of high development
can be found in lesser-developed countries, and aspects of the Third World can be found
in the most advanced. Capital is virtually unrestricted in its ability to transcend
geographical boundaries, and decisions that determine different countries’ domestic
policies are frequently made by the governing bodies of world capital, such as the
International Monetary Fund and World Bank.
The dissolution of nation-states as centers of sovereignty that has accompanied
the “postmodernization of the global economy” has given rise to new social formations
that do not reflect a one-way cultural flow from core to periphery, but a multidirectional
flow that has brought all regions into contact and resulted in new identities and ways of
living. Huq (2006, 25-41) describes some of these new social formations and contrasts
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them to the concept of “subculture,” an idea that implies a stable parent culture and
possesses and association with class that many theorists find dated or inadequate to
explain social life in the era of globalization.2 One of these new, postmodern social
formations is the tribe (Bauman 1987, Maffesoli 1996). Contemporary tribes are “microgroups” bound together by proxemics and shared sentiment, ephemeral, united only
temporarily and not around a common purpose but a common feeling (ibid.). The
development of communication technology has enabled affective communities to form
across geographical space, bringing together, for example, gamers, environmentalists,
sports fans, even hip-hop performers and audiences. At the same time, there is an
intensification of local social bonds and the formation of intentional communities outside
the previous structuring formations of class, workplace, or family of origin, which,
though brought about by developments in global capital, Maffesoli characterizes as a
move from the global to the local (31). Maffesoli and many others describe these changes
in cultural practice—from bland massification to particularization, from rationality to
affect, from fixed to fluid identity, from politics to lifestyle—as intimately connected
with the “decline in the great institutional and activist structures – from political parties,
as required mediator, to the proletariat as historical subject” that characterizes
postmodernity (35; see also Beck 1992 and Lash 1994).
These postmodern tribes, affective communities, and fluid identities fit well with
the discussion of style as the primary paradigm for sociality and communication
discussed in Chapter 1. They provide a perspective for understanding how style operates
both at the level of identity and community formation and at the level of social structure,
and how its operations have both grown and accelerated as a result of the development of
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global capitalism. These paradigms also, in the work of scholars like Mike Featherstone
(2007), tend to emphasize acts of consumption as expressions of agency in the
contemporary period, where urban dwellers “play with and celebrate the artificiality of
the fantastic mélange of fictions and strange values which are to be found in the fashions
and popular culture of cities” (22). Feelings of celebration, carnival, libido, the
aestheticization of everyday life, cultural mixing, and the erasure of national boundaries
are common to the postmodern experience of globalization, as opposed to the pessimism
of some center-periphery models.
According to Chen (2004), both simplistic center-periphery models and
celebratory postmodern models get it wrong:
Specifically, studies of globalization that tend toward a bifurcated approach that
either emphasizes the persecution and victimization of peoples at the hands of
global capital or celebrates the diversity of cultural forms engendered by
movements of goods and certain people across space and time are inadequate.
This body of scholarship—including proponents and critics across the political
spectrum—is marked by a shared proclivity to pit the local against the global as it
attends to a presumed erasure of boundaries by the multifaceted (and perhaps
multifarious) aspects of globalization.
Yet, Chen encourages us to note how, in contrast to postmodern perspectives,
“boundaries and borders” persist in ways that enable and constrain the global flows of
information, culture, people, and money.
A more nuanced description of the cosmopolitan tendencies of globalization, a
mainstay of postmodern approaches, is offered by Arjun Appadurai (1996). Appadurai
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does posit a fundamental rupture in capitalism between what so many postmodernist
authors would call modern and postmodern stages, but he peculiarly names the entire
trajectory “modernity.” In spite of this difference in terminology his argument shares in
common with the other theories of a postmodern, cosmopolitan global capitalism the
notion that the nation-state has been transcended by culture, migration and mediation.
And like Maffesoli, he sees a new role for “the imagination in the post-electronic world”:
[T]he imagination has broken out of the special expressive space of art, myth, and
ritual, and has now become a part of the quotidian mental work of ordinary
people. . . . Ordinary people have begun to deploy their imaginations of their
practice in their everyday lives. (5-6)
He goes on to argue that more people than ever before partake in a “mass-mediated
imaginary that frequently transcends national space” (6). His objects of study are
transnational communities that have left behind the local rootedness of ritual for massmediated culture, and interaction with commodities across national boundaries is a source
of subjectivity and community under capitalism.
I agree with Appadurai that, contra the Americanizers’ perspective, peoples’
reception of communicative forms is more complex than that of simple domination and
subordination. This insight helps to explain how people all over the world make use of
cultural forms that originate in the United States in a number of complex ways, not all of
which can be predicted from the point of origin. Even so, postmodernists tend to confuse
consumption with agency. For example, Appadurai writes,
[C]onsumption in the contemporary world is often a form of drudgery, part of the
capitalist civilizing process. Nevertheless, where there is consumption there is
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pleasure, and where there is pleasure there is agency. Freedom, on the other hand,
is a rather more elusive commodity. (7)
It is unclear how Appadurai distinguishes the diverse forms of agency (which, I concede,
include the pleasures of popular culture) from freedom, or how he conceives of the
relationship between agency and instrumentality (political and economic efficacy that
transforms laws, institutions, and social relations). Likewise, in rhetoric and cultural
studies, this line of argument has been taken up by such scholars as Barry Brummett
(2008) and John Fiske (1987), who also suggest that the circulation of cultural
commodities and the local uptake of styles and genres are agentive, without clearly
acknowledging the economic and historical limits to agentive performance of and in
response to popular culture.
This discussion of consumption and the limits of agency aligns me with a number
of a number of important critiques of these postmodern visions of global
cosmopolitanism under capital. Most importantly, postmodernists they confuse the
agency that is pleasure with transformative politics.3 Chen (2004) takes issue with
“claims that consumption empowers because it allows us to produce and select identities
found on the endless well-stocked shelves of the global supermarket,” noting “the
complicity between such claims and (neo)liberal frameworks” (13). Similarly, Fredric
Jameson argues that postmodernism is nothing more than the cultural logic of late
capitalism (1991). In The Cultural Turn (1998), he extends the argument that
postmodernism celebrates an apolitical pastiche of cultural objects and prematurely
proclaims the death of the agentive subject beyond such syncretism (8-10). He offers a
Marxist analysis of a real phenomenon called “postmodernism,” but does not mark it as a
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break with capitalism as a system; nor does he write off anti-capitalist struggle as a
transformative performative mode. For this, he argues, we need an explanatory theory,
not one that describes the surfaces of global style (43). Terry Eagleton (1996) concurs:
The radical impulse would not be abandoned [in postmodernism]; but it would
shift gradually from the transformative to the subversive, and nobody except the
advertisers would speak of revolution anymore. (4)

Historical Materialism as Alternative
The critique of postmodernism described above locates me within a fourth
theoretical perspective called historical materialism. Historical materialism is “the
method of rising from the abstract to the concrete…in which thought appropriates the
concrete,” but “is by no means the process by which the concrete itself comes into being”
(Marx 1973, Introduction). Here the concrete “is concrete because it is the concentration
of many determinations” (ibid.). That is, a particular phenomenon, like American hip-hop
style found around the world, must be examined not only in itself as an already existing
totality, but also in relation to other phenomena (spatio-temporal, cultural, economic,
physical, historical, and so on) that help comprise it.4 Thus the method of historical
materialism combines phenomenological apprehension with hermeneutic, or depth,
examination, if credited with leaning more sharply towards the latter in its usefulness to
the critique of ideology.
As theory historical materialism commits the researcher to looking at any given
phenomenon on two levels, historical and contemporary, or diachronic and synchronic.
Each level of examinatino affords its own perspective. Diachronic analysis is
hermeneutic; it presumes that a given phenomenon is contingent, temporally and socially
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located, and changeable. Synchronic analysis allows the researcher to treat a given
phenomenon in itself, on its own terms, or phenomenologically. To elucidate the
difference and interdependence of these levels of analysis I quote Engels (1880) at
length:
We see…at first the picture as a whole, with its individual parts still more or less
kept in the background; we observe the movements, transitions, connections,
rather than the things that move, combine, and are connected…But this
conception, correctly as it expresses the general character of the picture of
appearances as a whole, does not suffice to explain the details of which this
picture is made up, and so long as we do not understand these, we have not a clear
idea of the whole picture. In order to understand these details, we must detach
them from their natural, special.
An historical materialist analysis of global style (including hip-hop in America and
Russia), then, will look both at the moments that comprise hip-hop’s cultural cycle in
themselves and at where those moments are located in relation to each other and along a
trajectory spanning past and present. Historical materialism also encourages that both
diachronic and synchronic analysis include the web of relations—particularly
economic—in which a phenomenon is situated.
Postmodern analyses are fundamentally synchronic, looking at phenomena in
themselves without evaluation, and some center-periphery analyses are exclusively
normative; in other words, they trace the spread of a genre as cultural imperialism
without accounting for how local practices take up and use genres in creative ways. In
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contrast, historical materialist analysis seeks to avoid these shortcomings by integrating
the phenomenological with the evaluative.
Another important component of historical materialism is the primacy of the
economic. In his work On Materialism Timpanaro (1985) describes the Marxist treatment
of materialist philosophy:
Marxism was born as an affirmation of the decisive primacy of the socioeconomic level over juridical, political and cultural phenomena, and as an
affirmation of the historicity of the economy. It might be said that in the
expression "historical materialism," the noun was a polemic against Hegel and a
whole philosophical tradition which affirmed the primacy of the spirit over any
economic structure, whereas the adjective was a polemic against Feuerbach and
English classical economics, in short against any statically naturalist conception
of human society. (40)
However, a common straw version of Marxism is associated with a static, deterministic
"materialism" characteristic of a discredited positivist orientation in asserting the
constraints that the base of economic relations place on a variably autonomous
superstructure of culture and politics.5 Yet, the classical Marxists (Marx and Engels,
Lenin, Trotsky, and Gramsci) all made a point to stress the historicity of both economic
relations and—in Engels' case more than the others'—of the evolution of the natural,
biological world (Marx and Engels 1970, Engels 1986, Lenin 1972, Trotsky 2005,
Gramsci 1971). Also, even among positivists materialism "has been a minority position,"
while instead it "characterized a whole strand of the…Enlightenment (not to speak of
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earlier philosophical positions)" that can be traced back to Aristotle and Democritus, and
Heraclitus.6
Perhaps the fullest use of the method of historical materialism can be found in the
volumes of Capital. Yet nowhere in these writings does a handbook exist for the use of
historical materialism. This lack of systematization accounts for the variability in
historical materialism's theoretical commitments and the fruits of its analyses over time in
Marx' and Engels' writings, and for the apparent inconsistencies among those who claim
to use historical materialism as a method.7
A third dimension of historical materialism is its reliance upon dialectical
opposition as a mode of thinking and a method of examination. Engels (1880) compares
the dialectical mode of thought with the metaphysical mode of thought dominant in his
time:
To the metaphysician, things and their mental reflexes, ideas, are isolated, are to
be considered one after the other and apart from each other, are objects of
investigation fixed, rigid, given once and for all. He things in absolutely
irreconcilable antitheses…For him, a thing either exists or does not exist; a thing
cannot at the same time be itself and something else. Positive and negative
absolutely exclude one another; cause and effect stand in a rigid antithesis, one to
the other.
This way of apprehending any phenomenon is taken as "sound commonsense." Yet, it
"sooner or later reaches a limit, beyond which it becomes one-sided, restricted, abstract,
lost in insoluble contradictions" (ibid.) By contrast, in dialectical thinking "the two poles
of an antithesis…are as inseparable as they are opposed," and as soon as we
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consider…individual cases in their connection with the universe as a whole, they run into
each other, and they become confounded when we contemplate that universal action and
reaction in which causes and effects are eternally changing places, so that what is effect
here and now will be cause there and then, and vice versa. (ibid.)
It is certainly ambitious to claim to view any individual case in all of its complex
relations, its "connection with the universe as a whole." Historical and scientific research
are limited in their ability to provide material for dialectical thought, and the nature of
individual cases continues to change as more becomes known about them and as they
continue to develop historically. Historical materialism does not posit a final and
determinate knowledge of any phenomenon; rather, it provides a starting point for
research and a series of possible trajectories along which to proceed. It is a scientific
method, but distinct from the methods of interrogation typically used in science. It
proceeds not from hypothesis through testing to eventual conclusion, but from thing-initself to its determinations and entailments.
The method of historical materialism, then, combines the examination of an
individual case, say hip-hop in the 1970s South Bronx or 1990s Moscow not only within
their socioeconomic contexts but also in interaction with their own origins and
subsequent movements. This understanding explains how assertions of hip-hop's
authentic location in the faraway past of the African diaspora, in the recent past of
neoliberal New York, and the present of new scenes all over the globe can, for all their
different stakes, be at least partially true. It also explains how what originated as black
self-expression has become the province of whites, Asians, and all others who would lay
claim to it, and how it has developed alongside other cultural forms as global capitalism
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has emerged and developed. The historical materialist method also brings together a
number of the claims of center-periphery and postmodern analyses in a way that finds
value in them both while avoiding the shortcomings of each.
In a Marxist turn, the insights of the postmodernists are helpful in understanding
imperialism. When framed in this term, we see that acts of consumption nation-state
boundaries are neither automatically emancipatory nor automatically oppressive. Instead,
we recognize how people construct new identities through consumption while even the
most seemingly liberatory acts of consuming bear traces of the inequalities inherent in the
capitalist system of production and exchange.

GLOBALIZATION IN THREE MOVEMENTS: A HISTORY
In most center-periphery and postmodern frameworks, globalization is treated as a
novel process, a rupture in the overall trajectory of capitalist development. However, an
historical materialist analysis looks at contemporary globalization as a continuation of
capitalism’s already-globalizing tendencies. These tendencies have accelerated,
expanded, and deepened over the past four decades, producing the cultural movement
known as postmodernism (see Jameson, 1991). However, arguments for rupture overstate
the novelty of the effects of transnational cultural and economic contact.
Just as Braverman (introduced in Chapter 2) describes the development of the
universal market, Marx and Engels describe the drive of capitalists to search the globe for
new material for production and markets for consumption, writing,
The need of a constantly expanding market for its producers chases the
bourgeoisie over the entire surface of the globe. It must nestle everywhere, settle
everywhere, establish connections everywhere (2005).
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As such, the globalization of capital is not a new phenomenon; the development of the
global market has been underway since Europe’s first colonial expansions in the fifteenth
century.
However, it is only since the Industrial Revolution that this development has been
specifically capitalist in nature. Mahnkopf (1999, 143) periodizes globalization in two
capitalist stages of commodification and the “disembedding” of culture from the local.
The first period follows the Industrial Revolution and stretches through the twentieth
century. The second begins at the end of the twentieth century and extends into the
current time. I propose a slightly different periodization of capitalist globalization,
comprised of three stages: 1) from the Industrial Revolution through the world economic
crises of the early twentieth century; 2) the Keynesian period from the 1930s into the
world economic crisis of the 1970s; and 3) the neoliberal period from the mid-late 1970s
through the current time. Each period, punctuated by economic change and crisis, brings
with it a different moment in the cultural cycles that have yielded popular styles like the
blues, jazz, rock, and hip-hop and sent them on their global journeys.
Industrialization in the eighteenth century was built upon the wealth of European
empire, which is characterized by transnational (particularly transatlantic) colonialism
and trade beginning in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. One of the chief means of
accumulating wealth in the imperial period was the slave trade, which provided large
quantities of cheap labor for agricultural enterprises owned within Europe and located in
its colonies in the New World. The slave trade and the subsequent development of capital
provided cheap food and goods to the burgeoning industrial labor force in Europe,
literally feeding the Industrial Revolution (Kagarlitsky 2005).
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According to Polanyi (1957), “The backwash of the French Revolution,” or the
revolutionary wave that unseated aristocracies and brought the European bourgeoisies to
power, “reinforced the rising tide of the Industrial Revolution” and established “peaceful
business as a universal interest” (7). This “Great Transformation” is the first stage of
capitalist globalization, characterized by the commodification of human labor and the
gradual dissolution of local bonds and traditions that accompanied industrialization and
urbanization in Europe. However, the commodification of labor—that is, free labor
exploited for the accumulation of capital—was long in development, with the slave trade
continuing into the mid-late nineteenth century.
The slave trade is responsible for the development of a transatlantic African
diaspora. The forced cultural contact between Anglo-Europeans (and the new Americans)
and African slaves, according to Gilroy (1993), gave rise to
cultural forms originated by, but no longer the exclusive property of, blacks
dispersed within the structures of feeling, producing, communicating, and
remembering that I have heuristically called the black Atlantic (3).
At this point we can begin to trace the cultural cycles of black Atlantic styles like the
blues, jazz, and, eventually, rock and hip-hop and is why these genres retain traces of
their Afrodiasporic past, uttered again and again in rhythm, lyric, and performance.
Throughout this first period of globalization we see the continued development of
differences between elite and vernacular cultural expressions based upon the differences
between town and country on the one hand and between upper and working classes in
rapidly growing cities on the other, in America and throughout Europe.8
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The second period of globalization—which can be called the Keynesian period,
after the economic theories of John Maynard Keynes—begins in the early twentieth
century as a response to the waves of economic crisis and working-class unrest from the
first “Great Depression” of 1873-1896 (Beales 1934) to the recession following World
War I and the second “Great Depression” of the 1930s. While the term "Keynesianism"
refers primarily to an internal economic phenomenon of domestic government
intervention and the development of the welfare state in particular countries, I am seeking
to draw attention to the common trends in economics around the globe. The welfare state
in the US, for example, developed nearly simultaneously with the planned economy of
the Soviet Union. In both cases we see the further development of the working class and
working-class culture, from which styles emerged throughout the twentieth century. To
explain this argument more clearly, a brief discussion of class society in the USSR is
required.
While it is true that nation-states developed during the Keynesian period with
somewhat more autonomy than in the current period, the Soviet Union did not develop in
an economic vacuum, in spite of its characteristic isolationism under Stalin's "socialism
in one country" and later. Its role within a global market imposed capitalist relations upon
the Soviet system, and its internal dynamics have led some to argue that, rather than the
development of a classless society promised by the Bolshevik revolution of 1917, the
formation that took shape from the first five-year plan in 1928 onwards was in fact a
variety of state capitalism.9 Haynes (2002) writes: "Few aspects of the system created by
the revolution from above after 1928 produced more confusion than the issue of class"
(137). "Workers 'at the bench' by the end of the 1930s were probably less than 10 percent
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of the membership" of the Communist Party, while "those with managerial positions" in
rapidly-developing Soviet industries "were estimated to have made up 50-70 percent"
(143). The erosion of working-class membership in the Party, combined with their
shrinking access to the levers of state and industrial managerial power and the emergence
of Party and managerial élites gave the Soviet Union its particular class characteristics.
While these class dynamics did not include private ownership or the diversion of social
surplus for the personal consumption of a ruling class per se, the class character of the
Soviet Union becomes clear when we look at who controlled the means of production and
the social surplus produced in industry, who had access to education, advancement, and
particular goods and services, and who labored to produce the wealth of the general
society. Just as with contemporary critics of American democracy, it is useful to look past
the official ideologies surrounding the Soviet state into the actual socioeconomic
dynamics at work in Soviet society. This understanding of class in the Soviet Union
becomes important when we consider the appearance of style communities, discussed in
the next chapter, and their relation to the Soviet state. Like Hebdige's (1991) subcultures,
these «subordinate groups» were «alternately dismissed, denounced and canonized;
treated at different times as threats to public order and as harmless buffoons» (2). Such
phenomena as style subcultures would make no sense in a Soviet Union in which there
were no circulation of style commodities and no class dynamics at work.
Returning to the Keynesian period in general, we see the Afrodiasporic forms of
Gilroy’s black Atlantic, disembedded from their contexts of origin, take greater shape,
and we witness the emergence and commodification of blues and jazz styles. This is also
the period when the universal market has begun to develop in the United States, where
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people increasingly come to interact with each other and the world, satisfy their needs,
and experience culture through commodities. Production of food and household goods
has moved to the market, but so have many aspects of what we associate with style,
including clothing, music, and other forms of adornment and entertainment.
World War II represents a key turning point in this second period of globalization
and in the development and commodification of style in the United States (the Russian
case will be discussed in the next chapter). For example, Lipsitz (1990) writes:
Defense production for World War II attracted millions of rural whites and blacks
to industrial cities, and the interactions between their cultures in the urban setting
created rock-and-roll music. . . . Country music and blues interacted with jazz,
pop, and ethnic music to form a new synthesis…Crowded neighborhoods and
buses

created

face-to-face

contacts

among

previously

separated

groups…[and]…industrial cities became centers of the new music (116-118).
While new styles were emerging in American cities, jazz and other American styles
appeared around the world, particularly through contact among soldiers, sailors, and
others caught up in the war and through the exchange of musical recordings, films, and
other cultural products. The expansion of radio, technological advancements in sound
recording, and the emergence of film as news and entertainment also increased cultural
contact and exchange. It is during this time that we see the flowering of youth subcultures
in the West (Hebdige 1991) and the transnational spread of youth styles from the United
States and Britain in particular around the world.
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In the mid-1970s the Keynesian model of welfare-state economics collapsed
under the weight of global recession and gave way to a new economic model:
neoliberalism, which economist Joseph Stiglitz (2008) calls
that grab-bag of ideas based on the fundamentalist notion that markets are selfcorrecting, allocate resources efficiently, and serve the public interest well. It was
this market fundamentalism that underlay Thatcherism, Reaganomics, and the socalled "Washington Consensus" in favor of privatization, liberalization, and
independent central banks focusing single-mindedly on inflation.
This policy is characterized in the United States by substantial decreases in social
spending and the privatization of federal, state, and local services. Globally neoliberalism
entailed the eradication of trade barriers and tariffs between countries and the free flow of
capital, goods, and services across national boundaries. During the neoliberal period we
see an ever greater share of media production—film companies, radio stations, recording
companies, and television—grow ever more concentrated in a decreasing number of
increasingly large firms. McChesney (2000) writes:
Until the 1980s, media systems were generally national in scope…Beginning in
the 1980s, pressure from the IMF, World Bank and US government to deregulate
and privatize media and communication systems coincided with new satellite and
digital technologies, resulting in the rise of transnational media giants (59).
The extent to which popular media are global in scope can be shown with two figures:
First, by the end of the twentieth century, the world’s two largest media firms, though
based in the US, made roughly 30-35 of their income abroad. Second, Universal Music
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Group, a subsidiary of Vivendi Universal, controlled 22 percent of the global market
share in music (McChesney 2000, 59 and WGBH Educational Foundation 1999-2012).
It is within this context that hip-hop culture was born in the United States and the
global commodity of rock music began to take on a life of its own in the Soviet Union. If
neoliberalism provided the context for the innovation and commodification of hip-hop
style (as discussed in Chapter 2), it also sent it across the globe. For the purpose of
discussing the Russian context in the next two chapters I feel it necessary to separate the
neoliberal period into two parts: the final decades of the Cold War, where style
communities came up against state power; and the first decade or so of the post-Soviet
era, in which the first Russian hip-hop scenes began to develop. While both periods are
contained within the neoliberal stage of global capitalism, the absence of private capital
during the first stage gives rise to different style phenomena from those of the second
stage, following the fall of the Soviet Union. This analysis links Stalinism to global
capitalism in a way that does not ignore the workings of the market as it influences the
spread of cultural forms.

CONCLUSION
My discussion of Russia constitutes a bridge between Chapters Two and Four. In
this chapter I have sought to link the discussion of cultural cycles to an understanding of
globalization and culture in anticipation of a discussion of Russian style and popular
culture after World War II, specifically hip-hop at the turn of the twenty-first century.
I have argued in this chapter that style cannot be conceived of separately from the
universal market. I have discussed how the style circulates worldwide as the language of
global capital. Current ways of conceiving “globalization” and the circulation of style
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inadequately treat this process, either negating or overstating the agency inherent in
consumption.
As I have argued, the term “globalization” is a problematic one, underspecified,
overused, and decontextualized, especially with regard to the continuity of the
development of global capitalism. However problematic the term, the phenomena often
described as globalization are real and require an historical materialst analysis. An
historical materialist analysis captures the complexity of the interaction of global capital
and culture, noting economic transitions’ effects on local and transnational expressions of
style.
Chapter Two described the cultural cyle of hip-hop, and this chapter located that
cultural cycle within the trajectory of capitalist development. The historical materialist
analysis in this chapter is significant to communication studies because it views style
both synchronically and diachronically and does not sacrifice one moment for the other.
For example, as I discussed in Chapter Two we can see hip-hop as both the product of the
African diaspora and a novel set of practices originating in the 1970s South Bronx. We
can see the blues, jazz, and rock-and-roll similarly as styles rooted in the past and
reaching toward the future (Lipsitz, 1990). A specifically Marxist perspective on
globalization and style is neither pessimistic nor triumpalist about this future.
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1
Trotsky’s theory of combined and uneven development describes the situation where
the development of capitalist relations in some countries is affected by the presence of a
world market controlled by other countries where capitalism developed earlier. While he
used it to describe the conditions for revolution in Russia, the theory can be used to
describe the effects of colonialism and imperialism. See also Kagarlitsky (2006) and
Luxemburg (2003).
2

For a discussion of the concept of subculture and how it has evolved, see Hebdige
(1991) as well as Huq (2006, Chapter 2).
3

What I mean by “transformative politics” is organized collective rhetorical and
instrumental political action. My critique has precedent in rhetorical and organizational
studies. For example, Cloud (1999) has argued against what she calls the “doomsday”
model of globalization that is at once giddy about the spread of marketized culture and
pessimistic about the capacity of ordinary people to make revolutionary change. Macek et
al. (2007) have countered claims to the effect that globalization has replaced both antistate struggle and specifically international class struggle, such that an amorphous
“multitude” has replaced the working class as transformative agent of history (Hardt and
Negri 2004).
4

Examples of an historical materialist approach can be found in Jameson (1974), which
provides examples of other theorists' forays into "dialectical thought." The influence of
historical materialism on Lipsitz' (1990) and Chang (2005) is discernible, if not discussed
as such, the former through Bakhtin and the latter through his explicitly casting the
development of hip-hop against the backdrop of the socioeconomic situation of the South
Bronx and the US in the 1970s.
5

Even scholars like Aune (1994), who are sympathetic to Marxist theory, assume this
determinism.
6
7

There is particular confusion, for example, arising from the Soviet period, in which
historical—or dialectical—materialism was claimed to justify theories and conclusions
that many Marxists consider inimical to both the political entailments of Marxism and
those of historical materialist analysis.

8

For a discussion of class stratification and the subcultures of early American cities see
Linebaugh and Rediker (2001) and Pencak, et al. (2002). For a similar account of
Russia's popular culture see Frank and Steinberg (1994).
9

See especially Tony Cliff (1974) and Anthony Arnove (2003). Each mentions the
debate among self-identified Marxists about the nature of the Soviet system and is written
from the point of view of what Kagarlitsky (2005) calls "neo-Trotskyism."
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Chapter Four: Russian Style Culture in the Keynesian Era

In Chapter Three, I discussed debates about globalization and described some of
the moments of globalization as they were manifest in the United States and Russia. Here
I continue the discussion about Russia, aligning the history of style to the history of
globalization. I will show that Russian style cultures after World War II—from the
Keynesian into the Neoliberal period—were themselves often products of the processes
we call globalization. The Soviet Union was not immune to the global marketplace; the
history of Soviet subcultures after World War II is a story chiefly of the borrowing of
Western forms and their combination with local ideologies and practices to form
spectacular youth subcultures similar to those that arose in the West. Pilkington (1994)
writes, “That a society known to have a constant shortage of consumer goods should
suffer from the teenage-consumer syndrome might seem strange at first. In fact, however,
post-War industrial societies both East and West had much in common” (loc. 73). In the
Soviet Union, just as in Europe and the United States, there was an increase in free time
among young workers and increasing availability of mass information, both of which
facilitated the formation of novel youth groups, often seen as oppositional to mainstream
culture (loc. 74).
In the process of borrowing Western forms, Russian youth exhibited bottom-up
capacity to develop and use style in ways that challenged Stalinist control. While this
capacity was not represented by organized, self-conscious political movements, the
communicative practices of style among Russian youth prior to and even during
perestroika and glasnost’ were vehicles for youth expression in opposition to the Soviet
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state, which at times regarded style cultures as criminal threats. According to Ramet
(1994), “Because regimes often make even politically innocent music [and style] political
simply by reacting politically: As soon as something is censored or banned by political
authorities it becomes ipso facto politically charged” (2-3).
I remind the reader that the Soviet Union as I described it in Chapter Three was a
state capitalist dictatorship characterized by military competition on the world market and
total economic and social control at home. This control extended to musical expression
through state control of cultural production in the form of official writers’ unions and
other cultural organizations, in addition to a single, state-run recording company called
Melodiia. Even so, the practice of borrowing in a global market of cultural commodities
is not a post-Soviet phenomenon. The importance of style cultures prior to the fall of the
Soviet Union lies in their relationship with the state and with the developing universal
market in culture in the West in the absence of such a market in Russia. In contrast, styles
after the transition, like hip-hop, are firmly caught in the logic of private capital.
Returning to the idea of style as communicative practice, we can see individuals
making use of a variety of forms, most of them borrowed from the West, for a number of
purposes from leisure to dissent. I proceed with a history of style cultures in Russia
starting with stiliagi of the World War II era and immediately thereafter to Russian rock
of the 1970s and 1980s. These include style movements of the 1960s into the 1980s that
fall under the label Sistema (“The System”), which includes, among others, hippies. Then
a second section is devoted to rock-and-roll style during perestroika (“restructuring”) and
glasnost’ (“openness” or “voicing”) leading up to the transition from state capitalism to
private capitalism.
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This chapter provides groundwork for exploring style under private capitalism in
Russia, which I will do in Chapter Five. I will discuss how although there was no market
as we think of it in Russia, the global market still provided the raw material for style
culture. In Soviet Russia, youth took up commodified styles acquired through interaction
with foreigners, and out of them developed vernacular rhetorical forms, ideologies, and
practices. Borrowed commodities included recordings, clothing, and ephemera—posters
and other objects—that came from the West prior to and during the period of the Iron
Curtain (1948-1989). Style borrowing occurred in a context inflected with internal class
relations, however, as some youth had greater access to style commodities. Youth whose
parents were embassy officials and diplomats or high up in the Party, or whose parents
traveled to the West, may have begun the process of cultural borrowing without political
intent. These symbols became vernacular resources among proletarian youth who did not
get their clothes or recordings from overseas—they made their own.

STYLE CULTURES IN RUSSIA BEFORE THE TRANSITION
The Stiliagi
In the late 1940s “the first proponents of an alternative style” appeared in the
Soviet Union (Troitskii 1991).1 These were young people who sought to stand out against
what they saw as the "greyness" of Soviet mass culture. They turned to Western styles in
dress, music, dance, values, and behavior. In their form, ideology, and activity, they
created a vibrant community. Illustrating the significance of style in this context, stiliaga
Aleksei Kozlov recalls a pair of bright red boots he wore in Moscow in the 1950s:
I had boots that were absolute magic. . . . They were bright red leather . . . and
stitched with fishing line that I bought in a store for hunters’ supplies. The soles
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were crepe, about four inches high, and alternating dark and light layers. When I
wore those boots, I became noticeably taller . . . plus they were springy, so it
seemed almost if I were flying. (Troitskii 1988, 13)
Under heavily circumscribed contact with people and goods from the West, the stiliagi
acquired music and clothes from soldiers returning from Europe after the Second World
War, from foreign friends and relatives, from tourists, and from speculators. They even
made bootleg recordings themselves on used X-ray film, creating an underground market
for these records “on ribs” (ibid., 19). The stiliagi listened to and performed jazz music,
particularly swing, and eschewed the “recommended” waltz and polka in favor of the
foxtrot and jitterbug. Their language was as peppered with foreign, mainly English,
expressions as their attire was with foreign items. These young men and women dressed
in sharp suits and loud ties with hair slick with brilliantine, or in slitted skirts with madeup faces.
Ideologically, the stiliagi were defined more or less consciously in terms of
opposition to the Soviet state and mainstream Soviet culture. Though the term stiliaga
(plural stiliagi) likely existed somewhat earlier, it was first publicly applied to young
people belonging to the style subculture in 1949, when a piece lampooning them
appeared in the satirical journal Krokodil, published under the aegis of the Communist
Party organ, Pravda (Kravchenko 2007). According to Tore Nesset, words like stiliaga
belong to a category of Russian nouns that "characterize a person with regard to a
property or an activity" and "involve an evaluation of this person" (Nesset 1999, 9). In
this case the evaluation is negative; one dictionary defines stiliaga as "a young person
who blindly imitates loud fashions" (Ozhegov 1990). Describing the history of the term,
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David Feldman claims that the verb stiliat’ “among the jazz crowd meant to play in a
foreign style, not your own…to copy someone” (Tol’ts 2003). From describing a
musician's “playing in a foreign style, not having the ability to think up something of his
own,” the word came to denote “the performer himself” (ibid.). Little wonder, then, that
the stiliagi themselves found the label insulting, preferring other words like chuvak
(“dude”) and chuvikha (“chick”) (Kozlov 1998). While the negative label never lost its
hold, discussions of the stiliagi have since come to include more positive, even highly
admiring, treatment of the group and their contributions to Soviet and post-Soviet culture.
In part, the social and official persecution the stiliagi endured was related to the
suspicion during Stalin's regime of Western values, cosmopolitanism, and the bourgeois
worldview. It is important to note that it was not only the authorities, but numerous
ordinary people, including youth, who frowned upon the extravagances and
distinctiveness of the stiliagi (Roth-Ey 2004).2 Many associated the stiliagi with the
"golden youth," elites who possessed the means to acquire foreign products, means often
beyond the reach of ordinary youth. Thus the conflict between mainstream youth and
stiliagi was, for some, an instantiation of conflict between the working class on the one
hand and the intelligentsia and nomenklatura (Party elites) on the other. The social
differences both within and in opposition to the stiliagi are rarely treated in discussions of
the style movement, however, with the primary image being the opposition between a
single movement on the one hand and a monolithic mass culture on the other.
To be sure, the style movement would never have achieved its dissident flavor
had there been no discrepancy between the doctrine and actions of the Party, or had class
differentiations in fact not existed in the Soviet Union. These contradictions between
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official culture and the actual experiences of social life became opportunities for critique
in both style and substance, in both fashion and politics, upon which the dissident
movements of the 1960s were built. Indeed, the stiliagi have become objects of
admiration in post-Soviet public culture in much the same way that the youth cultures of
the 1960s have garnered admiration in the West. In both cases, youth rebellion is
associated with freedom of expression and choice on the level of style rather than
instrumental political action. Yet, Ionin praises the stiliagi over and above the political
dissidents of the 1960s because the latter "were conformists" who "wanted to improve
socialism, all the while not forgetting about their own Komsomol, or later Party careers"
(Ionin 2000). The stiliagi, on the other hand, "were free of the illusion related to
'socialism with a human face,'" and "their style was a challenge to Soviet drabness and,
with it, all of Soviet life and ideology" (ibid.).
Thus stiliagi were, for some, “the first dissidents,” precursors to the
counterculture movements of the 1960s. Ionin (2000), for example, describes 1960s
dissidents as “young and energetic Komsomol bureaucrats and publicists, whom the
unmasking of Stalinism gave to ponder how to reform the Soviet system into something
more democratic and humane.” In contrast, he writes, the stiliagi were “the Decembrists
of their time,” whose task was to “awaken society” and whose achievement was “an
attempt at revolution from below” (ibid.). Other writers, including former stiliagi
themselves, assert that their motivations were far from political, associated instead more
with love of music and dance, or with self-expression against the homogeneity of Soviet
culture (Kozlov 1998). And still others describe the ambivalence of the style movement,
its members, and its motivations (Troitskii 1988, Roth-Ey 2004).
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Belonging among the stiliagi was a matter chiefly of style. Ostensibly, no matter
whom one knew, what background s/he was from, or what s/he did for a living, "on the
level of attire, communication was possible even among strangers" (Vainshtein 2004).
While the majority of stiliagi were "young people from simple families" who went to
great lengths to stand out (Gurina 2005), the role of the "golden youth," or the children of
Party elites, in maintaining the style scene cannot be ignored. These youth had greater
access than others to, and the means to buy, Western commodities. For the most part they
were also immune to the official and unofficial persecution that many non-elite stiliagi
faced for their deviations from official Soviet culture and doctrine. Kozlov (1998)
mentions that most of the ordinary stiliagi were dependent upon the elite youth for access
to Western cultural products, and that the excesses of the latter went largely unpunished.
Meanwhile, non-elite stiliagi were subject to varying levels of persecution, from
harrassment on the streets to beatings by gangs of Party-affiliated or working-class youth,
or from forced haircuts to exclusion from educational or work opportunities (Roth-Ey
2004). They were also shamed publicly and lampooned in the press. For example, a
popular verse at the time went:
Segodnia on tantsuet dzhaz,

He is dancing to jazz today,

A zavtra rodinu prodast.

But tomorrow his country he'll betray.
(Vainshtein 2004)

But more than ridicule, the persecution of the stiliagi included, for some, official
repression and detention. For just one example, a 1993 newspaper article describes seven
arrests in 1957 in connection with contact between stiliagi and foreigners (Argumenty i
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Fakty 1993). For others, exclusion from work and school, in addition to harassment,
could result from being a stiliaga.
The style movement would have been impossible without the restrictions the Iron
Curtain placed on the flow of commodities and information between the USSR and the
West. Following the Seventh International Festival of Youth and Students in Moscow in
1957, which occurred during the Thaw under Khrushchev, the stiliagi movement in the
Soviet Union began to decline as such in no small part because of Russians'
unprecedented contact with youth from the West and their music and styles. According to
Kozlov, the decline was in part due to the greater availability of previously forbidden
goods and styles, and in part due to the feeling of inauthenticity among stiliagi upon
meeting their Western counterparts, who, according to Pilkington (1994), "saw them as
hopelessly out of date" (48, also Kozlov 1998). As the Thaw deepened and the style
movement declined, new youth cultures of style and behavior sprang up to fill the breach
as young people traded their loud suits for jeans, their jazz for rock-'n-roll.
Whatever view one takes of the stiliagi, they occupy a place of particular
importance as the Soviet Union's first post-war youth style subculture. Their legacy can
be traced through the development of Soviet youth culture in the decades that followed,
in the different strategies according to which youth negotiated social life. While I have
focused here on the specifically Soviet characteristics of the appearance and development
of the stiliagi and later youth subcultures, it would do to mention the global historical
context in which they appeared. That is, the stiliagi were born not only out of the
contradictions of the Soviet system, but also out of the global development of popular
and youth culture. Contact with people and commodities from the West was then and
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continues to be one of the conditions for and major influences in the development of
youth culture in Russia. Also, the stiliagi appeared as youth cultures were growing in
Europe and the United States, each specific to its own locale and circumstances, but all
treading the territory where culture meets politics, and where the state and the market
meet everyday life (Pilkington 1994, 1996, 2002).
If we recall subculture as being the “the expressive forms and rituals of . . .
subordinate groups” (Hebdige 1979, 2), we can see in the stiliagi an actual subculture.
However, this status need not entail an overt political stance against the Soviet regime.
As already stated, in a totalitarian state, even acts of aesthetic deviance were
automatically political. The politicized nature of style in the Soviet Union, however, does
not place the dissidence of the stiliagi on the same level as the more overt political
critique found, for example, among the bards of the 1960s, whom I discuss below. The
stiliagi’s styles did not catch on among Soviet youth, either, and they remained a
minority phenomenon. According to Troitskii:
The imitative, decorative style and American mannerisms they cultivated were
way out of place in the early sixties, when Soviet youth was full of euphoric
enthusiasm over the flight of Yuri Gagarin, the Cuban revolution, and the
programme proclaimed by Khrushchev at the 22nd Party Congress wherein
Communism would be achieved within the next two decades. Decadence and
disaffection were completely out of style. (1988, 19)
In Western terms, they were “rebels without a cause.”
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The Russian Bards
In contrast to the outlandish pro-Western styles of the stiliagi stood a later group
of musicians whose acoustic, stripped-down sound and critical ideological stance earned
them the title of “bards.” The bards were singer-songwriters, similar to American folk
singers of the 1960s, whose music was characterized by a lyrical resonance with the
experiences and aspirations of ordinary people living in the Soviet Union. Like the
stiliagi before them, and rock musicians after them, the bards’ music was unsanctioned
by the Soviet recording company Melodiia and spread instead through magnitizdat, or
homemade recordings passed hand to hand. The bards are unique among Russian style
subcultures in that they were not products of the global market or derived from Western
styles, nor was money changing hands a central feature of distributing their music. They
are also distinguished by their more overt criticism of social relations in the Soviet Union
and by their independent status.
This status sits ambiguously between fashion and rebellion; some scholars have
focused on the bards’ sound and poetry, and others on the social and political significance
of their lives and lyrics. For example, Vladimir Vysotsky, one of the best-known bards, is
often seen as a dissident, if not actively involved in any political dissident movements.
Ierusalimiskii and Chukarev (2000) write, “Vysotsky, maybe more than anyone else,
facilitated the awakening of people’s consciousness, their liberation from the ideological
strait jacket.” And we can see a social critique in a number of his lyrics. For example,
according to Cherniavsky (2005), Vysotsky sang in 1962:
I was the soul of a bad company,
And I can tell you:
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My last, first, and middle names
Were well known to the KGB.
[“I Was the Soul of a Bad Company”
(Ia byl dushoi durnogo obshchestva)]
And indeed, Vysotsky himself was the target of KGB investigation. Maria Vasil’evna
Rozanova recalls,
Vysotsky had a story which we called ‘The Story of Two Crocodiles.’ In fact,
there were not two, but three crocodiles. One drowned, the second became the
Secretary of the Regional Committee, and the third remained a crocodile.
Vysotsky later told me that they called him to the Lubianka [KGB headquarters],
threatened him, that if he didn’t shut up, bad things would happen” (quoted in
Perevozchikov 1997).
The KGB found the story of the crocodiles “anti-Soviet” (ibid.). In spite of official
censure, however, Vysotsky’s music, like that of the other bards including Bulat
Okudzhava, enjoyed great popularity and was circulated widely. It was circulated even, it
is reputed, among agents of the state (Perevozchikov 1997). One testament to the
popularity of bard music is that, though Vysotsky’s music had never been officially
sanctioned or distributed, at the time of his death he had masses of admirers. In spite of
his death and funeral being officially unannounced, save for brief obituaries in two
publications, tens of thousands of mourners gathered on the streets of Moscow, and his
funeral took on an air of protest (Lazarski 1992; Vesti.ru 2011).
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Aesthetically, the bards were characterized by an emphasis on lyrical content,
their sound ususally consisting of little more than the singer and a guitar. Ideologically,
they took stances ranging from folk authenticity to satirical treatments of the state. Being
unsanctioned, they played mostly private concerts all around the Soviet Union and, in the
case of Vysotsky, abroad. It is difficult to call the bards a style subculture in the same
way as the stiliagi because they consisted of only a handful of performers identifiable by
commonalities of sound and lyrical content. The fans of bard music cannot be identified
similarly, for they comprised a wide swath of the Soviet population. Their practice also
stands in contrast to the style cultures of the 1970s and 1980s, known as the Sistema,
which were groups of people linked by common practices of consumption rather than
performance alone. Yet, like the other style subcultures in the Soviet Union, the bards
presented an aesthetic challenge to the Soviet state. It is this challenge, combined with a
specific set of musical and lyrical forms, that unites the bards into an identifiable style
subculture. Sometimes the challenge to the state was overt and could be found in the
lyrics of the bards’ songs. Sometimes the challenge existed by virtue of nothing more
than being unsanctioned, even sometimes actively repressed, by the state.

Sistema
Following the decline of the stiliagi and on the heels of the bards, Russian youth
in search of style began to turn toward rock-and-roll, which I discuss on its own in the
next section. Along with rock-and-roll, a number of other youth styles emerged, which all
together Shchepanskaia calls Sistema (“The System”). (Pilkington (1994; 2002), among
others, labels these style communities as neformaly, or “informal” youth groups.) The
Sistema included khippi (hippies), panki (punks), metallisty (heavy metal fans),
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breikdansery (break dancers), roleviki (role-playing gamers), tolkinisty (J.R.R. Tolkein
fans), and indeanisty, or “Indians” fashioned after Native Americans (Shchepanskaia
2004, 38). Though many groups made up the Sistema, the group label was most often
applied to hippies (ibid.). While the Sistema was comprised of such different and
occasionally clashing groups, these groups were united by common practices of
consumption and by their distinction from, if not outright opposition to, mainstream
Soviet culture. Shchepanskaia (2004) writes, “The System does not want to reproduce the
social relations given by the dominant culture and defined in its language. It arises as an
attempt to create alternative forms of relationship and terms” (46). These alternative
forms included hippies’ extensive hitchhiking culture, their pacifism, and their taste in
rock-and-roll. Another thing uniting the different groups of the Sistema was the
experience of harassment by right-wing, patriotic youth groups that would find Sistema
youth where they gathered and assault them, sometimes cutting

hippies’ hair or

desecrating punks’ DIY clothing and symbols (Pilkington 1994; 2002). These kinds of
assaults were the product of patriotic youth’s mistrust of cosmopolitanism and their
feeling that Sistema youth were too closely wedded to the West (ibid.).
The forms of the Sistema were, almost without exception, borrowed from the
West or fashioned after some aspect of Western culture. Youth either had direct access to
Western commodities or either traded them within a domestic black market or copied
them using the resources they had at hand. Just as with the stiliagi, it was elite youth who
had the most and most current styles for emulation or exchange. Many Sistema youth
eschewed materialism, though they, too, swapped music and clothing in emulation of
hippie, punk, or other derived styles.
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The presence of Sistema and other neformaly, which lasted through the
perestroika period and into the Transition (with traces remaining even now), was a matter
of great concern to academics and the state bureaucracy, which “envisaged young people
as ideologically ill-prepared to resist the onslaught of diversive bourgeois culture”
(Pilkington 1994, 75). Even during perestroika, “[T]he BBC and Voice of America,
which were broadcast into the Soviet Union…were seen as the transporters of alien styles
and youth cultures to Soviet youth whose political naivety led it to ‘imitate’ them” (ibid.,
74). Youth themselves took a variety of political positions in the perestroika period, and
the neformaly themselves were divided into more style-based communities on one hand
and youth political organizations on the other, with the Sistema label being applicable
only to the former. According to Shchepanskaia, the purpose of Sistema groups was
“socializing and not in the achievement of any other (material, industrial, and so on)
goals” (45). That said, the state still took an active interest in these Western-influenced
style communities, seeing a threat in youth’s passive consumerism as well as in the
celebration of Western forms and ideologies. Related to the Sistema, one of the most
hotly contested style subcultures was the one that grew around rock-and-roll.

Rock-and-Roll: The Soviet Union’s Last Youth Subculture
As with the musical subcultures that came before, rock in the Soviet Union was
born from cultural commodities imported from the West. Its beginnings are characterized
by imitation of Western rock, especially, at first, the Beatles. Young musicians like
Viktor (quoted in Cushman 1995) bought Western rock on the black market: “The first
album in my life, the first one I bought . . . was T. Rex. I bought it here on the black
market for forty rubles, which was real expensive then. I sold my motorcycle in order to
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do it” (47). Viktor and others like him spread finds like these from hand to hand so that
other musicians could explore making those sounds. As time went on, more Russian rock
groups emerged and a specific style called russkii rok (“Russian rock”) emerged.
Steinholt (2003) defines russkii rok as “the emergence of a nationally specific
musical style” whose performers “share the following characteristics: They all sing in
Russian; most have refused to compromise by pursuing an official, state-sponsored
career; they are also conscious of their Russian roots and do not merely copy AngloAmerican trends” (104). Unlike the stiliagi, Russian rock found a broad audience of fans
and participants in the wake of dissident movements of the 1960s. Like the bards, rock
both enjoyed mass popularity and displayed political opposition, if for no other reason
than the Soviet regime attempted to outlaw and eradicate it. Rock in many ways was the
music of perestroika, a way for youth fed up with the Soviet regime and yearning for
greater freedom to express themselves and in some way to protest against conditions of
life in the Soviet Union. That is to say, rock music accompanied the growing democratic
movement during perestroika that eventually helped bring down the Soviet government.
For a great number of Russian youth, rock was the soundtrack of the transition to
democracy. This is true even where support for enjoyment of rock music began for most
as an apolitical practice: “In the country, a generation grew up that was not so much
against the regime as somehow parallel to it. After the ‘shestidesiatniki’ (dissidents of the
1960s), who had tried somehow to reform life around them, there came the
‘semidesiakhnuty’ (children of the 1970s) to whom the Soviet way of life was generally
bullshit” (Chernin 2006, 115).
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Largely a male-dominated scene (male bands and female groupies), Russian rock
began as the other style cultures did, as a straightforward borrowing and imitation of
Western forms. Ideologically, it was, accurately or not, associated with Western
capitalism. Cushman (1995) explains how modernization
unleashed cultural forces which simply could not be contained . . . Education in
the service of socialism, however, is a two-edged sword. An increase in verbal
and technological literacy may lead to an increase in the productive capacity of a
society, but it also leads to more sophisticatred forms of cognition which enable
the development of freedome of inquiry and a potential to reflect and think
critically about the surrounding world. (18)
Against Soviet censure of Western culture and goods, Russian youth used the
resources afforded by the universal market to fashion a culture of reflection and critical
thought. For Russian youth, it was an expression of independence, opposition, and a
desire for freedom. Unlike some other borrowings, rock was nativized in Russia, where
imitation gave way to a set of practices by musicians who explored sounds and themes
associated with more traditional Russian music. After the Transition, rock lost its
oppositional character and became another part of the global music market.
Russian rock not only originated in the same kind of straightforward borrowing
that other youth style cultures employed, it also began in much the same way that rock in
other Eastern bloc countries did: “In all of them, the earliest phase was imitative as the
bedazzled local youngsters struggled to master the new idiom” (Ramet 1994, 3). For
example, in the 1960s, Russian youth would gather around a band and a record player; in
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order to preserve the record, they would only play it once. For the rest of the evening, the
band would reproduce the songs from the record (Panova 2007). Youth procured their
records just as with the stiliagi: from visiting foreigners, black marketeers, or youth who
had greater access to these commodities by virtue of their parents’ place in the Party or
careers.
In the 1970s, youth continued to listen to Western recordings. Andrei Makarevich,
from the rock group Mashina Vremeni (“Time Machine”), recalls, “Well, it was 1972.
And every new Led Zeppelin disk, we discussed it, like, I don’t know, as if it were a new
testimony from God” (Chernin 2006, 24).

Harkening back again to the stiliagi,

Makarevich tells of a shirt a woman friend made for him for concerts that was straight out
of the image of Jimi Hendrix (Chernin 2006, 30). However, they had moved beyond strict
imitation to form their own rock groups making original music. Chernin (2006) tells the
story of Andrei Tropillo, who went on to become a famous rock-and-roll sound man, how
he got hold of a cheap tape recorder and recorded a Mashima Vremini concert: He
“duplicated the reel and with the money he earned [from the copies] got a homemade
sound board. With the help of that sound board, subsequently, all the classics of Russian
rock were recorded” (31).
In many ways, this phase of Russian rock resembles the do-it-yourself character
of early hip-hop and punk in the United States. People used tape recorders they had at
hand and recorded, re-recorded music again and again in a process called magnitizdat,
“an analogy with the dissident literature called samizdat” (“self-publishing”; Troitskii
1988, 98). Magnitizdat as a word recalls the circulation of dissident literature from which
it borrows its name. It also recalls the clandestine and semi-legal recording and
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distribution of the bards’ music (McMichael 2009, 335). About similar practices,
McMichael (2009) writes, “Practitioners used photography, graphic design, and drawings
to enhance their product, ‘packaging’ it using the equipment, materials, and expertise
available to them” (333). Thus, their works were no longer imitative; they were made and
recorded in Russian, and rather than relying primarily on Western commodities, Russian
rockers began buying or fashioning their own equipment. Russian rockers absented
themselves from the formal (state capitalist) market, which enabled a greater degree of
artistic freedom than that enjoyed by rockers of the West (McMichael, 2009, 338). On a
self-generated black market they sold concert tickets, memorabilia such as photos,
recordings, and other goods.
Ideologically, fans and performers of russkii rok saw in the absence of the mass
capitalist market not only artistic freedom but also a particular brand of authenticity of
the “non-commercial underground” (McMichael 2009, 124), wherein the focus of
musical production is not profit but sonic and lyrical artistry and an appeal to esoteric
values such as “religion, spirituality, civic awakening, and . . . the Russian literary
tradition” (Steinholt 2003, 105). A musician named Yuri, interviewed by Cushman
(1995), puts the combination of Western ideology and Soviet values well: “Only through
individualism can a true commune exist, a commune where the people don’t’ gather into
a herd, but are thinking individuals” (31).
The most important ideology of Russian rock exists is that it was not commercial
(as pop music later became); according to some muscians, only a non-commercial form
could enable the true lyrical expression of individual artistic consciousness and free will
dedicated to higher truths (Cushman 1995, 108). Yuri explained that he would rather
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“drown [him]self in shit before becoming a star” (Cushman 1995, 126). Russian rockers
sometimes felt themselves to be part of the generational counterculture connected to the
explosion of rock worldwide (McMichael, 2005 679). Rather than a direct political
response to Soviet politics, rock “was an active means of relating to the greater condition
of Soviet existence of which politics and economics were merely a small part” (Cushman,
1995, 91).
Russian rock is distinct from Western rock in its emphasis on lyrics, regarded by
their creator as poems (Troitskii 1994, 40; 52; Cushman 1995, 104). Troitskii writes that
such prominent groups as Time Machine (Mashina Vremeni) and Aquarium (Akvarium)
had as their mission to “force people to think, i.e. think about the lyrics” (40). Some of
the lyrics featured oblique criticisms of the Soviet regime; Troitskii (1994) cites as one
example the class-conscious lyrics by Sergei Ryzhenko of the band Last Chance
(Poslednii Shans):
Up in the morning at 6:30 as usual,
The overfilled tram, a dirty word,
Milling around the gate.
The day passes like a fairy tale,
Then you hurry to the bar.
Everything’s the same. (99-100)
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There were several other groups who expressed similar criticisms, writing about family
and relationships in political terms (for example, in songs like the one titled “Your Papa
is a Fascist”; see Cushman 1995, 68; and Ramet 1994, 193), and some rockers of the
1970s embraced “hippie-ism” (Troitskii 1988, 32). However, Russian rockers mostly
described their musical goals as apolitical, featuring themes of love and alienation. For
example, Cushman’s (1995) informant Misha describes his class-conscious proletarian
upbringing and how he wanted to make music that spoke to that experience (59-62).
Likewise, Viktor explained, “I consider rock music to be the music of a generation which
wants change. . . It’s for the creation of basic emotions, for the definition of the human
condition” (Cushman, 1995, 99). In spite of the loftiness of these goals, which rockers
regarded as transcendent of politics, musicians like Misha and Yuri became enemies of
the state by fashioning an alternative way of life around rock music.
Throughout the 1970s, rock fans and musicians managed for the most part to
escape overt repression by the state, in spite of being associated with bourgeois ideology
in the press. However, by the 1980s, the state’s suspicion turned to an active campaign of
repression that included arrests, dismissals from jobs and schools, and vilification in the
press. Many rockers were condemned—both by assignment and by the need to set aside
time to make music—to marginal employment; musician Boris Grebenshchikov called
himself and his friends a “generation of janitors and security guards” (Chernin 115). At
one of the highest points of the Cold War, rock music and the state’s suppression of it
represented an intensification of a corresponding culture war.
“[I]t was above all the authorities who made rock music a political issue in the
USSR,” write Ramet, Zamascikov, & Bird (1994). “Most rock songs written by Soviet
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bands were politically innocent just as they are in the United States, and dealt with
themes such as love and sex and the trials of growing up” (208). Similarly, Cushman
(1995) argues that the rigidity of the Soviet system itself facilitated creative cultural
creation in the absence of a formal public sphere (34). But persecution of rockers took on
new life in 1983, when Konstantin Chernenko, then-General Secretary of the Communist
Party, delivered a speech called “Actual Questions of the Ideological and Mass-Political
Work of the Party,” in which he targeted “musical ensembles with programs of a dubious
nature that do ideational and aesthetic damage” (Chernin 2006, 127). The state’s goal was
to reduce the number of rock bands from in the thousands to none at all. A number of
rock musicians were arrested after this speech, and harassment of groups would continue
into 1984 with the state’s production of a list of banned groups. This period of repression
lent Russian rock a dissident character that continued even after the repression was lifted
and glasnost’ began.
The practices of Russian rock allowed participants to enact the values described
above. Their shared orientation around the cultural objects of rock music enabled the
constitution of a shared identity defined against both Soviet ideology and commercial
values (Cushman, 1995, 90). For one thing, swapping, re-recording, and listening to
Western rock music allowed “the bedazzled local youngsters . . . to master the new
idiom” (Ramet, 1994 3). As Russian youth recorded their own music, they added a local
common sense to the borrowed form. There was a tension between live performance and
recording between the ability to really listen to lyrics over and over and the desire for the
experience of proximity to and community with the fans afforded by live concerts.
Steinholt (2003) observes that at many concerts, dancing was banned, which “encouraged
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an intellectual rather than physical response to the music and helped to draw attention to
the lyrics” (105). Music fans attended concerts in apartments, cafés, and dance halls,
exchanged their favorite recordings and themselves often took part in a local rock-androll communities, or tusovki.
Glasnost’, the period of “openness” or “voicing” between 1985 and 1991,
generated broader official acceptance of rock, as the Party sought to maintain its
influence over youth by co-opting the music and practices that had become increasingly
popular in spite of years of official repression (Troitskii 1988, 71; 112-132). By 1987,
there were thousands of bands, professional and amateur. In a limited fashion, the Soviet
recording company Melodiia ventured into rock music, more often than not with the
result being tamer and less interesting for young consumers. Co-optation by Melodiia and
thus by the state was unsuccessful, and musicians continued to tour and record outside
the official Soviet market. That said, this greater openness toward rock-and-roll allowed
many musicians greater access to sophisticated recording equipment and to the mass
Soviet market—which was still, up to 1991, limited and under state control. In and after
the Transition, however, rock and every other musical subculture came face to face with
the universal market. Ilya Smirnov, when asked about the role of rockers in the fall of the
Soviet state, said that they played no role: “Russian rock as an independent genre and
creative community ceased to exist somewhere on the edge of 1988 and 1989” (APN
2006). Russian rock had arrived, but it had lost touch with the sources of its autonomy
and authenticity.
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CONCLUSION: BORROWING AND AUTHENTICITY
The question of authenticity is a complex one. Many style scholars decline to
impose an authenticity standard, since identities and cultures can be created and enacted
in styles without reference to any essential national or collective character (Brummett
2008). However, when understood in a non-essentialist but political way, authenticity can
be a signficant measure of a style culture’s fidelity to the interests of its participants.
Cushman, for example, classifies borrowed styles according to a particular regime of
authenticity, defining authenticity as “outside of formal political and economic
structures” (Cushman 1995, 130-131) and faithful to generic expectations. This definition
is not essentialist in that all of the styles under discussion are borrowed, and thus can be
neither essentially Western nor essentially Russian. Instead, authenticity in style is a
matter of the relationship of its participants to the state and the universal market—the
more distant from these forces, the more authentic the style culture is.
Figure 2: Authenticity in Rock Style. Source: Cushman (1995, 132).
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Figure 2: Authenticity in Rock Style. Source: Cushman (1995, 132)
On this model, the stiliagi certainly met the criterion of being outside the state, but
because youth had no deep access to Western jazz, their imitations were only
approximations of the genre. They were associated with black marketeers and “golden
youth” and thus with the motive of monetary gain. Their home-grown fashions were
based upon trends from the West, but nonetheless they seemed out of date to Westerners
and eventually to the stiliagi themselves. For these reasons, the stiliagi never managed to
move beyond consumption and imitation into innovation. Imitation of the West without
innovation put one in the position of being pro-West, which contributed to their being
outside, and persecuted by, the state.
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In contrast, the Russian bards meet all the criteria for authenticity. First, their
performances and recordings occurred outside state-sanctioned venues and media.
Second, their recordings in magnitizdat form were distributed not primarily for monetary
gain. Third, they developed the genre of avtorskaia pesnia (“author’s song”) to express
the widespread dissatisfaction with life in the Soviet state. Unlike the stiliagi, the bards’
critique of life in the Soviet Union did not place them in the pro-Western camp; they
were very much identified with Russia and its literary tradition. Of course, this is the one
style subculture after World War II that was not founded upon borrowing from the West.
It is difficult to summarize the Sistema, as it was comprised of so many smaller
groupings and diverse genres. However, most of these groupings borrowed their styles
from Western sources. They also assembled outside official spaces and without official
permission. In spite of a relative thaw during the glasnost’ period, these groups remained
outside of politics, outside the state. Most of these groups were also independent of the
market, both Soviet and private capitalist. Youth in Sistema groups often identified
strongly with their tusovki on the values listed as “authentic” above and were more or less
conscious of a relationship of their practices to those of youth in the West, with some
actively pursuing Western style (Pilkington 2002).
Russian rock shows to the greatest degree, of all styles reviewed in this chapter,
the complexity of the cultural cycle. Having begun with the consumption of Western
recordings, musicians and fans innovated and developed a unique genre that was both
specific to its time and place and faithful to its Western predecessor. Cushman explains
that the “Russification” of Western rock was a matter of infusing Russian lyrics and
sensibilities into borrowed, but constantly changing, forms (53). Rock’s location at the
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time of the Transition makes it unique among other styles in the Soviet Union in that it
survived to gain access to the capitalist market. Through 1991, in fact, rock remained
independent from both state and market. Interview data show how the underground and
do-it-yourself practices of Russian rockers created a culture largely outside the system. A
musician named Yuri told Cushman (1995) about gatherings where youth began to
compose their own music—and their oppositional identities--in the 1970s:
I repudiated the system then. I didn’t want to play any games with it—like, I was
on my own, making my own underground subculture. I had some people,
acquaintances, followers. We had a circle. We wrote poems, prose. We had also
this kind of pastime. We would gather at the country house of one of the friends
and arrange compositions for many hours. He had a lot of instruments . . . One
[of us] would pronounce a word. “I see a Chinese boy walking.” And the
composition would begin. A kind of monologue and everybody playing on
different instruments . . . [T]hen all would play together. And there was a
development, some kind of plot. (24)
Yuri describes youth engagement with the cultural cycle: Innovation, diffusion, imitation,
and further innovation. Under the state capitalist regime, the automatic outsider status of
russkii rok enabled vernacular innovation based on borrowed forms.
Ironically, however, the collapse of the Soviet state has sent rock out into the
marketplace where it has continued to develop in a for-profit system remote from local
communities. As McMichael (2009) explains,
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During the period of glasnost’ the culture surrounding rock music was gradually
stripped of its sense of exclusivity and shared experience as the music’s—and
musicians’—increasing presence in the mass media brought fans who could not
claim personal acquaintance with the milieu. A sense of this form of culture as
being meaningful at a particular moment in history, one characterized by rapid
social and political change, was further compounded by Russian rock’s difficulty
in competing as a commercial product in the early post-Soviet era. (334)
The market has been helped in recent years by Russians’ nostalgia for the glasnost’ era,
and many of the classics of Russian rock have been repackaged for sale in the 2000s
(ibid.). McMichael quotes Belikov on the waning enthusiasm of the Russian rock
consumer:
1986, summer . . . I borrowed a second cassette recorder from a friend to rerecord the new Akvarium record that Boris had got hold of somewhere. We
dropped everything we were supposed to be doing—I cancelled work, Boria
skipped classes. Having bought, with some difficulty, five bottles of dry wine, and
poured the first glass, we put the tape on to record. Each song was a storm of joy,
a revelation, and a discovery—we were happy.
And now, I go to Gorbushka [market] and buy an mp3 disc—all of Akvarium
on one disc—go figure!
Convenient, modern, economical and . . . boring.
Many groups whose popularity relied upon the atmosphere of Soviet disapproval did not
survive the Transition. For those who did survive, a consistent pattern has emerged
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whereby marketized Russian rock has become more distant from its original tusovki and
fans and closer to the state and market. This is not universally true, as there continue to
be groups and musicians for whom the ideals of rock-and-roll continue to be more
important than state approval or market success (Cushman 1995). Thus rock, like
American hip-hop, can be both a mass-marketed commodity and a means for building
community.
In the next chapter, I argue that, by virtue of entering Russia in an alreadyestablished private capitalist market, hip-hop’s (mostly rap music’s) borrowing has yet to
experience much substantial creative bottom-up outsider innovation. That is, the cultural
cycles of jazz and rock found moments in Russia beyond consumption to further
innovation; these genres developed specific local variants distinct from their Western
sources. With a few marginal exceptions, hip- hop has not. It is a form of borrowing that
one might call “inauthentic”—close to formal political and economic structures and
farther away from a persecuted vernacular aesthetic (Cushman 1995, 132). Hip-hop as a
cultural commodity circulated from one mass commercial scene in America to another in
Russia. Mainstream hip-hop styles borrowed from the West, with emphases on “bling,”
hegemonic masculinity, and production primarily for profit, have been a perfect fit with
the imperatives of neoliberal capitalism as the new regime of the private universal
market.
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1
Where the original source of a quotation is in Russian, it has been translated into
English by the author, who takes responsibility for any errors.
2

Roth-Ey also mentions the suspicion and shaming of women associated with the stiliagi,
owing to a stricter set of norms for young women’s social and sexual behavior.
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Chapter Five: “Flava of a Big Profit”—Russian Hip-Hop and the
Universal Market

In 2006-2007, I went to Moscow, Russia to study the local hip-hop scene. What I
found was mostly a closed circle of young men who did not wish to participate in
research. They were protective of their scene and spaces and, with few exceptions,
reluctant to talk. The clubs seemed to be in-group spaces where the locals were not
particularly welcoming to me, another researcher, and a young Dutch rapper in our
company. For example, when I approached a young breakdancer for an interview, he
answered brusquely and ended the conversation abruptly. I went to Club Black-White, a
hip-hop and r & b club, a number of times. I paid the cover, but most of the time most of
the people would not even make eye contact. They were almost exclusively young and
mostly male, dressed in baggy clothes, baseball caps or headbands, the women in
spandex and sweat pants. I noticed a difference between the rappers and breakdancers,
namely that the breakdancers held their competition to the tunes of old school American
rap and seemed very traditional and loyal to the traditions of American hip-hop. Russian
rappers, on the other hand, when not competing with their own raps, listened mostly to
Russian rap music. Neither group was particularly friendly, but the rappers distinctly less
so than others.
When speaking to friends from outside Moscow about my experiences in
attempting to enter the Moscow hip-hop community, they said that the unfriendliness was
due to the scene being in Moscow, i.e., that there was a characteristic Moscow rudeness.
Some said it was because Moscow’s is a big-city scene more closely tied to the music
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industry and money-making (Kolesova and Griboedov 2012). In addition, part of the
problem could also well have been my age and gender in relation to those of my potential
informants.
Sexism was pervasive in the music and in men’s behavior in the clubs I went to.
For example, women in the clubs were almost exclusively clothed in tight-fitting or
revealing attire except for the very few female breakdancers I saw, who were dressed
similarly to male dancers. Like mainstream rap music in the United States, Russian rap
lyrics contain a great deal of objectification of women. It seemed as if Russian hip-hop
performers in the clubs were emulating the sexism of American hip-hop, as well as, in
many cases, a gangsta pose. The commodified form of gansgsta rap had found a new
home in local Moscow hip-hop practice. More broadly, many of the tropes found in
American gangsta rap can be found in Russian rap, with the attendant sexism and money
worship. Yet, Russian hip-hop exists in two two spaces, mainstream and underground,
with widely divergent ideological attachments. Mainstream hip-hop, by far the majority
tendency, is more closely aligned with the realities and values of the universal market,
while underground hip-hop disdains the market and expresses some critique of the
capitalist system.
In this chapter, I argue that Russian hip-hop is for the most part a top-down
market phenomenon rather than a bottom up, grassroots one. Generally speaking, the
distribution of hip-hop music occurred after the Transition, when the music market was
already imbricated with neoliberal capitalism. However, prior to the Transition, there was
and remains a limited underground hip-hop presence, but with has little to no connection
with mainstream hip-hop or mass media.
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Features of mainstream hip-hop that demonstrate its alignment with the neoliberal
market are: 1) It is apolitical (in the sense of lacking a critical politics); 2) it is
masculinist; and 3) it is about making money. In short, mainstream Russian rap music
reflects some of the sound and themes of American gansta rap, but in a context stripped
of a connection to the streets and of significant challenge to authority beyond posturing.
Features of underground rap music, on the other hand, include close attention to the
lyrical text (as with Russian Rock), the demonstration of a political commitment (not
always to the left of current politics), a lack of commercial interest, and a preference for
sounds similar to that of old-school US rap into the 1990s.
These differences are important because they show the relative distance of each
variety of Russian rap from the market and state power; mainstream rap music, according
to the chart at the end of Chapter Four, would be labeled “inauthentic,” while undergound
rap could lay claim to greater authenticity. The very presence of an undergound hip-hop
community suggests that there may be possibility for bottom-up innovation in Russian
hip-hop, but for now, the size and influence of mainstream hip-hop and the dominance of
the universal market make such a revival unlikely in the short term. In addition, there is
no guarantee that the politics of any given underground group will have a progressive
character. This chapter’s case study reveals what happens when the circulation of an
American style lands it in a context which its creators never anticipated and for which it
was never intended, and gives us a glimpse into the mutual influence of style, market, and
national context. Here I examine mostly the lyrics of rap music in Russia rather than
attending to all of hip-hop practices, which in Russia, as in the US, include rap music,
graffitti, and breakdancing.
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This chapter proceeds as follows: First, I will outline a history of hip-hop in
Russia, from early breakdancers and rappers to contemporary mainstream rap. Second, I
will examine the style—form, ideology, and practice—of mainstream commercial artists,
noting the centrality of form over ideology in this music. Finally, I will describe how
small communities of underground hip-hop, although by definition marginal, present
some hope for the local uptake of hip-hop style with the infusion of political content and
on-the-ground innovation that are the hallmarks of authentic culture-making.

EARLY HIP-HOP IN RUSSIA: A HISTORY
Hip-hop culture made its way into the Soviet Union in the mid-1980s, first
primarily as a breakdancing fad. Tusovki sprang up in cities all over the USSR devoted to
hip-hop dance. It was not until after the Transition that rap groups began to form in
earnest. However, even at the level of the tusovka, we can see the hip-hop’s future
presence foreshadowed in musical experiments and popular media in the 1980s.
The first rap style recording was made in 1984 by the group Chas Pik (“Rush
Hour”) and a local DJ from the city of Kuybishev. Chas Pik was a rock group not
particularly invested in hip-hop culture, but its members, along with the DJ, had come
into contact with rap through the circulation of records from the West, including one by
Grand Master Flash and the Furious Five (Kushnir 2012). The band and DJ made a
recording for a regional DJ competition. Along with sounds seemingly inspired by Chic’s
“Good Times” or The Sugarhill Gang’s “Rapper’s Delight,” a voice on the record raps on
a variety of subjects, from a self-conscious relationship between rap and the Russian
language to excerpts from “Jabberwocky” and the Russian alphabet and multiplication
tables.
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The following song is titled simply “rap” (Chas Pik 1984):

“S tekstom vse predel’no slozhno” –

“It’s all very complicated with the text” –

Tverdiat uzh mnogo let

They’ve asserted all these years

Chto eto prosto nevozmozhno

So that it’s simply impossible

Na russkom delat’ rep

To rap in Russian

Mol, i slova u nas dlinnei

And they say our words are too long

I tugo delo s rifmoi

And rhythm is too tricky

Ktomu zhe, v nashem iazike

Because in our language

Slishkom malo ritma.

There is too little rhythm.

This joking reference to the seeming untranslateability of rap into the Russian language
almost takes the rap assignment as a dare, while the rest of the recording goes on to show
how rythmic the Russian language can be, using both literary and banal words as
examples.
The following year, according to a 1998 rap ‘zine, breakdance crews began
appearing around the country (Rappress 1998, 11). When I was teaching English in
Moscow in 2007, one of my students, then in his 30s, said that he and his friends used to
breakdance in the 1980s, but that it was a passing fad that they had outgrown. He also
intimated that dancing was the important part and that he was surprised that rap music
had taken hold at all in Russia, since there already existed a genre of criminal urban
underground music called shanson.1 A 2007 Russian-language Billboard magazine
painted a different picture of rap in that year, namely that for years, “serious publishers
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and big money” were featured in a genre “you’d have to be blind not to have noticed”
(Nikitin 2007, 31).
In the mid- to late 1980s, not only had breakdancing emerged as a youth style
around the country, but the state also began to take an interest in breakdance as both a
way to contain youth culture and to promote health and fitness (Pilkington 1994;
Rappress 1998). However, the state itself was ambivalent toward breakdancing. A 1986
official roundtable discussion featured a breakdance performance.
After watching the performance of a breakdance group invited to the round-table,
one of the commentators called it “just the rehashing and depressing repetition of
Western forms . . . . Our so-called ‘informal’ youth associations are only a
mindless imitation of something Western . . . It’s about time we remembered the
dignity of our nation and state.” (Pilkington 1994, loc. 8081)
From this statement it is clear that breakdancers were part of the bottom-up youth styles
that characterized the perestroika era.
Breakdancing and rap were not yet intimately connected as they were in the US.
In Russia, breakdance crews did not generally perform rap music, but danced chiefly to
American rap music. A 1989 state TV broadcast featured a performance by the group
Chernoe i Beloe (“Black and White”), comprised of two young rappers and a troupe of
five breakdancers against a pop beat. Dressed like 1980s pop stars, the performers rapped
in both English and Russian about “Vasya the Hooligan,” who drank, picked pockets,
broke windows, got into fights at the discoteque, and so on. The rap itself was partly sung
to a tune, and the look and sound of the performance owed as much to 1980s pop as it did
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to 1980s rap. There was not much more to be found on Russian state television or in the
mass market of Russian hip-hop until after the Transition.
There are at least three prevailing versions of how hip-hop became popularized in
Russia. The first such “creation myth,” as described above, is through the breakdance
tusovki with their limited presence of native rappers. The second is through individual
performers becoming enamored of hip-hop culture in the West and bringing it to Russia.
The third is a completely top-down account in which hip-hop is more producer- than
performer-driven.
In support of the first narrative, both Shchepanaskaia (2004) and Pilkington
(2002) note the presence of hip-hop tusovki in the middle and late 1990s. Shchepanaskaia
includes breakdancers in her study of the Sistema, but she does not make mention of a
significant presence of rappers save for a note that rap tusovki often fought with fascist
skinhead youth, apparently over visions of nation and race (as rap music was associated
with blackness and the West; 47). Pilkington’s 2002 study of Russian youth cultures
features only a minimal rap presence, most of which was devoted to the consumption of
Western rap music rather than the development of a Russian-language variant. She quotes
one late 1990s Russian rapper in the city of Samara as saying, “I find American [rap]
closer [than Russian] because I know English well and understand what they sing. They
sing about what they want to. Ours try to fit in with them, but it doesn’t really work”
(2002, 190). She also notes a “failure of rap to generate the same resonance in Russia as
in other European (and non-European) countries” due in no small part to “the nonracialized character of Russian urban space” (191). Pilkington did not notice, in the late
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1990s, much development of a native hip-hop scene, although a number of pro-Western
tusovki were present in a number of cities.
However, the first Russian rap albums had actually been released in the mid
1990s for consumption on the mass market, so what was not happening from the bottom
up in the view of both Shchepanskaia and Pilkington was happening from the top
down.The second story of hip-hop is one where privileged youth brought hip-hop from
the West to Russia. For example, one of the so-called pioneers of Russian rap is the artist
Sir-J (real name Sergei Bulavintsev) first got into rap music in the 1980s New York, his
father worked for the United Nations. Returning to Russia in 1989, Sir-J formed a group
called Bust A.S! and recorded the album Pregnant Wit Skillz in English. One track,
“Flava of a Big Profit,” contains a combination of obsenities, boasting, and rhyming
nonsense. With its sampled fragments and rhyming over a rhythm, “Flava of a Big Profit”
is faithful to hip-hop form, while its content is vacuous. By the middle of the 1990s, Sir-J
and his colleagues formed D.O.B. Community, self-touted as the first major underground
rap act. But instead of having a connection to the tusovki that grew out of the late Soviet
period, D.O.B. Community was connected to various record labels, including RAP
Recordz, whose distributor Monolit Company considers itself “the largest Russian music
holding” (PK Monolit 2011). In other words, D.O.B. Community lay claim to vernacular
authenticity while bypassing it to profit in the burgeoning rap market of the late 1990s.
Thus, the third origin story of hip-hop in Russia revolves around music producer
Aleksandr Tolmatskii, who founded the MediaStar Company and two others. Tolmatskii
had taken part in the rock subculture of the 1970s and 1980s. It is said that in 1982,
Tolmatskii came across a film that featured breakdancers and was taken with hip-hop
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from that point on (Porapalis.com 2009). His son Kirill was listening to hip-hop in the
1990s, at which time rap music was heard primarily in English and hip-hop culture
associated instead with breakdancing and graffitti. Tolmatskii decided to introduce hiphop to the Russian public and put his son forward as a rap performer, whose stage name
was Detsl (“Half-Pint,” later changed to Le Truk), in 1996. Tolmatskii then came into
contact with other performers, including Vlad Valov (stage name Sheff), of the group
Bad Balance, whom I will discuss below. In this version of Russian hip-hop’s creation
myth, we see a completely top-down, producer-driven process.
It is important when assessing these competing narratives to distinguish between
mainstream, commercial hip-hop, which was and remains a top-down phenomenon, and
underground hip-hop, which came primarily out of the breakdance tusovki. Some of the
members of breakdance tusovki made it big. This was the case with Bad Balance.

MAINSTREAM HIP-HOP: D.O.B. COMMUNITY AND BAD BALANCE
Although the hip-hop underground may have started in the during the Soviet
period, it was not until the early 1990s that Russian hip-hop went mainstream. Among the
first groups to be heard was Mal’chishnik (“Bachelor Party”), whose albums, which
included Pogovorim o Sekse (“Let’s Talk about Sex”) and Miss Bol’shaia Grud’ (“Miss
Big Breasts”), were characterized by the sexuality and sexism for which American hiphop has been much criticized. Another famous early group was Mister Maloy, whose rap
“Budu pAgibat’ mAlodym” (“I Will Die Young”) became the “hymn of a generation”
(Nikitin 2007, 32).
D.O.B. Community and Bad Balance were not the first groups on the Russian hiphop scene, but they were and continue to be among the most famous in the Russian rap
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mainstream. They changed labels and members over the past two decades, but each still
puts out rap music on the mass market. What the two groups have in common, besides
their staying power and mainstream presence, is dedication to the forms of hip-hop style
without a similar connection to the content of the original, namely a connection to the
streets, criminality, and race. These three tropes gain their own Russian iterations in the
work of these and other groups, but they do not manifest overt criticism of capitalism or
the Russian state.

D.O.B. Community
D.O.B.2 Community grew out of Sir-J’s group Bust A.S!, which formed not long
after his return to Russia after living in New York with his family. That group consisted
of three members, LeeAS, Gvozd’, and Sir-J. The group added two more members before
becoming D.O.B. with the addition of DJ and rapper Ladjack. D.O.B.’s first major
recording, as mentioned above, was Pregnant Wit Skillz, which featured the songs “Flava
of a Big Profit” and “Tseni (“Value”) This Shit,” originally released in 1995 and rereleased in 2007 (Rusrap.clan.su 2011). In the mid 1990s the group met rapper Legalize
and recorded with him. Later on, D.O.B. Community would come to include a number of
smaller groups in one union. Legalize is perhaps the best-known of all the members of
D.O.B. Community and is famous as well for his solo efforts (Repstr.do.am 2011). His
first album with D.O.B. Community was part of the project Slingshot, which included
Legalize and Ladjack, featured raps English, and whose album Rushun Roolet was
released in 1996.
Legalize is said to have spent time in the Congo working with Francophone
rappers and only began to rap in Russian upon his return in the late 1990s. He began to
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appear on Russian MTV and to gain further renown as part of the D.O.B. Community and
outside it. He formed his own project, Legal’nyi Bizne$$ (“Legal Busine$$”) and entered
into the Bad B. Alliance with Vlad Valov (Sheff) and others from Bad Balance. The new
union proved very fruitful for the mass marketing of hip-hop culture. Not only was
Legalize signed with Aleksandr Tolmatskii’s MediaStar, but he also participated in
Sheff’s new label (formed in 2002), 100Pro. D.O.B Community itself released six
albums, with three compilations and a number of spinoff solo projects of its members,
working with a variety of labels, including Rap Recordz, which is affiliated indirectly
with EMI Music, one of the largest recording and distribution companies in the world.
Both in terms of their collective biography and in terms of their music, D.O.B.
Community is identifiably aligned with commercial success while retaining some fidelity
to the type of rap that was popular in the early-to-mid 1990s in the United States, most
notably gangsta rap. While some reviewers consider D.O.B.’s work to fit into the
underground model of rap musicmaking, their structure and impetus have been primarily
top-down and enabled, if not driven, by the universal market. Some of D.O.B.’s classic
tracks include “Nastoiashchii Khip-Khop” (“Real Hip-Hop”) and “Mastera Slova”
(“Masters of Words,” a play on the acronym MC, which represents the first letters of the
title words).

Bad Balance
Bad Balance has its roots in the Soviet youth practice called treid (trade), which
was speculation on Western cultural goods in an underground economy (BadB.ru 2012).
Some of these youth formed tusovki around these style goods, creating the first
breakdance groups. Sheff was one of these youth. He and his friends traveled and
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performed in breakdance competitions until 1989, when Sheff and Sergei Kriutikov
(stage name Michei) formed Bad Balance. They began to experiment with rap music as
early as 1989, but did not put out any recordings until 1990, when they released the
album Vyshe Zakona (“Above the Law”) on Gala Records, which, since 1993, has itself
been part of the transnational media conglomerate EMI. Bad Balance, like the D.O.B.
Community, claims an underground lineage, but much of their music has been handled
by major labels and has been produced for the mass market. The group’s raps tackle the
familiar themes of urban alienation, love, sex, and money, and their sound ranges from
old school style sampling to more digital mixing of standard sounds. Vyshe Zakona is
considered by some to be the first major Russian rap album (Stan 2001).
An analysis of some of the lyrics of these two groups will show how mainstream
Russian rap maintains a great deal of fidelity to the forms of 1990s American rap music
and retains similar themes with very little Russification of the genre that occurred with
rock. In addition, unlike rock, Russian rap is preoccupied with city life, boasting,
partying, sex, masculinity, competition, and money. These emphases show according to
Pilkington that “text was important to rappers but it was considered more important for
that text to produce good rhythm and delivery than for it to be reflective of Russian
experience (Pilkington 2002, 190). Therefore, mainstream Russian rap often appears as a
mere copy of its Western counterpart.
One major feature of mainstream hip-hop is its success at and purposeful
orientation toward becoming a successful business venture. For example, Sheff started
his own record label called 100PRO, a line of clothing, and a number of websites. Other
rappers have started their own labels, both independent of and affiliated with larger
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business concerns. Sheff speaks of his business as developing and promoting rap music in
two markets, mainstream and underground, making it difficult to make a clear delineation
between the two (Sheff interview) in terms of non-market authenticity.

Lyrics—Boasting, Masculinism, and Enforcement of Boundaries of Style
The major characteristics of mainstream rap lyrics are boasting, masculinism, and
enforcement of the boundaries of style, with little to no critique of the state or market.
Conspicuously absent are overt political stances and the glorification of drug culture
found in American gansta rap. According to one informant, mainstream rap is mostly
anti-drug (except for marijuana) and has a positive if not overtly pro-state message
(Mikhail P.). In this section, I analyze some lyrics from the groups D.O.B. Community
and Bad Balance to draw out their performance of a style marked by competitive
masculine boasting and the glorification of style itself.
First is a triumph of style over substance in the form of a rap by Bust A.S!, part of
D.O.B. Community, “Flava of a Big Profit.” What I mean by style over substance is that
it seems most important in this English-language rap that the words rhyme and fit the
rhythm rather than make any particular kind of sense thematically. One theme that can be
identified is the boasting characteristic of hip-hop culture (Rose). Also identifiable is
some passing familiarity with American rap:
Here comes da big profit,
Here comes da flava.
Here comes da bit profit,
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Here comes da flava.
Now what you hear is not a test,
Fool – got your grille
Fool – what a mess.
Fool – [shucks] is back,
Second time around,
Da, we’re stupid fat…
Bust A.S.! is gettin’ ready.
Better let it be, clown.
Fame and glory
Don’t mean nuthin’ to me
But it feels good, G,
Very dodgy.
To hear myself playin’ on the down low, oh
I know my you-know-what’s, I’m if you don’t know
What’s ill, you ain’t no competition . . . .
You had your prime time, homey.
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Now you’re trippin’.
We’re collectin’ ice,
You’re collectin’ paper clippin (D.O.B. 1994/2000).
The rap begins with the theme of money: the anticipation (“flava”) of a “big profit.” The
rapper shows his familiarity with American rap by quoting the Sugarhill Gang’s
“Rapper’s Delight”: “Now what you hear is not a test,” and using the word “grille.” He
continues into boasting that the crew is “stupid fat” and “collectin’ ice,” and the rapper
himself “know[s his] you-know-whats,” while the competition “better let it be, clown” or
is “collectin’ paper clippin’.” Not every word in the rap is meaningful beyond the rhythm
and rhyme, as evidenced by the phrases “very dodgy” and “collectin’ paper clippin’.” But
the boasts are clear, namely that any opponent is a “fool,” who “ain’t no competition.”
Masculinity is an implied value in the rap, rather than appearing explicitly in the lyrics
beyond the boasting. Most of all, though, the rap shows a mastery of rap’s forms and
tropes as well as a knowledge of rap’s history without a corresponding depth of content.
This rap is in the first stages of borrowing, namely imitation.
Another rap, “Mastera Slova,” (“Masters of Words”) shows more fluency both in
terms of language, this time Russian, and in terms of content. The entire rap is a boast
that shows the masculinity invested in Russian rap while keeping to the tropes of rap in
general, namely toasting, boasting, and locating oneself in a particular city or
neighborhood.
Mastera slova is goroda Moskva na stsene Masters of words from the city of Moscow
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snova

on stage again

S al’bomom nomer dva, gotovnost’ nomer With album number two, preparation
odin,

number one,

Sypem khit za khitom na maksimum, predel We pour out hit after hit to the max, no
ne viden,

limit in sight

Priznaisia ty ne udivlen, syn, DOB Admit it, you’re not surprised, DOB is the
chempion.

champion.

Legalize iz DOB vot kem ia byt’.

Legalize from DOB, that’s who I am.

Kogda mikro ia v ruku brat, ia znaiu, chto s When I take the mic in my hand, I know
nim delat’:

what to do with it:

Atakovat’ i zastavliat’ vas reagirovat’,

Attack and make you react,

Vam svoim slogom po mozgam bit’, kak Beat your brains with my phrases like
“Baltika 6”

Baltika 6

Ia est’ tot, kto ia est’ – tvoi gost’, v tvoem I am what I am – your guest, the bone in
gorle kost’,
Ia

zdes’

your throat,
sryvat’

chtob

nedodelannykh repperov,

zlost’

na I am here to tear it down out of spite for
unprepared rappers,

Razbivat’ ikh v pukh I prakh, ikh Whomp ‘em, bring ‘em closer to their last
priblizhat’ poslednii vzdokh,
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Vseliat’ v serdtsa ikh strakh, dat’ im ognia Instill fear into their hearts, let them burn in
v moikh planakh.

my schemes.

Z v damkakh. So mnoi uspekh smnenii net, I’m king. There’s no doubt of my success,
brat.

brother.

…

…

Ty tverdish’, chto za poias nash Al’ians You say that the [Bad B.] Alliance will
skoro zatknesh’,

beat the pants off of us,

Ne meli chush’, iazyk svoi s’’esh’, bud’ tikh Don’t spread that nonsense, you’ll bite
kak mysh’.

your tongue and be quiet like a mouse.

…

…

Ia vzial v ruki mikrofon, chtob predstavliat’ I took the mic in my hand to introduce my
moi klan.

clan.

Syn, DOB est’ chempion.

Son, DOB is the champion.

…

…

Priznaisia, ty ne udivlen, syn, DOB Admit it, you’re not surprised, son, DOB is
chempion.

the champion.

The rap is a classic boast that touts the values of rhyming skill and skill with words in
general. The greater context is competition with other rappers, both “unprepared” ones
and, specifically, the Bad B. Alliance (formed by Bad Balance with a number of other
performers). Rappers name themselves and each other throughout the rap, and the name
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of the crew is exalted as “champion.” The crew identifies itself as being from Moscow,
and this sort of locating can be found in many Russian raps, where rappers name their
cities or their neighborhoods, much as rappers do around the world. Legalize also
expresses loyalty to his “clan,” the D.O.B. Community and exalts them over the
competition.
Of note is the masculine nature of the rap. First, D.O.B.’s purpose is to “attack,
make you react,” or “beat your brains…like Baltika 6 (a strong Russian beer).” Second,
rapper Legalize refers to the competition repeatedly as “son” and once as “brother.”
These phrases imply a kind of violence, as if rapping were physical combat, as well as the
patronizing masculine stance of father speaking to son.
One final song from D.O.B. is a performance that features the group Big Black
Boots called “Nastoiashchii Khip-Khop” (“Real Hip-Hop”). This rap is not only a boast
but a bit of boundary enforcement, an assertion of what hip-hop is or must be in order to
be considered as such.
Nastoiashchii khip-khop tebe priamo v lob
i ty—trup!

Real hip-hop hits you right in the head, and
you’re dead!

Etot put’ tebia zagonit v grob, esli ty slab.
This path will drive you to the grave if
you’re weak.
Esli ty slab, vybirai reiv ili pop.

If you’re weak, choose rave or pop.

Tol’ko nastoiashchie muzhchiny chitaiut
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rep.
…

…

Vysuni iazyk i kin’ ego v vedro dlia Stick out your tongue and put it in the trash
musora.

can.

Ia pokoril prostranstvo stseny, kak Gagarin
kosmos.
Legalize—veteran truda, G-Wilkes—geroi

I concquered the stage like Gagarin
conquered the cosmos.
Legalize is a veteran of labor, G-Wilkes a
hero

Pervoi mirovoi voiny khip-khopa s popsoi.
…

Of the first world war of hip-hop versus
pop.
…

Legalize, ia byl rozhden s mikrofonom v Legalize, I was born with a mic in my
moei ruke

hand.

…

…

Ia ne zhelal slushat’ skazki, kak drugie deti. I didn’t want to hear fairy tales like other
Ia zasypal i prosypalsia s golosami Ice-T,

kids.
I went to sleep and woke up to the voices
of Ice-T, Run DMC, Chuck D of Public
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Run DMC, Chaka Di is Public Enemy.

Enemy.

…

…

Kogda ia vykhozhu na stsenu, ia govoriu When I come out on stage, I say “Biatch!
Biatch!
Motherfucher, shit-ass biatches, ne poiti by
Motherfucker shit-ass bitches, y’all can just

vam na dachu!

forget about it!”
Ia plachu, kogda slyshu peredachu po
I cry when I hear a program on the radio

radiostantsii,

Kotoraia govorit, chto khip-khop—eto lish’ That says hip-hop is just graffiti and
risunki i tantsy.

dances.

Kto skazal “Rep—eto kal”—intellektual.

Whoever said, “Rap is crap” is an egghead.

Poidi ka sdai analiz repa, eto tvoi final.

Go ahead, analyze rap, it’s your funeral.

Kak vandaly slomali Rym, tak ia vzorval Like the Vandals sacked Rome, I broke the
mir.

world.

Oh peace to the real biatch, I’m doin’ freak Oh peace to the real biatch, I’m doin’ freak
shit, biatch!

shit, biatch!

…

…

Tot, kto protiv nas—pust’ otsoset moi

Whoever’s against us can suck my dick!

fallos!
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…

…

Here comes da real hip-hop, here comes da Here comes da real hip-hop, here comes da
flava!

flava!

Odin iz Big Black Boots, drugoi iz DOB.

One from Big Black Boots, the other from
DOB.

Ia znaiu, nastoiashchii khip-khop—eto to, I know that real hip-hop is what we’re
doing!

chto delaem my!

Like the previous rap, this one consists primarily of boasting and competition. The
participants are clearly male, or at least masculine, since “only real men rap” while
“weak” ones go to an early grave or should have chosen rave or pop. Legalize also tells
any potential opponents to “suck my dick!”
The rappers do boundary work for hip-hop as a genre. First, it is distinct from pop
or rave, which, according to the songs’ lyrics, are only for the weak. Second, it owes a
debt to American hip-hop, since “real” Russian hip-hoppers grew up like Legalize,
listening to “the voices of Ice-T, Run DMC, and Chuck D of Public Enemy.” Third, it’s
not “just graffiti tags and dancing,” but rap music as well. Finally, it resists analysis. Only
“intellectuals” or “eggheads” analyze rap, and it’s their end if they do.
Bad Balance’s raps show a little more fluency than early D.O.B. Community raps;
they are somewhat more poetic and show a little more Russification. Still, the form
trumps content in terms of what is rapped and what is meaningful in the raps. For
example, the familiar hip-hop theme of urban alienation is taken up in the song “Gorod
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Dzhunglei” (“City of Jungles”). The only mention of women is of “street girls” who
“stand around like they’re on postcards,” of “sex on the go” that is “cruel and hot,” and of
the fact that, “having looked through the Playboy, you can find a fiancee/ For yourself,
your friend, or your brother.” Most of the lyrics are about urban decay, the “concrete
jungle,” where “those killed by the city spend the night in boxes” while “fat men” who
“never lived in the jungles of urban melancholy” instead “sweat in traffic jams.” The
rapper is not completely alienated from the city, for he raps the refrain, “City of jungles, I
love, I love, I love you like stars./ City of jungles, I sing, I sing, I soar like a bird./ On the
firelight a night kingdom of forests./ City of jungles, I, I, I feel you in my heart.”
Familiar themes of city life and criminality can be found in Bad Balance’s rap,
“Antipolis” (“Anti-police”), where the rap’s protagonist finds no choice but to run from
the cops, who are chasing him through the city, yelling “Stop!” He finally wins, having
outrun the police, having “survived by the grace of Fate.” It is not clear why the police
are chasing him, of what he is or is not guilty. Yet, the rap speaks of a general fear of the
Russian police, who are notorious for corruption, especially bribery, and violence.
In the rap “Moskovskii Old School” (“Moscow Old School”), Bad Balance shows
its commitment both to location and to hip-hop style’s forms. It describes a man walking
down Arbat Street, running into breakdancers, basketballers, and graffiti artists.
Ia idu po Arbtu, prodolzhaia svoi rasskaz,

I go down the Arbat, continuing my story,

A na nogakh stara model’ firmy Adidas.

On my feet are an old style of Adidas.

…

…
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Staraia shkola khip-khopa – eto nachalo Old

School

hip-hop,

it

began

the

nachal.

beginning.

Ulitsy kachali nas, a breakdance – prichal.

The streets rocked us, and breakdance was
our stage.

My pervymi sdelali miksy na vinile

We were the first to do mixes on vinyl

I, posle etogo, vsekh stali nazyvat’ di- And, after that, everybody was called DJs.
dzheiami.
Vot kak. Old school. Kha. Khe.

That’s how it was. Old school. Ha. Hey.

Sviashchenny starye traditsii v gorode Those old Moscow traditions are sacred.
Moskve.
Moskva, Moskva – grad zolotogo ognia.

Moscow, Moscow, city of golden fire.

Moskva, Moskva, kak nikto ty k old school Moscow, Moscow, like no one else you are
blizka.

close to the old school.

Moskva, Moskva, Moskva, spasibo za Moscow, Moscow, Moscow, thanks for the
imena.

names.

Velikie geroi khip-khopa liubiat tebia.

The great heroes of hip-hop thank you.

…

…

Stoite, stoite, kto ne znaet old school Stop, stop, who doesn’t know Moscow old
moskovskii?

school?

Eto to, chto geroi nazyvaiu igroi.

It’s what I, the hero, call a game.

Ulitsy, stil’ zhyzni – eto telo breakdance’a.

Streets,
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lifestyle,

it’s

the

body

of

	
  
breakdance.
Graffiti na stene i zapily masterov velikikh.

Graffiti on the wall and the tags of great
masters.

Lomanyi ritm, na nem prostoi rechitativ.

Broken rhythm, upon it a simple rap.

Stary tapok Adidas, Bad B. i ulichnyi stil’.

Old Adidas shoes, Bad B., and street style.

The city of Moscow and one of its most famous streets, the Arbat, feature prominently in
the song as places where old-school Russian hip-hoppers used to hang out, play
basketball, breakdance, and tag. These are the spaces of the early hip-hop tusovki to
which the rapper is laying claim. He is describing a history through nostalgic
remembrance, a history of style, practice, and being the “first to do mixes on vinyl”
before “everybody was called a DJ.” Hip-hop style is also important in the rap: “old
Adidas,” both in terms of an older version of shoe from the brand and in terms of being
worn and familiar, are key. Key as well is the idea of hip-hop’s past as simple and
relaxed, where performance was just “broken rhythm, upon it a simple rap.” Note that
“broken rhythm” not only came up as a regular phrase among hip-hop fans I have spoken
with, but it also harkens back to the key hip-hop forms described by Tricia Rose, namely
“rupture, flow, and layering” (Rose 1996). The rapper locates Bad Balance in both street
style and the old school, claiming longevity and originality in a world where much is new
and borrowed.
A final rap by Bad Balance shows a somewhat political side. In “Pis’mo
Prezidentu,” (“Letter to the President”), the rapper launches into a critique of the current
state of affairs, though not necessarily of the system itself.
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Pereplelis’ puti, mister Putin.

Our paths are crossed, Mister Putin.

Staraia sistema vodu mutit.

The old system muddies the water.

…

…

Zlye iazyki pervykh budut kritikovat’.

Gossips will be the first to criticize.

Kolokola zvoniat, znachit, ulitsy govoriat.

The bells are ringing, that means the streets
are talking.

Chinovniki pod koren’ novye idei rubiat.
Skol’ko besprizornikov i bomzhei brodiat?

Servants of the new ideas are rumbling.

How many vagrants and bums are walking
around?

Skol’ko neftedollarov po Rossii khodiat?

How many oil dollars are circulating in
Russia?

…

…

“Ne slyshny v sadu dazhe shorokhi

“Not a sound is heard in the garden

Vse zdes’ zamerlo do utra.

Everything is frozen here until morning.

Esli b’ znali vy, kak mne dorogi

If only you knew how precious to me

Podmoskovye vechera.”

Are these Moscow nights.”

…

…
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Sprosit’ khochu glavu strany; eta kritika,

I want to ask the head of the country; this
criticism,

Ne znaiu v storonu ch’iu, ne shariu ia v

I don’t know whose side I’m on, I don’t
mess around in politics.

politike.

I’m of another specialty: rap, billiards, sex.

Ia v drugom spets: rep, bil’iard, seks.
Davai s toboi sygraem v voporos-otvet na

Let’s play question-and answer for interest.

interes.
Moskva

–

stolitsa,

posmotret’

liubo,

Moscow is the capital, to look at lovingly,
dearly,
dorogo,
But they sell narcotics right in the center of
No narkotu zdes’ prodaiut priamo v tsentre

the city.

goroda.
Ia – grazhdanin Rossii, nakhozhus’ v I am a Russian citizen, I am located in
Russia,

Rossii,

Tak pochemu menty za eto babki s menia So why do the cops shake me down for
triasut?
Inostrannyi

money?
biznes

popolniaet

strany Foreign business fills the country’s coffers.

kopilku.
Tem vermenem gromiat maloletki rynki.
At the same time small business gets
crushed.
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Organizovannye besporiadki vidno.

Organized disorder is visible.

Kolichestvo imigrantov ne dozhno prevysit’ The number of immigrants should not
planku.

exceed the space.

Tak shto ili net? Skazhi mne, Prezident,

Is that so or not? Tell me, President,

Kogda

uzhe

zakonchitsia

sovkovyi When will the Soviet mentality end?

mentalitet?
Gde srednii klass, gde biudzhet strany?

Where’s the middle class, where’s the
country’s budget?
Or is Russia only the territory of Moscow?

Ili Rossiia – eto tol’ko territoria Moskvy?
Kogda

reshat’

budut

ne

sviazy,

a

will

one

be

judged

not

by

connections, but by qualifications?

kvalifikatsiia?
Kogda za budushchee syna perestat’
boiat’sia?

When

When will I stop fearing for my son’s
future?

Kogda zakonchatsia infliatsii, natsizm i When will nazism and corruption end?
korruptsiia?
Kogda uzhe stranoi nachat’ gordit’sia?

When can we be proud of our country
again?

“Esli b’ znali vy, kak mne dorogi

“If you only know how precious to me

Podoskovye vechera.”

Are these Moscow nights.”
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The “letter” poses itself as a criticism, yet its author doesn’t know “whose side [he is]
on,” since he doesn’t “mess around in politics.” Rather, he is an advocate for the middle
class and domestic small business, both of which are competing with “oil dollars” and
“foreign business.” With his talk of inflation and budgets, he comes off as more
interested in the economic future of the country than resistance to the consolidated power
of elites.
The rap shows disdain for nazism that characterizes other examples, in no small
part because of the historic fights between nazi skinheads and hip-hop youth tusovki in
Russia’s cities. Yet, it betrays a kind of nationalism when it asks, “When can we be proud
of our country again?” The rapper also takes an anti-drug stance. Both nationalism and an
anti-drug stance are common in mainstream rap, according to some hip-hop fans (Mikhail
P., Sasha). Though unlike other mainstream raps, this one lacks a positive tone. It is also
ambivalent about President Putin, though other mainstream rappers like Timati have
come out in support of him. Thus this rap is a mixture of the mainstream and the aura of
critique found more frequently in underground Russian rap.
Mainstream Russian hip-hop, then, is characterized by its debt to the forms of the
American original, more often than not without significant innovation or local content.
Among two of the oldest and most long-lasting groups, D.O.B. Community and Bad
Balance (later the Bad B. Alliance), there is much emphasis on what constitutes authentic
hip-hop participation, be that manhood, a particular style, different kinds of practices, or
a clear historical trajectory. With little exception, mainstream Russian hip-hop is
apolitical (in addition to the “Letter” above, Bad B.’s hit “Fuck tha Polititions” [sic] is
notable for its negative stance on government officials). It is “mostly positive” and
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“popular with right-wingers” (Sasha). For example, Timati, a very popular mainstream
rapper and R&B artist, took part in a campaign ad for Vladimir Putin’s 2012 presidential
re-election (Timati 2012). Underground rap takes a more overtly critical political turn,
albeit not necessarily a left-wing turn.

UNDERGROUND HIP-HOP: ELUSIVENESS AND AMBIVALENCE
Mainstream hip-hop is easy to identify, with its high production values and majorlabel support. The underground, by definition, is much harder to find. For instance, fans
consider a rapper or group underground if their music is of low quality, or if their group
is signed to an independent rather than large corporate label, or if it takes a strong
political stance. One fan, whom I will call Sasha, describes underground hip-hop this
way:
Hehe. Underground. I guess underground has two meanings –
1. the first step of creation, when an artist who doesn’t have any renown, by some
means creates a product of a middling level and quality.
2. style. Some successful rappers say that the underground is a style, by which
name losers call their creations. As a style, underground is not popular with the
wider masses, isn’t pop, isn’t commercial. But in terms of quality and
composition and mastery, it is serious. (rhymond zeRRguiz).
Sasha adds that there is a political component to underground hip-hop and that that is not
always a good thing:
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For underground hip-hop there’s an additional element of politicization of groups.
But unfortunately now there has appeared in our country a tendency for different
neo-nazis and neo-fascists to create groups that, strangely enough, perform rap
music. In their view, they have an oppositional air…Then there’s hip-hop that
comes from an anarchist perspective, left-radical. (Sasha)
According to this information, there is also underground hip-hop emerging from other
areas of the Russian Federation, like Tatarstan or Chechnya, or from former Soviet
countries, like Turkmenistan and Georgia (ibid.). Although they disagree on which
groups are underground or how much or important of a presence the underground has in
hip-hop,3 most fans seem to agree that it is generally not televized or on a major label,
that it is not commercial, and that it is in some way oppositional, whether by reflecting
conditions on the streets or by directly criticizing capitalism or the government. A great
deal of underground hip-hop in Russia is distributed mainly by computer: Performers
post their tracks to internet fora as well as to social networking sites like MySpace and
YouTube. This kind of distribution represents what Sasha considers to be the most
democratic feature of hip-hop, namely the access it provides to ordinary people to making
their own culture: “It is democratic, accessible. Hip-hop is an interesting phenomenon
because to be involved, say, in rock music is pretty complicated. You’ve got instruments,
rehearsal space, lots of complications. Hip-hop in my view is much simpler” (Sasha).
One performer who has a strong presence on Internet fora and whose name
continues to be mentioned in discussions of underground Russian hip-hop is Babangida.
Taking his name from a Nigerian military ruler, his raps are raw-sounding, minimally
produced, and distributed almost exclusively over the Internet in much the same way rock
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albums were passed by magnitizdat. His raps are a mixture of fury at capitalism, yearning
for Soviet times, homophobia, and neo-nazi themes. They share in common with
mainstream raps a commitment to straight masculinity and a combativeness that shows
Babangida is ready to take on all comers. One of his raps, “Rokot Kosmodroma” (“The
Boom of the Launch Site”) harkens back to the time of Yuri Gagarin’s trip as the first
human in space, a time of Soviet greatness, suggesting sadness for what has come since.
Ne stalo Stalina, Stakhanov bol’she k Stalin is no more, no more Stakhanov at the
stanku ne vstanet,

machine,

V Pol’she Anna German ne spoet nam In Poland, Anna German will no longer
novogo khita,

sing us her new hit,

Tol’ko bol’she pidorov drochat gitari.

Only more faggots diddling guitars.

Rep chitaet kakaia-to gopota.

Some kind of white trash is rapping.

Ia khotel by uekhat’ v Kitai, no tam ne I’d like to move to China, but there’s not
khvataet pitania.

enough food there.

Ia pomniu kogda v 91-m shaika pidorov u I remember when in ’91 a gang of faggots
belogo doma Bitlz peli

sang the Beatles

Na tankakh, khui sosali v to vermia, potom On tanks, they sucked dick back then, then
parlamentskie preniia.

came the parliamentary debates.

Verkhovnyi Sovet v 93-m rasstrelivali,

They shot the Supreme Soviet in ’93,

Stranu
	
  

rasvalili,

Misha

poluchil Tore apart the country, Misha got a Nobel
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Nobelevskuiu Premiiu,

Prize,

Na Sakharova molilis’ evrei.

The Jews prayed over Sakharov.

Seichas Lenina predlagaiut vynesti is Now they propose to remove Lenin from
mavsoleia.

the mausoleum.

Khuevoie podrastaet pokolenie.

A generation is growing up fucked.

Krugom repperi, novosibirskie oleni.

There are rappers around, Novosiberian
deer.

A ia zhdu iadernoi zimy, skorei by vse eti
pidorasy sgoreli.

And I’m waiting for nuclear winter, all the
faster to burn these faggots up.

Not only in sound but in lyrics does Babangida’s rap differ from the mainstream. Along
with the stripped-down digital sampling and aggressive vocals comes equally aggressive,
and downright racist and homophobic, verse. He lambasts the “faggots” who took over
the country after the fall of the Soviet Union, the ones who sang rock-and-roll songs at
the fall of the White House (Parliament) touting the rise of Yeltsin. He laments the
passing of Soviet icons like Stalin, Polish estrada singer Anna German, Stalinist miner
and labor hero Aleksei Stakhanov. And he’s comparing contemporary rappers to “deer,”
a “white trash” part of a “generation growing up fucked.” All of this with an obligatory
dig at the Jews and Soviet dissident Andrei Sakharov.
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Babandigda continues the neo-nazi theme in a rap called “Svastika” (“Swastika”).
Here he waxes poetic about a Soviet empire lost, an empire connected back to ancient
Russian history. He also proposes a final solution to the problems of a ruined nation.
I nash soiuz ob’’edinennykh plemen,
Vtoroi

velikii

kagan

so

And our union of united tribes,

vremen The second great Khan from the time of

Temudzhina,

Temudjin,

Ostavil v istorii sled, i zapomni,

Left its mark on history, and remember,

Chto my kogda-to zdes’ zhili,

We lived here once,

I v nashikh zhilakh telkla takaia zhe

And in our veins flowed the same

Krasnaia krov’ kak tsveta znameni,

Red blood, red the color of the flag,

I my znali, chto bogi strany slediat za nami. And we knew that the gods of the country
were with us.

I v odnom stroiu, stoia k spine spina, kogda

back, we set off,

my nastupali,
I nakatyvala krasnaia volna, vseliaia vo

And the red wave rolled, instilling fear into
our enemies,

vragov uzhas,
Nashi ordy razrushili goroda i vozveli na

Our hordes destroyed cities and brought
their temples to ruin.

ruinakh svoi khramy.
No legko byt’ khrabrym, kogda ty odin iz
	
  

And in one formation, standing back to

But it’s easy to be brave when you’re one
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sta.

in a hundred.

Iudeiskie bogi zaniali krasnykh bogov The Jewish gods took the place of the red
mesta.

gods.

…

…

Sviataia svastika, okras’ mir v krasnyi svet.

Holy swastika, paint the world red.

Nebesnyi Stalin, podari nam smert’.

Heavenly Stalin, give us death.

Sviataia svastika, okras’ mir v krasnyi svet.

Holy swastkika, paint the world red.

Nebesnyi Stalin, podari nam smert’.

Heavenly Stalin, give us death.

Babangida is pulling images of Temudjin (the name of Genghis Khan), hordes, temples,
and old Russia together with images of a red empire, “red gods,” a single union, and a red
flag. He seems to yearn for the uniformity and unanimity of what he perceives to be the
best of Soviet times, when the Red Army instilled fear into her enemies, and there was
not the uncertainty of the current period. He calls for the “holy swastika” to “paint the
world red” and for Stalin to correct a situation where “Jewish gods took the place of the
red gods.”
A third rap by Babangida departs from the nazi imagery and instead criticizes
mainstream rap and fashion. Entitled “Rep – Govno” (“Rap Is Shit”), this rap takes aim at
popular rap and rappers, contrasting them with the realities of poverty and comparing
them to “faggots” and transvestites.
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Rep – govno, skazali mne bomzhi u kioska.
Oni

znaiut

zhizn’,

khot’

ikh

Rap is shit, the bumbs at the kiosk told me.

pal’to They know life, though their coats are all

obossany.

pissed on.

Ikh ne naebesh’ za prosto tak.

You won’t fuck them over so easily.

Oni znaiut, chto takoe otbrocy.

They know what rejects are.

Moi drug Vasilii samyi modnyi bomzh,

My friend Vasilii is the most fashionable
bum,

Na khuiu tvoi disk podbrocit, raz vosem’,

He flipped your disc for nothing, eight
times.

Ego pret drugoi rep,

He digs a different rap,
Where they rap about coats, hats, and

Gde chitaiut pro pal’to, shliapy I trosti,
walking sticks,

No ego ne prut pidorasy moskovskoi But he doesn’t dig the faggots of Moscow
oblasti,
Kotorye kapustu kosiat i kosiat pod Kastu.

Who waste and waste their dough on
Kasta.
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Vasilii sliyshit ikh I zakipaet ot zlosti.

Vasilii hears them and begins to roil with
fury.
Why is rap such fuck-all? That’s the

Pochemu rep takaia khueta? Vot vopros.

question.
…
…
Douchebags in Moscow, douchebags in
Mudaki v Moskve i mudaki v Pitere,

Peter[sburg],

Eti pidory vstavliaiut v zhopu bolt, kazhdyi
den’ my vidim ikh.

These faggots take it in the ass every day
we see them.

Reperki liubiteli.

Rappers are amateurs.

Chitaiut svoi kuplety v Mar’ino i v Mitino.

They read their rhymes in Mar’ino and in
Mitino.
Fuck ‘em in the mouth, friends, this is

Ebete ikh v rot, druz’ia, eto okhuitel’no.
bullshit.

Ale, mudila, tusuisia s Timati,
Chitai detektivy Dar’i Dontsovoi.

Hello, scumbag, hangin’ with Timati,

Go on and read your Daria Dontsova
detective novels.
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Delai v pod’’ezdakh otsos u Borisa Suck Boris Nemtsov off in a stairwell.
Nemtsova.

On tebia vyebal v rot raz piat’sot.

He’d fuck you in the mouth five hundred
times.

Ty v modnykh kal’sonakh, osobo vazhnaia

VIP.

persona.

…

…

I know it’s hard to be a rapper here,

Ia znaiu, tut byt’ reperom trudno,
No tebia vse prut i ty v kolgotkakh
vykhodish’
Na bul’var v budni, na kablukakh tufli.

You’re wearing fashionable drawers, a real

But everyone digs you, and you come out
in tights
Onto the boulevard on weekdays, on high
heels.

Ty nakrasil pomadoi, bliad’, guby.

You painted your lips with lipstick.

Ty ebuchii reper I slushaesh’ tol’ko Vu

You’re a fucking rapper and you listen only
to Wu,

Pidoras, bliad’, Vu Tang Klan, nakhui.

Faggot, whore, to Wu Tang Clan, fuck it.

This rap is a direct attack on mainstream hip-hop, singling out popular rapper and Putin
supporter Timati. It questions the sexuality and masculinity of mainstream rappers, who
read Daria Dontsova novels (popular with women), “take it in the ass,” and “suck off”
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former Deputy Prime Minister and neoliberal reformer Boris Nemtsov. These
“douchebags from Moscow” “waste and waste their dough on Kasta” (another popular
mainstream rap group), dress fashionably, and listen “only to Wu Tang Clan,” thinking
they’re cool. In this attack Babangida implies his own authenticity and masculinity,
eschewing the big-city hip-hop scene in favor of the underground.
While not as aggressive as Babangida, another underground rap group, the nowdefunct SixtyNine, casts a critical eye upon the new capitalist Russia and foregoes the
positivity of mainstream rap for a bleaker, if well-produced, underground style and
sound. In their rap, “V Belom Getto” (“In the White Ghetto”), SixtyNine make the critical
turn without resorting to the race-baiting and homophobia of Babangida’s neo-nazi style.
The rap begins with a dialogue between Vis Vitalis the MC and his friend, a metal-head
and proceeds to answer the question of why Vis loves rap so much even though he is
white. The rap ends with an alternative vision of society where people of all races and
groups stand together on their commonalities, rather than apart on their differences.
Moi drug, metallist i roker otpetyi,

My friend, a metal-head and all-out rocker,

Skazal, “Ia ne vrubaius’ v etu muzyku Said, “I don’t get this ghetto music.
getto.

…

…

Rep – eto shit, eto niggerskii fufel.

Rap is shit, it’s nigger crap.

‘Unts-unts’ prostoi, i nikakogo ‘dzhian’- Just ‘unts-unts’ [bass noise] and no
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dzhian’’,

‘dzhian-dzhian’ [guitar noise],

Konkretnyi otstoi, bezmazovaia drian’.”

Certain dregs and hopeless rubbish.”

…

…

Ty prav, brat, rep – eto muzyka getto,

You’re right, brother, rap is the music of
the ghetto,
Of black neighborhoods somewhere in

Chernykh raionov v Amerika gde-to.

America.
No money, no woman, no power, no job,
No money, no woman, no power, no job,
And you yourself are a loser, and your
I sam ty luzer, i ded tvoi – rab.

dad’s a slave.
So look around, friend –

Tak chto zhe, drug, posmotri vokrug –

This place looks like such a closed circle:

Pokhozhe zdes’ tozhe tot zhe zamknutyi
krug:
No power, no woman, no job, no money,
No power, no woman, no job, no money,
They stole our country from us.
Nashu stranu u nas zhe ukrali.
You wanna know where the real ghetto is?
Ty khochesh’ znat’, gde nastoiashchee
getto?
It’s right here, dude, not somewhere in
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Eto riadom, chuvak, ne v Amerika gde-to.

America.
The only difference is in the quality of their
lies and their skin,

Vsia raznitsa tol’ko v ottenke lzhi i kozhi,

And all the same our ghettoes are like
knives:
I vse zhe nashi getto kak nozhi pokhozhi:
Here too, brutes beat passers-by,
Here too, they piss in the stairwells,
Zdes’ tozhe rozhi prokhozhikh b’iut,
Here too, the thug is respected and cool,
Zdes’ tozhe v pod’ezdakh ssut,
Here too, they drink, drink, drink…
Zdes’ tozhe bandit uvazhaem i krut,
…
Zdes’ p’iut, p’iut, p’iut…
Really, this is a dangerous place to live,
…
But you know a sure-fire way to make it
Ved’ eto mesto, gde zhit’ opasno,

better –

No ty znaesh’ vernyi sposob, chtoby stalo

Get shit-faced or score some powder.

khorosho –
You even know that tomorrow everything
Nazhrat’sia ili dobyt’ poroshok.

will be just the same,

Ty znaesh’ dazhe, chto zavtra vse budet tak

Your whole life in despair and shit.

zhe.
The marks on your hands are becoming
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Vsiu zhizn’ v otchaianii i lazhe.

more visible.

Na rukakh vse bol’she zametno otmetin.

Answer me, where are you, man? In the
white ghetto.

Otvetit’, gde ty, men? V belom getto.

In the white, in the white ghetto.
In the white, in the white ghetto.

V belom, v belom getto.
V belom, v belom getto.
V belom.
Belye niggery v belom getto.
My – deti chernogo kleba,
Svintsovogo snega, kholodnogo neba
…
Ty byl rozhden v eti stuzhi,
Chtoby stat’ nenuzhnym.

In the white.
White niggers in the white ghetto.
We are children of the black bread,
Leaden snow, cold skies,
…
You were born into this cold,
Just to become obsolete.
It’s your rock and my rap.
And even though you’re white as the snow
all around,

Eto tvoi rok i eto moi rep.
Inside you’re black like bread, man.
I khot’ ty belyi, kak sneg snaruzhi,
You can call yourself what you want,
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Vnutri ty chernyi, kak khleb, men.

Be a punk, freak, beatnik, nazi, dandy,

Ty mozhesh nazvat’ sebia, kak ugodno,
Byt’ pankom, frikom, bitnikom, natsi, Stiliaga, hippie, raver, white trash, it’s all
modom,

the same.

Stiliagoi, khippi, reiverom, gopom, vse Your surroundings are rock bottom.
ravno.

We who live in the ghetto are always the

Tvoia okraina – eto dno.

same.

My, zhiteli getto, vsegda pokhozhi.

Understand, it has nothing to do with skin
color.

Poimi, zdes’ delo bobse ne v tsvete kozhi.

I’m a nigger, too, and so are you,
And the good Lord will not help us.

Ia tozhe nigger, ty nigger tozhe,
I dobren’kii Bozhe nam ne pomozhet.
In this rap, Vis is claiming the legacy of American hip-hop—not the commercialized
kind, but the bottom-up hip-hop culture of the ghetto. The rap makes a poetic connection
between the black skin of those living in American ghettoes to the black bread that is a
symbol of Russianness. Vis Vitalis is claiming blackness for all who have suffered as a
result of Russia’s neoliberal reforms. More than simply laying claim to a racialized
experience, he is using blackness as a form of solidarity that unites youth of all different
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style cultures into one group of common interest and experience. He is also laying claim
to the legacy of the ghetto, representing a real underground of poverty, hardship, drugs,
and violence. It is this kind of critique, as well as that of neo-nazis like Babangida, that
almost completely absent from mainstream Russian hip-hop.
The underground represents a departure from the positivity of mainstream hiphop. It is a more direct representation of the conditions of life combined with an overt
political stance. As such, it would land more squarely in the domain of authenticity
described in the last chapter. Where it can be found, it is non-commercial, political, and
usually has a more DIY character. It is vernacular. Like any vernacular product, it can be
politically ambivalent, with critiques being aimed at the system from both the left and the
right. This Russian hip-hop vernacular kicks up as much football-fan and nazi fervor as
anarchist or socialist. When I asked an informant whether Babangida, with his over-thetop nazi style was a parody, he said:
It’s hard to say. But when it’s not clear whether something’s a parody or not, then
I think it’s probably not a parody…It’s probable that Babangida is some kind of
postmodernism in the spirit of Limonov’s National Bolshevik Party, but I don’t
know enough about them….Unfortunately, it’s a pretty common thing in general,
not just in rap music, where folks can be outright neo-nazis. Not having access to
a broader political field, the far right actively works in the subcultures, and so we
get these paradoxical groups. (Sasha 2012)
Whether from the far right or the far left, these rap critiques share a distrust of the current
system. Some long for the Soviet past, while others look toward a potentially brighter
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future. They also share a distain for neoliberal capitalism and lament its effects on Russia.
Both draw attention to the experience of the poor and working classes who have been for
the most part left behind in the new Russia. Some draw a line between the big cities,
where money flows and people are generally more prosperous, and the provinces, where
there is little to go around after factories have closed and the government has ceased to
help. Others draw a line between Russians and other nationalities, namely Jews or those
from the Caucasus region. Still others see a possibility of interracial and intergroup
solidarity. Mainstream rap, on the other hand, shies away for the most part from overt
criticism of the system. Even where such criticism appears, it is mostly a vague cynicism
directed at politicians in general or it is directed at the sitting government but not at the
capitalist system in general. Significantly, its political ambiguity is partly a result of the
production of culture work that is detached from organized political activism.

CONCLUSION: RUSSIAN HIP-HOP’S REVERSE CULTURAL CYCLE
In this chapter I have described how hip-hop in Russia fits in with the modern
history of style; that it is borrowed and exists as both a top-down and vernacular
construct. Mainstream hip-hop owes more to the American original, especially the
commercialized version of the American original, than to its local contexts. Thus, it is
masculinist and concerned more with matters of style from wealth to attire than of daily
life or politics. Its more critical sibling, underground hip-hop is more rooted in the
realities of post-Transition Russian life in the experience of ordinary people, however
politically ambivalent its expression might be.
Thus, in Russian hip-hop we can see the cultural cycle in progress, albeit inverted.
According to one informant,
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For us another kind of process happened. That is, in America there was this
background; it was the music of the ghetto, music that the commercial
mainstream didn’t take up. In Russia it happened a little differently. All of a
sudden you had this commercial product. It didn’t have a position. Then more
information came in about this culture…and folks decided they wanted to do
something like the American underground. That’s what it seems to me, the same
process, reversed. (Sasha 2012)
That is, Russian hip-hop, with the exception of early small breakdance and rap tusovki, is
a top-down, market-driven phenomenon. It displays in reverse the same traits as
American hip-hop and, just like American hip-hop, it exists as both a commercial product
and as a vernacular means of self-expression. It has both commercial and critical
potential built into it, and in both domains it tells us something about the new neoliberal
Russia.
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1
Dating back to the 1920s, Russkii shanson came to be comprised of underground
criminal songs, urban romances, military, and bard songs (Russianshanson.info 2012).
2

According to Wikipedia’s entry on Legalize (which is spelled Ligalize on the webpage),
D.O.B. stands for “Department of Bastards” (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ligalize).
3

A small poll of fans has them listening to it only 29% of the time, while they listen to
mainstream 23.5% percent of the time and 38% don’t delineate (Forum).
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Conclusion: Resistance in Style
In this work, I have described Russian hip-hop as a uniquely fruitful site of
investigation of the cultural cycle. The sudden Transition to market democracy—the
expansion of the universal market into Russia and the Eastern bloc—allows us to see
exactly what is at stake in a discussion of style, rhetoric, and agency. That is, the style
subcultures before the Transition—though borrowed—operated locally, communally, and
with an emphasis on ideas. After the Transition, the style culture defined around hip-hop
was mostly a matter of imitating forms in a way designed to garner fame and profit. In an
inversion of the cultural cycle, hip-hop arrived as the sound of neoliberalism rather than
as a rhetorical resource for resistance.
Five additional arguments have grounded this work. The first is that style is a
form of communicative practice, a union of form, ideology, and activity whose elements
cannot be separated. While activity is always local, form and ideology are abstractable
from particular context and can be—and have been—transported into new places and
times for local purposes. There they are rooted once again in the concrete activities of
those who take it up.
Second, style is the language of the universal market. It is the cultural currency
we use to express ourselves, experience leisure, even engage in politics. Styles are also
characterized by cultural cycles, which are frameworks for capturing styles at particular
historical moments with each moment’s particular social and economic characteristics.
Looking at style this way, as a feature of the universal market and as occurring in cultural
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cycles—innnovation,

commodification,

dissemination,

consumption,

and

further

innovation—allows for a materialist analysis of style that is attentive to its rhetorical,
material, and political importance.
Third, the different historical periods of globalization are important contexts for
the cultural cycles of styles. Each style has a history that continues to leave traces upon it.
Each style is deeply rooted in a particular present. And each reaches out toward new
contexts, new practitioners and stylemakers. Globalization, however fraught the term, is
not just a matter of abstract flows, but is about the concrete lived experiences of people
around the world. Capitalism is a global phenomenon, as it has left no region of the world
untouched, and style has come with it. Certainly, it is not in every world space that
people consume or produce style. However, it is increasingly through style that people
identify themselves and each other as denizens of a single planet, interconnected. And it
is through style that those living in advanced capitalist nations connect with other regions
of the globe. Globalization, in the sense of the global development of capitalism, is also
the basis for the borrowing of styles worldwide, including into Soviet and post-Soviet
Russia.
Fourth, Post-World War II youth style subcultures in Russia, with little exception,
were based upon borrowings from the West and influenced by the country’s internal class
dynamics. Privileged youth were privileged sources of commodities and information,
while ordinary youth often cobbled together copies of Western styles. Soviet youth
consumed the West, they imitated it, and they often innovated upon it. In innovating, they
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created their own versions of styles, most notable of which was Russian rock.
Authenticity in these borrowed styles was often a matter of relative distance of style
practices from the influence of the state or market. During the Soviet period, then, the
more authentically youth practiced Western styles, the more likely they were to face
official repression and even unofficial persecution.
Style subcultures in the Soviet Union were de facto political, given that the very
act of diverging from the official culture was treated by the state as a kind of dissidence.
The style cultures themselves, though, were rarely connected to instrumental political
dissident movements, and many participants viewed themselves as completely apolitical.
That said, style cultures participated in the perestroika period and in some way as well in
the fall of the Soviet system. Following the fall, style cultures were mostly rendered
irrelevant or folded into the developing market in popular and youth culture. While there
are still a number of youth tusovki centered on particular styles, it is difficult for many of
them to escape the market, if not also the state.
Fifth, Russian hip-hop in particular is a product both of Soviet style culture and of
the universal neoliberal market. Its mainstream version is closely linked with the market
and sometimes the state. Its smaller, and ostensibly more authentic, underground version
shares more in common with style subcultures of the Soviet period in their implicit and
explicit critique of the political and economic system of post-Soviet Russia. The political
and economic ambivalence of hip-hop as a whole and other styles in Russia provides a
lens through which we can view the effects of the development of the universal market in
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that country. Style is a means for people to negotiate their relationships to each other and
to the state and market. The universal market is eager and quite able to take advantage of
style, to package it, market it, and enforce its boundaries. Yet, there remains a kernel of
resistance in the expressions of ordinary people against the effects of the universal
market.
These five lines of argument have a number of implications for the study of
neoliberalism and for rhetorical studies. Regarding neoliberalism, just as the universal
market developed in the US, it has come to pass that Russians must go to market and only
to market for the necessities of life and for leisure. It is also primarily through the market
that they can come to create as well as experience culture. It is chiefly through the
market, through consumption, that they come to know and practice style.
It is easy to find critics of neoliberalism both inside and outside the domain of
style in Russia. Kagarlitsky (2002) writes:
Beginning late in the autumn of 1991, together with the collapse of the USSR, the
neo-liberal ‘reform’ of the Russian economy passed through two phases. The first,
from 1991 to 1994, was the time of privatization by ‘voucher’ or without
payment, and of hyper-inflation. The second period, from 1994 to 1998, could be
called the epoch of the complete victory of capitalism. (188)
It is during this “victory of capitalism” that we see the rise of large corporations, both
domestic and multinational, and the emergence of a new class of the super-wealthy, the
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oligarchs. It is the oligarchs and those who own and direct the corporations who have
benefited from the privatization of previously nationalized property. Ordinary people, on
the other hand, have experienced a mixture of prosperity and poverty; middle classes of
reasonably well-off people have developed in the large cities, but many workers and the
poor, especially those in the provinces, have experienced a significant decline in their
standard of living. This period coincided with “the decades of the great delusion” in
which “capital burst out of national confines in trade, investment, and production” while
nation-states controlled their borders and passed austerity measures for those not in
control of capital (Harman 2009, 255). Neoliberalism, then, the period we most associate
with globalization, has had negative consequences for democratic self-determination in
culture, labor, and daily life all over the world (Harman 2009; Harvey 2005).
Rhetorical studies has as its founding and still-central problem the question of
human agency in the context of constraint. Style the world over provides a rhetorical
resource both for surviving within the state and market systems and for acting against
them. Style is also a material practice by which people can prosper or resist. Under the
Soviet state, style was resistance, mostly pro-Western if not pro-capitalist. It represented
a failure of Soviet ideology to take hold and exposed the USSR’s internal class dynamics.
It is not just the state that persecuted style subcultures. Ordinary people who were
invested in “building communism,” in various Party organizations, including the
Komsomol youth organization, hounded stiliagi, shaming them and sometimes doing
them violence. Local youth gangs like the Liubertsy of the outskirts of Moscow, football
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fans, and skinheads, targeted youth who practiced Western styles, including hippies,
breakdancers, and rappers. Style was for these persecuted youth a way to stand out in
spite of the state and the defenders of the system. In the case of rock, style was an outlet
for outright resistance and was involved in the political life of the country.
There are a number of avenues for future research that can come out of this study.
First, scholars could produce a richer discussion of style by accounting better for concrete
local activities that, along with form and ideology, comprise communicative practice,
both in the case of Russia and in general. For that reason, the current study would be well
complemented by detailed ethnographic research into local activities among style
communities. Another area of research would be to follow Russia’s underground hip-hop
scene to see whether it adapts more to local circumstances and whether it flourishes into a
critique of the current system the way hip-hop has been articulated to social movements
elsewhere, as in Egypt or Palestine.
Depending on the nature of the state and potential repression, style need not be
explicitly associated with actual political dissident movements in order to have a
dissident character. That said, style is not in itself an actual political movement. It is not
sufficient for bringing an end to the injustices of state repression and economic
exploitation, even if it does aid in consciousness-raising. When style is associated with
instrumental political movements, that is, movements dedicated to implementing social
change through activism, style can inspire, solidify, and disseminate the message of those
movements. Such an example can be found in the role of Russian rock in the perestroika
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period and in hip-hop in other parts of the world. It remains to be seen whether any postSoviet style, including hip-hop, becomes linked with instrumental poltics or what role
such styles can play in movements that already exist.
The neoliberal world represents the triumph of capitalism over competing
economic systems on a large scale. However, the Arab Spring of 2011 and similar
uprisings show us that resistance is possible and that styles borrowed from the flow of
neoliberal capitalism, when infused with local content, can play a role in building and
furthering that resistance. For example, Alexander Billet interviewed Egyptian rapper
Sphinx (member of the group Arabian Knightz, allegedly Egypt’s first rap group) on the
role of rap in the Egyptian revolution (Billet 2012). Billet mentioned the “demonstrations
and strikes” characteristic of “any true revolution,” during which “revolutionary poems
were written and often performed on the fly” (ibid.). The poems did not do the same work
that strikes do—but they nevertheless did the rhetorical work of inspiration and
solidification among ordinary people rising up against their dictator. Sphinx says, “I think
our music has helped encourage people to keep going.” When Billet asked Sphinx about
his group and the role of rap in the Egyptian revolution, here is what Sphinx had to say:
[P]olitics always comes up. It’s something that’s always been really dear to us,
because seeing everything that’s been going on in the Middle East for so long,
you want to put some truth on it…I was in college when I started getting into
Immortal Technique [an American rapper] and some fo the really dope
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the way for it like Public Enemy and whatnot…I think hip-hop is ultimately
music for the oppressed, a place where the voiceless can have a voice…I mean,
people were out in Tahrir Square singing our songs. (ibid.)
In the interview Sphinx describes how hip-hop was borrowed into the Arab world when
he discusses being into Immortal Technique and Public Enemy. He resists accusations
that in the borrowing, his work is “Westernized,” saying, “It’s always been about Arab
unity and Arab culture. . . Yes, it developed in America before it became hip-hop itself,
but it’s international.” Thus, Sphinx makes my argument: In particular historical contexts,
ordinary people can take up and use the generic forms of style culture, innovating and
crafting it to their own ends. He and his group found that as the Egyptian revolutionary
groundswell grew, hip-hop became a “music for the oppressed, a place where the
voiceless can have a voice.” Importantly, he contrasts hip-hop culture in Egypt with “TV
Arabs” “wearing Dolce and Gabbana.” This statement makes the point that while all
styles travel the routes of the international capitalist market, not all are equally faithful to
the interests of ordinary people.
Sphinx and Arabian Knightz have taken up the hip-hop form, brought local
meaning and political content into it, and spurred new innovation. This is true of Arabian
Knightz’ raps being taken up in Tahrir Square and distributed on the Intenet. Groups like
Da Arabian MCs from Palestine used it to reflect the realities of injustice in their own
lived experience. In short, hip-hop in the Arab world has its own history, based upon
borrowings from the United States but developing from the 1990s onwards into local
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iterations of great political meaning. People were rapping together in Tahrir Square while
taking part in an instrumental movement to oust then-President Hosni Mubarak.
The example of hip-hop in revolutionary times shows us the potentially
democratic side of the politics of style in neoliberalism. In the Communist Manifesto,
Marx wrote, “The bourgeoisie has through its exploitation of the world market given a
cosmopolitan character to production and consumption in every country” (Marx 2005).
However, Marx did not mean that the bourgeoisie had total control over defining the
character of that cosmopolitanism:
Modern bourgeois society, with its relations of production, of exchange and of
property, a society that has conjured up such gigantic means of production and of
exchange, is like the sorcerer who is no longer able to control the powers of the
nether world whom he has called up by his spells. (47)
In other words, when capitalism expands, it also generates resistance on a global scale.
When the forms of culture making travel the globe through the market, they do not
inevitably reproduce the generic forms of allegiance to neoliberalism. Thus, the
globalization of style is neither empty nor revolutionary. Rather, the truth of style lies
somewhere in between. Those who would resist would do well to recognize its potential
as well as its limitations. Style itself won’t make revolution, but as thousands in Tahrir
Square moved to political rap anthems and Palestinians resist apartheid occupation to the
sound of DAM, people all over the world can and do resist in style.
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